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Appendix 1 – Verbatim Comments from the Survey &
Comments Submitted Directly to APEGA by Email
The following individual comments are from each question in the the Member & Permit Holder
Survey as part of the fall 2016 round of consultations. Comments and questions, as submitted,
have not been edited.

1. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following proposed
recommendations? It is proposed that the following definitions be added to
the legislation:

Stamp: an instrument issued by APEGA to a Professional Member or Permit
Holder in any form or medium, as set out by the Registrar.

Authentication: the application of a Professional Member’s stamp,
signature, and date together with a Permit Holder’s stamp to a professional
document.

Professional Document: an engineering or geoscience file in any form or
medium that: contains technical information resulting from the practice of
engineering or geoscience is complete for an intended purpose and will be
relied upon by others

•

•
•

•
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Professional document is far too wide ranging. This does not make it clear what APEGA
will and will not be regulating.
o
The need to two stamps is onerous and may not be possible in smaller
companies and consultancies, of which there are a lot these days. 2) the most
common geoscience file in use in the seismic industry is a digital file in SEG-Y
format containing seismic data; there is no means by which a stamp can be
applied to this file. 3) The client demand for data in SEG-Y files is for a rapid
response and it is not uncommon for several files to be exchanged before one is
regarded as final, does each copy have to be stamped - which is impossible
anyway?
No Comments.
The only Prof Documents that require authentication are those sent to regulators and the
public. Prof Documents remaining inside a corporation need no authentication because
such practice would not benefit or protect the public and would severely hinder the
productivity and efficiency of Alberta companies and their professional employees. This
would have a severe and negative impact on the Alberta economy, prosperity and our
ability to compete with less regulated jurisdictions in other provinces and countries.
Adding the Permit Holder's stamp to every professional document is going to be a huge
burden on that individual. Even small companies have hundreds to thousands of
professional documents to manage. Currently whether work is done in Alberta or not, it still
requires authentication by a Professional Member. I do not see the added value of the
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extra layer of approval on engineering work but it will incur a significant cost
pro document definition first bullet is far too broad
Not specific enough on professional documents
"Stamping" should be required for documents submitted to regulators/public domain, not for
those used internally.
I believe the document stamping and authentication requirement should only be applicable
to documents that will go into the public domain.
Internal corporate documents should not require a stamp.
Stamp & Authentication definitions seem appropriate. The Professional Document
definition leaves too much ambiguity on internal documentation, which should NOT require
Authentication
You are lumping the technical documents of engineers and geologists together and they
have COMPLETELY DIFFERENT IMPLICATIONS! In geoscience, we interpret. Is an
interpretation that is valid one day and changed the next a professional document that can
be stamped. At what point should and INTERPRETATION be stamped? A geological
document is produced based on an individual's access to data along with their experience.
It's a whole lot different from person to person. Can an interpretation be actually stamped?
Geology is not a black and white science like engineering. We work in the grey realm. How
do you stamp that? Our documents (which are interpretations) are not final.
I do not fully understand how this would be applied to internal documents that are touched
every day. Does every change need to be stamped? I would only support final documents
that would end up in the public realm.
stamp only those documents that will go into the public domain or to the regulator
The qualifier as a document deemed complete for an intended purpose could encompass a
very wide array of work that is constantly evolving and being updated. The authentication
of should be limited to professional work that is submitted into the public domain,
applicable regulator or other governmental agency
Understand the need for a digital signature but the need to authenticate every document
that contains technical information seems excessive, especially when the technical
documents may be coming from chemical, environmental, or biological laboratories.
Strongly disagree with this statement as any work done by myself as a geologist in training
would require stamping, which then would require an unnecessary step making processes
much more onerous.
Rule should apply ONLY to documents that are used external to the company - or we bog
down in internal bureaucracy. There is little value to public stakeholders in having internally
used documents stamped.
Stamping all "professional documents" is excessive. Only documents that can be taken as
definitive such as "issued for construction" or "issued for client approval" should require
stamping. Stamping miscellaneous drawings gives the reader a false sense of their
accuracy.
Disagree that a professional document is any form that contains technical information.
Authentication should only be required for matters concerning the public or the regulator.
We would like the document stamping requirement to be applicable only to documents that
will go into the public domain or to the regulator.
See issues with applying authentication to certain electronic formats (i.e. software specific
files)
The definition of professional document is too broad and will create undue administrative
work.
garbage-not applicable
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Adding the Permit Holder's stamp to every professional document is going to be a huge
burden on that individual. Even small companies have hundreds to thousands of
professional documents to manage. Currently whether work is done in Alberta or not, it still
requires authentication by a Professional Member. I do not see the added value of the
extra layer of approval on engineering work but it will incur a significant cost.
pro document definition first bullet is far too broad
Not specific enough on professional documents
"Stamping" should be required for documents submitted to regulators/public domain, not for
those used internally.
I believe the document stamping and authentication requirement should only be applicable
to documents that will go into the public domain.
Internal corporate documents should not require a stamp
Stamp & Authentication definitions seem appropriate. The Professional Document
definition leaves too much ambiguity on internal documentation, which should NOT require
Authentication.
You are lumping the technical documents of engineers and geologists together and they
have COMPLETELY DIFFERENT IMPLICATIONS! In geoscience, we interpret. Is an
interpretation that is valid one day and changed the next a professional document that can
be stamped. At what point should and INTERPRETATION be stamped? A geological
document is produced based on an individual's access to data along with their experience.
It's a whole lot different from person to person. Can an interpretation be actually stamped?
Geology is not a black and white science like engineering. We work in the grey realm. How
do you stamp that? Our documents (which are interpretations) are not final.
I do not fully understand how this would be applied to internal documents that are touched
every day. Does every change need to be stamped? I would only support final documents
that would end up in the public realm
stamp only those documents that will go into the public domain or to the regulator
The qualifier as a document deemed complete for an intended purpose could encompass a
very wide array of work that is constantly evolving and being updated. The authentication
of should be limited to professional work that is submitted into the public domain,
applicable regulator or other governmental agency
Understand the need for a digital signature but the need to authenticate every document
that contains technical information seems excessive, especially when the technical
documents may be coming from chemical, environmental, or biological laboratories
Strongly disagree with this statement as any work done by myself as a geologist in training
would require stamping, which then would require an unnecessary step making processes
much more onerous
Rule should apply ONLY to documents that are used external to the company - or we bog
down in internal bureaucracy. There is little value to public stakeholders in having internally
used documents stamped.
Stamping all "professional documents" is excessive. Only documents that can be taken as
definitive such as "issued for construction" or "issued for client approval" should require
stamping. Stamping miscellaneous drawings gives the reader a false sense of their
accuracy.
Disagree that a professional document is any form that contains technical information.
Authentication should only be required for matters concerning the public or the regulator
We would like the document stamping requirement to be applicable only to documents that
will go into the public domain or to the regulator.
See issues with applying authentication to certain electronic formats (i.e. software specific
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files)
The definition of professional document is too broad and will create undue administrative
work.

garbage-not applicable
Authentication of all internal professional documents is too onerous to manage, from either
the member's perspective, or APEGA's.
The definition of a professional document is far too broad. According to this definition,
every piece of paper is a professional document.
I disagree with the definition change that a professional document is defined as "complete
for an intended purpose". In Geoscience, the purpose of a document can simply be to
review ideas, or it could be to determine a multi-million dollar well location. We can
generate dozens of options in our mapping, which we wish to review. The act of
authenticating all of these waters down the value of authentication. This change has a high
probability of resulting in confusion as to which documents are considered "final". If
documents need to have a description on every one to describe intention, this creates
inefficient work practices, that are onerous when large companies are dealing with
hundreds of documents produced in any one day. If our goal is to protect the public, we
certainly don't do this when we have processes that can cause confusion.
I only disagree with the definition of professional document. We will be facing a highly
impractical professional practice if all professionals are to authenticate all professional
documents. It will be highly interpretive on what the intended purpose is. In the past, the
requirement to authenticate only Final Plans was helpful in that it was clear that these
documents were ready for use. Stamping documents for an intended use, may confuse
others in thinking the document was ready for another use. To explain on every document
what it is for becomes extremely onerous and over complicated. Our goal is to protect the
public, not confuse people. Internally in an organization, we create hundreds if not
thousands of docs in a day. To authenticate all of them waters down the meaning of
professional authentication.
Definition of "professional document" is too broad for geoscientists. Maps are rarely
"complete", mostly just good enough to make a technical decision. Need to discriminate
working maps etc. used for day-to-day operations from final versions used for investor
relations.
This is too broad of definition and impractical to apply to everything that is done day to day.
I believe that the requirement for authentication should only apply to documents that are in
the public domain or regulatory authorities
By the proposed definition of a professional document computer programs displaying
geological/geophysical data interpretations in a meeting to make a decision on a well
location would require stamping on a live dataset as various views are reviewed.
Ridiculous!
In the practice of geology and geophysics many files are created. These can be maps or
interpreted well logs for example. Many of these are generated and used as working
documents that change constantly and are not necessarily correct or a full interpretation.
The above definition would consider anything printed by a geoscientist a professional
document and that is not the intention.
Authentication of documents should be required only to documents that will go into the
public domain or
I do not agree that every document requires stamp & permit holder's stamp. It should only
be documents that go to the public or the regulator. If every document needs to be
stamped and authenticated it will slow down everyday business
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This is too much paper work and red tape. Many engineers and geologists may be experts
in their field but are not yet APEGA members. This will impede their ability to get hired and
provide for their family.
I believe a stamp is only required for documents being submitted to the public domain or to
a
Agree with stamp definition 2.Agree with authentication definition 3.Strongly disagree with
professional document definition. It is MUCH TOO BROAD!
The definition of professional document seems too broad in scope. Does this mean every
cross section and map shown in a meeting would be considered a professional document?
This does not capture any of the interpretation that was communicated verbally and would
mean the way documents are prepared would have to change drastically.
I would like the document stamping requirement to be applicable only to documents that
will go into the public domain or to the regulator.
Not necessary or relevant. The current act works well as is
The value to including the permit holder stamp with the professional member's is
questionable given the RM responsibilities through the PPMP.
The professional document definition requires clarification around "completeness" and the
definition of "others
Documents going public not internal documents
The document stamping requirement to be applicable only to documents that will go into
the public domain or to the regulator.
It would be too onerous to also include the Professional member's stamp to each
document. Including the permit to practice number should be sufficient as the Professional
Member has accountability and competence to authenticate on his own
Stamping should only be required for those documents which will go into the public domain
or to a regulator. Stamping of all documents used internally in an organization for review or
recommendation purposes does nothing to improve public safety
Stamps have never been required by our clients other than in specific circumstances. To
require stamping of every document in the new definitions is onerous and unnecessary for
geoscientists.
Do not need a stamp for internal use only as many procedures in house are online.
Impractical to stamp all internal technical professional documents. External only
As a production engineer for an oil & gas company, I feel that the definition of a
professional document is too broad as it would include many items that are used for
internal discussion purposes only. I believe it would make more sense to require stamping
documents that are submitted to a regulator or that will go into the public domain
Definition of a professional document should also take in to consideration what it is to be
used for i.e. external submissions/communications versus more informal internal draft
documents, etc.
Permit holder's stamp should not be required on all documents. It is unreasonable to
expect the responsible member of a company to personally stamp and take responsibility
for the work of hundreds, and sometimes thousands, of employees
"Professional document" is too broadly defined. It could include preliminary or speculative
documentation that is complete and relied upon within the context of being preliminary and
speculative. Member or Permit Holder authentication of such documents could lock the
Member into an awkward situation if changes need to occur to those documents
Should only need to be stamped if the documents are being sent out of the company into
the public domain.
This may apply to the professional document provided by personals outside the
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corporation.
I believe that professional documents should only be documents that are supplied or can
be accessed by the
Professional documents in engineering are of vastly different scope and depth than
professional documents in geosciences as they relate to the public interest
I think there needs to be a distinction made between internal documents and external
documents (i.e. ones that will be made public). Maybe "internal document" versus
"professional document
Only stamp documents going outside the company, public domain or regulator
Professional document definition is WAY too broad as it encompasses documents that
would be internal only to a company. This is unnecessary and creates excess bureaucracy.
Total waste of effort. A document should only be considered professional and only require
stamping when being submitted in the public domain or to the regulator.
authentication of professional documents ONLY for documents submitted to public domain
or a regulator
An electronic stamp
Definitions are too vague and all-inclusive. This may lead to an interpretation which is too
far reaching
You should only need to authenticate professional documents that are going into the public
domain or to a regulating body
I would like to see the document stamping/authentication requirement be applicable only to
documents that will go into the public domain or to the regulator.
Make it a requirement to stamp only those documents that go into the public domain or to
the regulator
This would be way too inefficient and onerous for geologists at major companies, where
there are already multiple checks in place to realize the geologic work.
Internal documents should not be considered a professional document
The concept of a "drawing" is rapidly disappearing and it is impossible to full check what is
contained within a model. The entire concept of authentication needs to be reviewed,
particularly given that PEO has moved to NO authentication whatsoever and the world
hasn't actually stopped turning
Not all professional members will have or be required to have a permit number. The
members stamp and signature should be sufficient. This is just another cash grab by
APEGA as what does the permit stamp provide different than the professional's stamp.
Developing, reviewing and approving (authenticating) professional content is rapidly
transitioning from documents (paper or electronic) to data (including databases and
models). There does not seem to be any thought to this in the current legislative review
The definition is broad and it would mean that literally everything document I produce will
have to be stamped.
It gives the Registrar too much power.
Geology is interpretative and dynamic, I object to the definition of professional documents if
they include working maps, annotated logs, etc.
This would suggest that a production type curve or net pay map needs to be stamped?
Seems very heavy handed, and impractical.
I am wondering why permit holder's need to be part of the authentication process.
A permit holders stamp should only be required on some kind of master sheet which could
group all other engineering documents for a project. Other documents could list the permit
number if necessary.
internal company documents should be exempt from stamping in my opinion (as members
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of the company are usually well aware of the employee's qualifications already)
The definition of 'professional document' is somewhat fuzzy - but I get that it is difficult to
bound it more closely
Need reference to safety of the public?
I realize that many would not strongly agree
I would agree with this except that the Permit to Practice requirements are becoming so
bureaucratic that APEGA are unnecessarily burdening sole proprietor consulting
corporations with little evidenced benefit for the public.
Members shall not be liable for open on-line application systems such as BC's OGC where
anyone can add a member's prof. no.
How do you stamp electronic maps
For sole practitioners the requirement to have both the Permit and Prof Members stamp,
etc. is going to add extra costs that those individuals will now have to recover through their
billable clients which means increase rates that have been seeing continued downward
pressures for the last several years. Unless clients are willing to have their bills bumped
upwards somewhat for the extra annual costs that will be incurred I have a hard time with
this. Chances are that I will not be able to recover this added cost in any way for many
years to come after the initial implementation.
This will make a professional's work day more onerous and filled with time-consuming
paperwork that could be better spent on their professional tasks and duties.
Stamp and Authentication are fine, but the definition for professional document seems
overly broad. i.e.) Is an email from an engineer providing any form of guidance considered
a professional document
It needs to be noted that Permit Holder's stamp needs to be authenticated. I.e. stamp,
signature and date of the responsible member. Complete for an intended purpose needs
further explanation. Not necessarily in the legislation but somewhere. There is a large
number of members that feel that a stamp only needs to be placed on documents for
construction.
The definition of "professional document" is not clear whether all three bullets must be
fulfilled or whether any of the bullets needs to be fulfilled
Every geological document should not require stamping
The problem is still a clear definition of a professional document. For example, we provide
reports based on data and analysis that is one aspect of the total information needed by
the client to make their decisions. Our reports are complete for the purpose of providing
this information aspect and the client relies on our several options in order to select the
best option that fits by adding other information that we do not have access to. So the
options that we provide in our technical information are complete for our intended purpose
and the client relies on this input as options to consider. Maybe collecting technical data
and analyzing it and providing options for a course of action a result of the practice of
engineering or is it just a technical function? In our situation, it is usually CETs or EITs that
merge our analysis and recommendations into their operations and maintenance
management.
Does not address nationally regulated members.
Is information provided by e-mail (for example) considered a professional document? Emails generally do not contain the stamp nor a signed signature, just my name. The
question is, if I provide technical information via e-mail, am I just as liable regardless if I
stamped or not? If so, what distinguishes stamped verses not stamped information in the
context of an official, professional document and liability?
It is good that this matter is clarified. This also shows that there are no exception to the
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authentication of professional document.
Completely impractical in a large corporate environment
Needs to be changed to " •will be relied upon by others outside of my company and will
affect public".
Concerns about the word "file" in professional document definition.
I hope this requirement of stamping documents does not become a succession of stamps
upon stamps required by Members, Practitioners, Holders, etc. to the extent that honest
omissions of stamping the numerous field produced documents is met with onerous
monetary fines and punitive professional actions in the part of APEGA.
Stamps are not necessary. A signature is sufficient.
This appears to duplicate the current authentication practice standard, and thus serves no
purpose
Stamp: an instrument issued by APEGA to a Professional Member or Permit Holder in any
form or medium, as set out by the Registrar for the purposes of...??? authentication: the
application of a Professional Member’s stamp, signature, and date together with a Permit
Holder’s stamp to a professional document to authenticate what..??? Professional
document: an engineering or geoscience file in any form or medium that: contains technical
information resulting from the practice of engineering or geoscience is complete for an
intended TECHNICAL purpose and will be relied upon by others for what????
Disagree with requirement for Responsible Member to stamp every document.
New requirements will make processes much more onerous and potentially cost prohibitive
due to the increased time needed to complete basic tasks. Not all technical documents
should be designated as professional.
I agree with the "stamp" and "authentication" definitions. The "professional document"
definition is quite broad and leaves it open to interpretation and a LOT of things being
considered a "professional document" (e.g. emails with technical information follow the
definition, would we have to "stamp" them?)
Engineering judgment should be added to the first bullet as someone will parse the detail
that their opinion/judgment on a technical item does not constitute technical information.
This very conversation happens at my workplace
Some concern around lack of clarity regarding the scope of documents requiring
authentication internally. Could become a significant logistical burden to manage the
volume of authenticated documents. Agree with authentication of final documents used for
delivery of a project
I agree with all of it except having to apply 2 stamps on every document now. If every entity
providing engineering services is now required to have a Permit to Practice, then why don't
we redesign the professional member stamps to include the Permit Holder number? This
reduces the amount of stamps needing to be carried and also reduces the real estate used
up on the documentation. If a professional member represented several engineering
entities, then that member would carry a stamp for each one...that member has to anyway
now. Most members I imagine work for one entity and would only need 1 stamp instead of
2.
The language for the authentication definition should acknowledge that sole practice
engineers can do not have a Permit Holder's stamp.
Does not address documents that have nothing to do with public interest.
The definition of "professional document" is too broad and open to interpretations, should
be more specific
The vast majority of geoscience documents are generated inside permitted entities who
have their own internal controls. Stamping all of these documents is an unnecessary
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administrative burden on businesses. The definition of a professional document is WAY
TOO BROAD.
Require clarification on how software deliverables will be authenticated by a P.Eng. and
Responsible Member
Emails, text messages, etc. are relied upon but should not be considered technical
documents. I'd suggest changing definitions to reflect this change. We often follow-up
emails that summarize details. These are presented within written reports that are sealed
and signed.
Reviewed and approved by licensed members and permit holders
A document need not be stamped simply because it is complete "for an intended purpose".
It has to be used or relied upon by a third party to require a stamp. Signatures are sufficient
to show completeness and release of an official document. This language would have
engineers and geoscientists stamping their emails. Such a statement will generate
contempt of our legislation. The proposals made throughout this survey are overly and
unnecessarily vague.
Providing clarity on this is very important.
My direct consultation with APEGA was that only ORIGINAL documents required
Stamping/Authentication. If an existing design was to be reused in the same application
then those documents would not have to be stamped.
"in any form or medium, as set out by the Registrar" needs to be better defined (too loose)
"will be relied upon by others" is not necessary
definition of "stamp" is not clear
Does this mean a person has to stamp if a Department has a permit to practice?
11/21/2016 11:19
Add to the authentication clause "in the manner prescribed by APEGA in...."
There needs to be clarification on exactly what documents this would apply to. As a wellsite
geologist I send numerous attached documents and emails as well as text messages
regarding the geological progress of wells. Would this requirement apply only to the final
report that is sent in, to any document that is emailed or also to any email information that
has significant geological information?
stamp should be changed to read as follows such that it contains the word 'authenticating',
"stamp: an authenticating instrument issued by APEGA to a Professional Member or
Permit Holder in any form or medium, as set out by the Registrar."
Spent a lot of time on this question thinking about the nature of geoscience documents.
They are very interpretive and I wonder at what point we would actually stamp them? Also
this opens up a huge area of potential litigation that really does not exist at this time. If a
dry hole occurs, can then a partner litigate back against the geologist for his or her opinion
and reference the professional stamping of the document as evidence that this was what
they expected the outcome to be ignoring the optionality in the interpretation?
Stamping a company's internal documents should not be a requirement, only for
documents that must be submitted to AB government departments.
I understood that Permit Holder's stamps are no longer required
Authentication is adding another layer of bureaucracy and dilutes the P.Eng' s
I'm happy to see APEGA use whatever technology that is out there to make sure members
applying are who they say they are. I do not thing geoscientists should have to stamp their
work as engineers do. Geoscience is not an exact work as engineering is so I don't think
the two can be grouped together for standardization purposes.
I am concerned about electronic execution of engineering documents in so far as work will
be done outside of Alberta and a pro forma execution will be done by a P.Eng.
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The intended purpose and relied on by others is vague and needs to be specific in terms of
what type of documents have to be stamped/authenticated.
I find the definition of professional document too broad, too vague, and so open to
interpretation that a document could be seen as a professional document by one
professional, and nothing more than a working paper by another. Unless the definition is
much more defined and limited, it will lead to unworkable bureaucracy, with no positive
technical or social benefit.
I assume that this is to allow for professionals to stamp digitally. It may be worth specifying
the type of file that should be used. It is very easy to cut at paste items- requiring a digitally
stamp and signature through a program would ensure authentic documentation.
Stamp is redundant to seal; I don't authenticate documents, I accept responsibility for the
contents of the document. The document is an instrument of service; a document cannot
be anthropomorphized to have professional characteristics
I would love to see a simple list of typical docs which should be stamped and which should
not. We are currently over stamping in my opinion
Professional document definition is very broad and
I would prefer to alter the statement "complete for an intended purpose' to read "complete
for an intended final purpose" which is more specific. I do not stamp documents that are
issued for review/approval.
The 'instrument issued by APEGA' or stamp is an obsolete concept. A stamp cannot be
reasonably controlled. The direction APEGA wants to go with a third party profiting from
this obsolete concept is disappointing. Those that are committed to APEGA will meet the
intent of authentication.
The definition of professional document is too broad. This could be interpreted to include
instructional documents such software manuals or best practice procedures or even emails discussing how to do something between a support representative and an end-use
technology user could be "professional documents" - thus subject to the authentication
process.
My disagreement is with the proposed requirement for the Permit Holder stamp and the
signature and date of Responsible Member that would be in addition to the existing
requirement for a professional member to authenticate the document. Three reasons for
my disagreement: (1) requiring the added sign-off means that the Professional Member is
not being trusted to do their duty. If they were trusted, the added authentication wouldn't be
required. (2) In large, complex organizations, the volume of documentation requiring
authentication as defined would place an unreasonably onerous work load on Responsible
Members to authenticate. Their responsibilities have always been viewed to be at a higher
level (e.g. developing & implementing standards that align with APEGA requirements)
rather than getting into the details of each document's authentication. (3) In large
organizations, providing access to the Permit Holder stamp to a significant portion (BUT
NOT ALL) of the workforce means that the Permit Holder risks losing control of the use of
the stamp which could result in the stamp being used by others for inappropriate purposes.
'Relied upon' is not defined. I'm not supportive of a 'permit holder' designation at all.
Reconsider the 'stamping' requirement. Signature should suffice.
Need to separate geoscience that doesn't affect public safety
seems obvious
The application of the Permit Holder's stamp needs to be more effective than a
Responsible Member sitting and going through every document. It is not efficient and there
are other methods to cover off the Permit Holders' duties.
Adding the requirement to authenticate with both Professional Members stamp and a
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Permit Holders stamp instead of existing Professional Members stamp and Permit Holder #
included on professional document seems overkill
In my experience. Engineering companies buy liability insurance which limit the amount
payable if member stamp and Permit to Practice are used often. I do not see Engineers as
being eager to stamp and sign their reports.
There is a lot of debate on what is a "professional document", e.g. the Scope of Work or
the Construction Work Package. Some companies stamp these and some don't. The
thinking is that if you can "build" with the document, e.g. a drawing, it needs to be stamped,
if not, e.g. a CWP, there is no need to stamp. I hope APEGA with consultation with the
other provinces develop a more detailed definition of what is "professional document".
The definition of a professional document is too wide ranging - it needs to be more clearly
defined as a document that affects the public safety
I want to see further clarification on the use of a digital stamp. Currently, the digital stamp
must be purchased through the APEGA and can only be applied by third party software.
The cost of this software is extreme cost prohibitive in an engineering firm of 500+
practitioners
Requiring individual practices to go thru the costs and hurdles to become an insured permit
holder. (And all that entails), is over regular regulation for little value.
There should be a provision for issuing 'read-only' digital documents. Some clients require
editable PDF's. Adding a digital stamp to a document that can easily be edited/altered by
others should not be allowed - legislation should prevent clients form requiring editable
documents if digital stamps are required for digital documents.
I view responsible member authentication of professional documents to be administratively
intensive and not adding proportional value to the cost. Isn't responsible member
authentication of the PPMP adequate?
Authentication of a Professional engineer by a permit holder is adding another layer of
bureaucracy
Don't overcharge for the electronic stamp or else you'll hold back progress.
The definition of "Professional Document" has been broadened too much. It will now cover
documents that would previously have been issued as a memo or email to help a client or
contractor. Now, with the new broad definition, even the smallest document will require the
Stamp of an engineer, and the entire procedure that it entails including QA/QC. It will be
incredibly time consuming and may effectively cripple the consulting process so that a
consultant's services will no longer be affordable. When clients see this added cost and no
additional benefit, they will make ad-hoc decisions on site without consulting with a P.Eng.
Thus endangering the entire construction site. This is a SIGNIFICANT change and APEGA
should very seriously consider its implications before legislating it. APEGA should help
protect the public and engineering consultants with its legislation, not cripple the
engineering process and make engineering services inaccessible to the public
Is separate Permit Holder's stamp really necessary? We don't even have one, just put
"APEGA PXXXXX" under the stamp, above the date. Most drawings only have space for a
stamp
How would one authenticate engineering information which may be contained in a format
such as an email where it may not be feasible to apply the stamp?
professional document is too vague
This recommendation modernises the use of instruments with modern
technology/mediums.
Signatures should still be physically signed with pen on paper
I agree with all of the proposed changes except for adding a requirement for a Permit
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Holder's stamp. I see this as being extra bureaucracy without improving quality.
Professional Members and Responsible Members should be held accountable for the work
produced and appropriate peer review regardless of how many stamps are applied - I don't
see this as a good solution.
I'm not sure a professional document should be so directly equated to the word "file". There
are many webpages that are the result of many inputs, some of which are not files. I.e. A
website that displays temperature in real time. The temperature value may never have
existed a file, but instead as data read from a device at the time the web page was
requested. Essentially you are saying that a website cannot be authenticated
Strongly agree provided there is adequate clarification on which of these "professional
documents" will require "authentication"
Provided strong security and verifications are in place to avoid fraud
Not all professional documents are created equal in terms of use and direction. To blanket
all documents with such weightings will slow the flow of processes where safety and
responsibilities are not an issue where they are in others
For the practice of petroleum geology this is an onerous and unnecessary requirement.
Documents are being updated and changed according to addition of new data on a daily
basis. More importantly they are personal interpretations that represent the bias of the
author and such interpretations are commonly at odds with fellow practitioners. That does
not mean they are wrong, just that they are different. A stamp or seal does not change that
in the subsurface petroleum world
I am a geologist and think it is absolutely ridiculous that we are expected to stamp our
maps and cross sections. These documents are personal and individual interpretations
using the most recent or best data we have and can change with every new drill hole. Also
I have never had any cross section or map pose any threat to the public health or safety! It
is unnecessary to put the same liabilities on geologists who are prospecting for minerals or
working on oil plays in an office as engineers who are designing structures that could fail
and cause human injury or death or environmental dangers.
A professional document: a FINAL engineering or geoscience file….
"professional document" is too broad of a definition
I feel that making these changes will possibly inhibit geoscientists from evaluating and
employing new techniques in resource extraction and evaluation. Geos may feel that
attaching their stamp to an evaluation will obligate them to only work on project that have a
100% chance of success. This may slow the growth of the resource industry in Alberta.
Authentication should not be required for internal documents.
The word stamp and authentication are clearly defined in the English language. You need
to come up with a modifier to avoid any confusion
Clarity is always good so clear definitions are an asset.
I do not agree that all geoscience documents need to be identified as a Professional
document
There is no valid reason to include most geoscientists.
The majority of Geoscience documents have no impact on public safety, and a requirement
to authenticate these documents is unnecessary and unworkable.
As a practicing geoscientist, almost any final report's conclusions are almost always an
INTRPRETATION based on skill and experience. In this context, a stamp is meaningless.
The description of professional document still seems very vague. It would be useful to give
more definition of what are considered to be professional documents.
Electronic authentication good. Member and permit holder authentication burdensome and
a waste of time / effort for internal documents. Will negatively impact Canadian productivity.
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It is important to know that in Oil and gas business, geoscientists' input to any project is
always a work in progress (hardly a final or complete document), therefore the application
of seals and stamps is merely to acknowledge that the person(s) involved is/are a
registered member(s), and the work is done with the upmost professional standards and
procedures that prevail at the time
A lot of maps for geoscientists are working maps that continually get refined as more
drilling/completion data is acquired over time. Further, a lot of maps are never printed, but
are electronic in nature only. Not aware how a stamp will be used in that regard?
"Will be relied upon by others" is too vague of a definition. This would then make all
documents created by a geoscientist within a corporation materials that need stamp and
seal
Will add more paperwork/time to daily operations in the workplace. This will waste time and
resources. Counterproductive
I believe your professional document definition is too broad
I do not feel this is necessary in geoscience
"Members and Permit Holders need to know what documents they need to authenticate"
Who determines what needs to be authenticated. The industry has gotten along just fine
the way it is without extra layers of authentication. The only reasonable exception I can see
is in regards to geohazard assessment, some environmental or hydrogeology
assessments. The way this proposed legislation is worded is far too broad. In an oil and
gas company for instance, needing to obtain and use a stamp in order to authenticate
every piece of paper created or used in the office is a waste of time and money
In my experience, the use of the stamp only applied to matters dealing with public and
government, not usually used in a corporate situation where many geologists and
geophysicists work. I think this requirement would make things much more regulatory,
bureaucratic and complex for most geological and geophysical members for almost no
major gain
Why is it necessary to eliminate the embossed stamp when all my reports are in paper
form? I know when I emboss something. I do not accept that digital signatures or stamps
are not corruptible. It does not bother anyone if the embossed stamp is retained. The
requirement for two stamps on a sole consultant report is bureaucratic over-kill. Also if this
is to reflect Geoscience changes to the legislation why is there reference to Engineering?
Engineering is a totally different discipline when it comes to dealing with the public than is
geoscience. Its inclusion suggests the committee does not understand the totality of the
differences. I do. I was a member of the Subject Matter Experts committee as a
representative for APEGA to Geoscience Canada. Were these findings even considered?
'Is completed for an intended purpose' is vague and could apply to almost any document.
This should be clarified.
Is the intent of this to require front-end engineering, scoping studies, or similar documents
to require authentication? The wording would make it sound like anything issued to a 3rd
party that would be the basis of approving funding for expenditure would require
authentication.
The statement "is complete for an intended purpose" is the one of issue. My work largely
contains technical information resulting from the practice of geoscience, and working in a
multi-disciplinary team, it is always relied upon by others. I have no external clients - I work
with colleagues to inform the company about investment options. The definition of
complete for intended purpose is unclear, because it if includes working drafts and digital
documents that are often passed amongst colleagues and discussed with management, I
would spend much of my day affixing my stamp to draft versions of technical work. Yet, for
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these draft versions are for all intents-and-purposes, complete for the intended purpose of
making informed business decisions. I worry here that the letter-of-the-law may not meet
the intent.
I have serious concerns about the "professional document" portion of this as it pertains to
the day to day operations of Oil and Gas E+P company. It appears to create a significant
burden on organizations and does not reflect the current operating practices.
The only authentication necessary is for documents presented to Government agencies
and Government or industry regulatory bodies. These would only be final reports because
the process of preparing a final report entails the consolidation and verification of
interpretive components which are often changed when contrary information from other
disciplines is added to the process. Interpretive documents such as geological cross
sections which are correct according to tall available geological information, but are wrong
when geophysical information is added, should not be signed as being valid by a
professional geologist, when they end up being wrong resulting in the P. Geol. putting his
or her stamp on false information
Since these are just definitions, t2hy should be fine.
Moving from simply providing the permit to practice number to having to have the RM sign
the PH stamp is onerous and I'm not sure warranted? Are we seeing lots of cases where
this has been abused?
According to current APEGA Practice Standards, a permit stamp is not required but the
permit number must be present. Are permit stamps going to be a requirement for
authentication? The definition of professional document requires more clarity. For example:
a drawing package to manufacture a multi-component assembly. Does each individual
drawing require authentication or can this be done on a package basis.
Suggest adding verbiage about electronic authentication as this is an option for stamping.
Is the authentication always written or in e-format? The definitions need a bit more clarity In
the matter of cryptographic signatures applied to electronic documents, I don't believe that
APEGA should dictate the use of any particular certificate authority.
There are many technical documents (specifications etc.) that are generated in the High
Tech Engineering disciplines (Computer Engineering, Software Engineering) that are not
authenticated but are signed and dated by Engineering Professionals. It would be
unreasonable to expect these to be authenticated and leads to confusion and irrelevancy of
APEGA in these industries. Further thought and discussion should be applied to industries
and disciplines that are not traditional Engineering where structural or designs are
"blueprint" based. The proposed definition of "professional document" is too general in my
opinion and will be ignored by companies that work in High Tech.
My disagreement, or possibly confusion, is with the use of the phrase a "Permit Holder's
stamp". Is APEGA planning to issue permit stamps? Aren't there situations, like an
engineer working for the company that is the final user of the document where a permit
stamp isn't required? What this describes is how my documents are treated, and doesn't
change my day to day activities. Perhaps my understanding of the other cases is out of
date
Too open an interpretation for non-drawing type technical documents. For example, do you
consider Piping Class Specifications to be stamped by every engineer who input or
updated the documents?
I do not see a value added benefit requiring a permit holder stamp on each and every
authenticated document. Stamping any one document with a permit stamp does not
accurately ensure the firm is following its PPMP. Only an audit can assess its overall
effectiveness and ensure the firm is following its own policy and procedures. If APEGA is
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concerned PPMP's are deficient, additional training is the best way to accomplish this.
Additional of Permit Holder stamp on all Professional Documents seems excessive. I think
this will result in less Professional Documents to be authenticated.
This should also deal with revisions to documents. Often these happen without the
knowledge of the original Professional Member, particularly by electronic means.
The use and required purchase (annual fee) of the approved electronic seal while very
secure is way more secure than other forms of authentication and tends to be overkill in
most cases.
As an incorporated sole practitioner, I stamp with my members stamp. I do not like the idea
of additional cost for a Permit Holders stamp in this situation.
When applicable, embossing seals can and should be part of this.
I think it’s important to include electronic documents in the definition.
I do not agree with requiring a Professional Member *and* Permit Holder to authenticate a
professional document. There is a significant overlap of interest between "Updating
Authentication Practice" and "Improving the Practice-Permit to Practice." Responsible
Members attest that the PPMP is being followed by approving the PPMP. Why is it
necessary to re-attest that the PPMP is being followed by adding their additional signature
to professional documents? This is un-necessary and does not better the public or the
practice.
How are the technologist (ASET) activities and stamps addressed? How is pre-engineered
equipment defined? At the consultation session, it was presented that pre-engineered
equipment would not require authentication. There was a lot of discussion on the poor
quality of this definition. It needs to be very clear, otherwise there is potential for an entire
plant to be designed and built off-shore and shipped to Alberta for erection and operation. If
this is not clear, it leaves the person buying the pre-engineered item to decide whether it
needs authentication or not. This will lead to litigation
Not sure this needs to be in the legislation rather than subordinate regulations or
standards.
The "professional document" definition will result in many emails requiring authentication.
This is currently neither practical nor reasonable. I think that authentication currently
requires the permit number but not a specific Permit Holder's stamp; this definition implies
a possibly quite significant change that appears unnecessary and burdensome.
I do not agree with returning to the requirement for a permit holder stamp.
Since we are setting the stage for legislation that will last well into the next generation, it
seems to me that some thought should be given to defining documents in the context of
"source" or "original" documents in electronic form with copies (both paper and electronic
form) being considered. Related to this, is the notion that perhaps such electronic source
documents should have a "repository". Today, most municipalities process large amounts
of technical drawings and documents and have a need to efficient storage and retrieval.
ALL OF THIS should be at NO CHARGE to the public, not even for cost recovery, since we
need to better define "PUBLIC" vs. "PRIVATE" documents.
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remove references to embossing seals as part of the authentication process
explicitly clarify that all professional documents must be authenticated by
licensed Members and Permit Holders regardless of whether the engineering
or geoscience services related to those documents were performed inside or
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geoscience services unless the person hiring the unlicensed individual or
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APEGA's fundamental purpose is to protect the public from unqualified practitioners. Public
& societal exposure to the work of Engineering and Geoscience practitioners is not always
equal and the proposal that APEGA regulate all facets of geoscience work in any form (see
"professional document") is unreasonable and does not serve the public interest or the
interest of its members.
I would agree if persons/entities licensed by another jurisdiction were considered
equivalent to license by
This will make it very difficult for your people to enter the seismic industry at a time when it
is already difficult for them to do so.
No Comments.
The only Prof Documents that require authentication are those sent to regulators and the
public. Prof Documents remaining inside a corporation need no authentication because
such practice would not benefit or protect the public and would severely hinder the
productivity and efficiency of Alberta companies and their professional employees. This
would have a severe and negative impact on the Alberta economy, prosperity and our
ability to compete with less regulated jurisdictions in other provinces and countries.
The requirement for authentication of all documents prepared in house and for in house
use at large companies is too onerous, complex and confusing.
Documents sent to regulators, reserve evaluators, and into the public domain should be
stamped. Not necessary for documents sent to government agencies that have to approve
an application before it is sent to operations or a ruling is provided (i.e., seismic field
operations, land retentions, etc.)
Way to onerous and not value added to stamp all nebulous professional documents
Disagree with the definition of "professional document." As previously mentioned, should
not apply to company documents circulated internally
Unclear verbiage.
... Only those documents that will go into the public domain or to the regulator must be
authenticated by licensed Members and Permit Holders. ... Shouldn’t be an offence for any
person knowingly employ.... as far as the employee doesn’t sign or authenticate a
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professional document.
The fines seem high. And what about all of the technical people who lost their jobs and
allowed their license to expire so they don't have to pay the membership fees in tough
times? Wouldn't that make it even harder for them to get a job?
I believe the document stamping and authentication requirement should only be applicable
to documents that will go into the public domain or to the regulator.
I don't think geoscience documents used only in-house must be stamped
I would agree so long as the Professional Document definition be reworked to allow for
internal documentation to be executed by nonprofessional members and not require
authentication.
How do we ensure individuals who are no longer license are not using their stamp from
when they were licensed?
Under the Safety Codes Act, the Pressure Equipment Safety Regulation (PESR) defines a
professional engineer as: "a person who is registered as a professional engineer in a
professional organization and authorized to practice engineering in any province or territory
of Canada or in any state of the United States of America." As a result, documents that
require authentication under this regulation are not necessarily authenticated by a member
of APEGA even though the work might have been done inside or outside of Alberta.
APEGA needs to gain a better understanding of the regulations that most of their members
are subject to on a daily basis more than the EGGP Act.
The seal usage does not matter of consequence as the previous definitions are more
important. We need to ensure unlicensed or unqualified entities are not protected in the act
and usage of these entities is properly punished with commensurate penalties.
There is a need to have unlicensed individuals do prep work and other tasks that help in
the creation of work. The final work is always over seen and approved by professional
members. Are you suggesting that it will be illegal to employ techs? Are we to fire a whole
bunch of people?
stamp only those documents that will go into the public domain or to the regulator
Corporate internal work conducted by professionals as well as supporting technical work
completed non- APEGA members should be reviewed by internal APEGA members to
ensure the work is of a professional standard. The requirement for the authentication of
documents should be limited to documents that would be used by third parties, applicable
regulators or Government agencies as well as documents released into the public domain.
This should only apply to documents that go into the public domain or to a regulator.
There should be a requirement to stamp only those documents that will go into the public
domain or to the regulator
Disagree with "all professional documents"
Strongly disagree with this statement as any work done by myself as a geologist in training
would require stamping, which then would require an unnecessary step making processes
much more onerous.
APEGA's fundamental purpose is to protect the public from unqualified practitioners. Public
& societal exposure to the work of Engineering and Geoscience practitioners is not always
equal and the proposal that APEGA regulate all facets of geoscience work in any form (see
"professional document") is unreasonable and does not serve the public interest or the
interest of its members.
I would agree if persons/entities licensed by another jurisdiction were considered
equivalent to licensed by APEGA
This will make it very difficult for your people to enter the seismic industry at a time when it
is already difficult for them to do so.
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No Comments.
The only Prof Documents that require authentication are those sent to regulators and the
public. Prof Documents remaining inside a corporation need no authentication because
such practice would not benefit or protect the public and would severely hinder the
productivity and efficiency of Alberta companies and their professional employees. This
would have a severe and negative impact on the Alberta economy, prosperity and our
ability to compete with less regulated jurisdictions in other provinces and countries
Same comment as above.
The requirement for authentication of all documents prepared in house and for in house
use at large companies is too onerous, complex and confusing
Documents sent to regulators, reserve evaluators, and into the public domain should be
stamped. Not necessary for documents sent to government agencies that have to approve
an application before it is sent to operations or a ruling is provided (i.e., seismic field
operations, land retentions, etc.)
Way to onerous and not value added to stamp all nebulous professional
Disagree with the definition of "professional document." As previously mentioned, should
not apply to company documents circulated internally.
The fines seem high. And what about all of the technical people who lost their jobs and
allowed their license to expire so they don't have to pay the membership fees in tough
times? Wouldn't that make it even harder for them to get a job?
I believe the document stamping and authentication requirement should only be applicable
to documents that will go into the public domain or to the regulator.
I don't think geoscience documents used only in-house must be stamped
I would agree so long as the Professional Document definition be reworked to allow for
internal documentation to be executed by nonprofessional members and not require
authentication.
How do we ensure individuals who are no longer license are not using their stamp from
when they were licensed?
Under the Safety Codes Act, the Pressure Equipment Safety Regulation (PESR) defines a
professional engineer as: "a person who is registered as a professional engineer in a
professional organization and authorized to practice engineering in any province or territory
of Canada or in any state of the United States of America." As a result, documents that
require authentication under this regulation are not necessarily authenticated by a member
of APEGA even though the work might have been done inside or outside of Alberta.
APEGA needs to gain a better understanding of the regulations that most of their members
are subject to on a daily basis more than the EGGP Act
The seal usage does not matter of consequence as the previous definitions are more
important. We need to ensure unlicensed or unqualified entities are not protected in the act
and usage of these entities is properly punished with commensurate penalties.
There is a need to have unlicensed individuals do prep work and other tasks that help in
the creation of work. The final work is always over seen and approved by professional
members. Are you suggesting that it will be illegal to employ techs? Are we to fire a whole
bunch of people?
stamp only those documents that will go into the public domain or to the
Corporate internal work conducted by professionals as well as supporting technical work
completed non- APEGA members should be reviewed by internal APEGA members to
ensure the work is of a professional standard. The requirement for the authentication of
documents should be limited to documents that would be used by third parties, applicable
regulators or Government agencies as well as documents released into the public domain
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This should only apply to documents that go into the public domain or to a regulator
There should be a requirement to stamp only those documents that will go into the public
domain or to the regulator
Disagree with "all professional documents"
Strongly disagree with this statement as any work done by myself as a geologist in training
would require stamping, which then would require an unnecessary step making processes
much more onerous.
not practical
Way too onerous; ridiculous
I strongly disagree with removing the embossed seal. I strongly agree with the 2nd and 3rd
points
This is complicated. It might make sense for people that are doing work that impacts public
safety (e.g. bridges, buildings)
Not practical to be stamping all internal documents in most corporations as we produce so
many per day that involve engineering/geoscience input
No need to the change in the legislative regarding the work has completed by unlicensed
individual or other entity. The wording, is very strong and is going to create unneeded panic
in hiring new undergraduates, and immigrants, while those need to submit work experience
record supported by three references. The fine up to $100,000 maximum for individuals
and $500,000 maximum for other entities, will make this even worse
agree, provided that documents used within an entity are not subject to the authentication
requirement
Only documents leaving corporations that will be made public or submitted to a regulator
should require authentication. Work done by an unlicensed employee needs to be reviewed
and authenticated before going public or submitted to a reserves determination, or a
regulator.
Again, only for documents going outside of a company, not for internal documentation
I recommend the requirement to authenticate only be for documents that go into the public
domain or to the regulator.
Authentication of all internal professional documents is too onerous to manage, from either
the member's perspective, or APEGA's.
Firstly, you need to fix the definition of a professional document. Secondly, it should not be
the person who employs the individual who should be responsible, it should be the person
overseeing their work (i.e. the supervising APEGA member.
I am ok with seals being removed. I disagree with the requirement to authenticating all
professional documents. I believe this practice will lead to confusion by anyone trying to use
the documents once they are signed whether internal in a company, or by the public
externally. I believe it waters down the value and meaning of authenticating only those
documents that are truly "final".
Once again, in this section there are points I agree with and others I do not. I do not agree
with having ALL professional documents authenticated. I can accept authenticating all FINAL
documents
Interpretative work such as prospecting (e.g. petroleum exploration) need not be held to
such stringent definition. Interpretative work needs an exemption 2. External to AB
consultants need not be held to an administrative burden, unless there is quantitative work
(e.g. structural engineering) which must meet AB codes. Interpretative work needs an
exemption
Scope of authenticating "all professional documents" is too broad. Geoscientists generate
multiple "documents" every day and this would be onerous.
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• This is too broad of definition and does not relate it to the risk involved in what the person is
doing.
• Authentication of documents should be required only to documents that will go into the public
domain or regulator
• I do not agree that every document requires stamp & permit holder's stamp. It should only be
documents that go to the public or the regulator. If every document needs to be stamped and
authenticated it will slow down everyday business
• This is not a concept of just being an APEGA member. There are many APEGA members
who don’t know what they are doing and are making many mistakes compared to
experienced individuals who are more serious about engineering or geology
• Again I believe that only documents being submitted to the public domain or to a regulator
are required to be stamped
• Internal documents should not be required for stamp. All external documents or those in the
public domain or submitted to
• What will differentiate between authenticated and unauthenticated documents?? ***Only
documents entering the public domain should require authentication***
• I think the professional should retain the ability to make choices about what documents are
professional documents and those that are not
• For internal work not related to the regulator or public, the above will slow down work
efficiency.
• Not necessary or relevant. The current act works well as is.
• I agree with the first and disagree with the second recommendation. With regards to the
third recommendation: I am of the opinion that a distinction should be made between the
work of an unlicensed individual with a geoscience/engineering degree and the work of an
unlicensed individual that does not hold an applicable degree and performs
geoscience/engineering work under the supervision of a responsible member.
• I agree generally, but not to the value of requiring authentication by the Permit Holder as
well as the licensed member
• The proposed fines are not appropriate (too high) for most oil and gas office functions.
• In regards to make it an offense for any person to knowingly employ there should be
consideration to proper and direct supervision
• The document stamping requirement to be applicable only to documents that will go into
the public domain or to the regulator
• In the definition of authentication it says "...together with a Permit Holder’s stamp to a
professional..." meaning no signature and in this question the signature is required. I
believe requiring a responsible members signature on all engineering documents is not
required
• Authentication and responsibility by a licensed member should not be required for work to
be used internally within a company for review and recommendation, but should only be
considered for work which will be in the public domain or going to the regulator with the
intent to satisfy public safety.
• Each professional member is responsible for their own
• In most cases if a person employs someone from outside there company regardless if they
are licensed or unlicensed its most likely due to the fact they are technical experts on some
level so to have the employer authenticate their work when they are less knowledgeable is
dangerous to society. I think this recommendation is very important and needs to come up
with something better than this
• Not all professional documents require authentication. If public safety is not in question,
authentication is wasteful.
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For members who have an embossing seal, what should they do with it once it can no
longer be used? I assume it will need to be disposed of, but some guidance on an
acceptable method would be beneficial
Authentication/stamp should only be required on documents that go into the public or
regulatory domain.
We are APEGA members, not members of Outside-of-Alberta associations. Requiring
authentication of said work should only be true with jurisdictions that have a bilateral
agreement with Alberta for such requirements. Additionally, the fines are far too high for
high and should be related to the adverse effect that said offence has on the client. Note
that most oil & gas companies will have their own professional staff to vet and review work
done by outside contractors
Stamps only applied to documents going into the public or to the regulator.
Why remove references to embossing seals? It may be difficult to enforce such fines.
Bullet 3 is extremely severe in its repercussions. This amendment should be toned down,
to ensure the employability of persons not yet licensed. Provisions should be put in place to
ensure licensing within given time periods.
This seems to go too far. I've been working as an explorationist for almost 10 years and
haven't stamped a single document. Outside of not identifying drilling risks, I see very few
ways I could really put people or property at risk. I think this sort of stern governance and
proof of credentials is more important when people could be at risk due to your
professional actions. This proposal seems draconian to me.
Professional documents in engineering are of vastly different scope and depth than
professional documents in geosciences as they relate to the public interest
An offense seems a bit harsh for employing an unlicensed individual, especially for larger
corporations
These rules could make it challenging to operate in an international company in which
expat employees are brought in for limited tenures, or the services of expert technical
people from outside Alberta are used. Also, the very prescriptive educational requirements
of APEGA can make it difficult for a geoscientist with a non-traditional background to get a
license, even if they are knowledgeable and qualified (in terms of their experience and
ability) to perform the work they are doing. I know a number of people who have struggled
to have their atypical credentials recognized, despite having been working for decades in
some cases
A document should only be considered professional and only require stamping when being
submitted in the public domain or to the regulator. Consultants working for or within a
company, producing work that stays within the company should not be included in the
above recommendation.
authentication of professional documents ONLY for documents submitted to public domain
or a regulator
I do not agree with this legislation, consultants are already having a hard enough time
finding work. We do not need a more expensive insurance model.
I do not have an opinion of appropriateness of the maximum fines
There needs to be a better mechanism for which the professional member can stamp
electronic documents (i.e. digital stamp). The Notarious option is cost prohibitive. Until such
a mechanism is created it's unrealistic to expect all documents (including internal ones) will
be properly authenticated.
I would like to see the document stamping/authentication requirement be applicable only to
documents that will go into the public domain or to the regulator.
Make it a requirement to stamp only those documents that go into the public domain or to
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the regulator.
I already have a stringent process for validating the work that I do at the company that I
work for.
stamp only those documents that will go into the public domain or to the regulator
The concept of "authentication" is troubling as is the lack of oversight and appeal in the fine
structure
Trying to manage the requirement of engineering performed outside of Alberta is outside
the jurisdiction of all of the Engineering Acts in Canada and belongs within the jurisdictions
of the many Demand Side Legislation. APEGA should be offering support to the provincial
administrators of the various DSL. Do not overstep bounds and try and remain impartial in
this case as the associations integrity is significantly diminished when you overstep. An
example is the APEGA interpretation of OH&S legislation. Let them clarify for themselves.
Another one is ABSA and their allowance of PE from the US.
There needs to be an exemption for those registered in and applying stamps from the
jurisdiction where the work applies. Otherwise, I believe there will be court challenges to
this from firms and practitioners with appropriate registrations for the relevant jurisdiction.
Geologists should be entitled to practice whether or not they are registered with APEGA.
Our degrees and experience provide us with the tools to do the job and registration with
APEGA should not be mandated. The application process with APEGA alone is onerous
and takes 6 months to 1 year. This recommendation would preclude even those people
who decide to register from working during this time. Small firms are not equipped to
ensure/enforce APEGA registration for all Engineers and Geoscientists working for them
and nor should they. If the clients of consultants are satisfied with and trust the work of
their consultants regardless of their registration status with APEGA, why should they fear
fines and repercussions and be forced to hire someone to do the same job whose work
they do not know or trust?
It is not clear what is considered a commercially manufactured good versus an engineered
assembly. There needs to be CLEAR definition for this.
The fines are unrealistic plus it ignores a past practice that worked well.
It's in the interest of the public of which we all are part of, before becoming a professional.
And always will be when we are done practising.
Services performed by members from other Canadian associations should be allowed,
especially if similar work is performed in multiple locations. Canadian engineering
associations should accept the work of each other’s members
Fines seem to be too much. Should be about half that much.
Services performed outside of Alberta by Professional Engineers and Geoscientists
registered in other jurisdictions should not need to be reviewed and authenticated by an
APEGA professional member. We import cars, airplanes and machinery from outside
Alberta and those items do not require authentication from an APEGA member.
Somewhat concerned that organisations in a position of power might attempt to force junior
staff to review and authenticate documents that they probably shouldn't.
supervisor does not necessarily
Allow for the continued use of embossing seals for decorative purposes on hard copy
documents. Requirement for correct usage remains (Can only be used by a P. Eng. etc.)
Authoritative copies must be electronic with digital signatures.
the amount 's; should they be specified
Same comment from previous question applies here.
The penalties are what I would consider to be massively excessive however the concepts
are generally good. - The proposed penalties will likely put the first sole practitioner
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convicted under this provision and assessed a fine in those ranges right out of business
forever! Not sure if that is the intent but it likely will happen!
• Would it be possible to publish monthly cases on the APEGA magazine? PEO (Ontario)
publish a case that highlights all the offenses conducted by an individual or a company.
• Again, this will make a professional's work day more onerous and filled with timeconsuming paperwork that could be better spent on their professional tasks and duties.
The fines are ridiculous - $100,000 for one person? In this unemployment environment?
Get real.
• For equipment purchased from a foreign country what is the expectation for stamping? As
you are making a foreign purchase it is unlikely you have the expertise in house to stamp.
What is required for DCS/PLC software modifications with regards to stamping by Controls
Engineers? Is any stamping reasonable or should this be handled via some other Engineer
supervised quality process?
• Need to add that any document prepared in Alberta for use outside of Alberta needs to be
authenticated. This should be for professional pride in the work performed as much as it is
for taking professional responsibility. 2. I worry about stale dating the act by putting
maximum fine amounts in. In 30 years when the act gets reviewed again these fine
amounts will likely not even amount to a slap on the wrist
• Embossing seals on many products does not reflect the evolving nature of data in the
geosciences. An example from the petroleum industry would be new wells being drilled. An
embossed document could give a false sense of security in this case and actually be a
detriment. The user must always take at least equal responsibility.
• This will affect many people that are doing innocuous activities that are no threat to the
public.
• Part 1 and 2 are OK. I would like to see a clearer definition of engineering services.
• Members in nationally regulated industries do not use stamps.
• Fines are excessive
• You've grouped three completely different amendments here. Re: 'services related to those
documents were performed inside or outside of Alberta'. This should also specify that the
design is for use in Alberta? What about P. Eng's with multiple designations? AB, BC, US?
Don't need to put AB stamp on a drawing for use in US.
• This is good for APEGA members should be accountable & responsible for any technical
activities brought inside or originated inside Alberta.
• point 3 is a slippery slope and not necessarily enforceable
• change to "takes responsibility for that work that will go outside of my company and will
affect the public"
• As APEGA has failed to negotiate reciprocal agreements with the corresponding
professional associations in other Provinces and Territories I am prohibited in working
outside Alberta. This makes the second bullet point a further restriction to my right as a
trained competent geologist and citizen of this country to work anywhere other than
Alberta.
• This provision is completely unnecessary. The existing penalties are sufficient.
• My Concern is that All Related Services to be performed inside Alberta, as in the event of
Public Safety is compromised, it would be difficult for APEGA to file legal case against the
RM.
• There's nothing wrong with the embosser, even if I've never had one. The rest appears to
be a solution looking for a problem. The briefing note does not clarify if APEGA is aware of
even a single instance of a company knowingly hiring a non-engineer to do engineering
work.
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The third bullet may provide an opening for rubber stamping of illegal practice. Clarification
required
I agree with the legislation in principal, but strongly object to the excessive fines. Both
values are so large as to potentially bankrupt or severely impair any guilty party. Fines are
meant to be deterrents and not crush individuals/corporations. Any person or company that
was fined 20% of each of these maximums would feel a punishment sufficiently painful so
as to make outsourcing unpalatable (mainly since the financial benefits of outsourcing are
limited), i.e. the fine would be effective at 20% of the proposed values.
As long as the permit holder is part of the upper management of the company so that they
are taking ownership of the work being performed.
Disagree with requirement for Responsible Member to stamp every document
New requirements will make process much more onerous and potentially cost prohibitive
due to the increased time needed to complete basic tasks.
I do not agree at all with the Permit Holder having to also authenticate each and all
professional documents. The purpose of why APEGA wants to do this should be captured
under the system and process of having and being a Permit Holder, audits, etc. I see little
value for the amount of work and hassle this would be
I do not agree with the requirement to have permit holders authenticate documents. The
clarification on the location of where the work was conducted I am ok with.
Application of duplicate stamps is overkill. "Knowingly employ" is wishy washy legalese,
designed to derive litigation costs from APEGA.
I disagree with the demand for stamp or authentication of documents. IF a client requests
it, then it should be provided. IF it is not necessary, it should not be provided. - NO to
making employment or retention of an unlicensed individual as a legal offence. There is no
way to police it. - Absolutely NO fines for violations and the numbers you have listed could
kill a company. It is tough to survive as it is in this economic situation and APEGA wants to
add another layer of worry
Having to add our Permit to Practice stamp on the hundreds of drawings I have to stamp
each year is a step backwards. The current rule of only requiring the number is sufficient.
Does not address documents that have nothing to do with public interest
"...all professional documents must be authenticated by licensed Members and Permit
Holders" not clear if it is APEGA licensed or Permit Holder or other province/state
Removal of references to embossing seals is sensible. The vast majority of geoscience
documents are generated inside permitted entities who have their own internal controls.
Stamping all of these documents is an unnecessary administrative burden on businesses.
Fines are too high
In addition, strongly against licensed members and permit holders that reside outside of
Canada authenticating documents. We are losing too many jobs to international companies
I don't really understand how APEGA proposes to fine the general population but I applaud
the effort to ensure that people are not knowingly hiring unlicensed individuals or entities.
Bullet 2 reference permit holders. If you require this then individuals and companies that
are out of Province will require registration. It may be difficult to track and monitor this as
out of Province Companies may need physical space, business number etc.
Grandfather in earlier documents having embossed seals?
complete overkill, generating just more unnecessary red tape and an APEGA mini-industry,
get out of the way and let Industry sort this out themselves
Point two is unenforceable. What such documents does this broad generalization related
to? Any document "completed for its intended purpose". Drawings for new equipment, used
in Alberta. Should a materials research report performed by a third party in Texas require
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an Alberta Stamp? If such a stamp was required, it would never be rendered. Vague
language is again creating contemptible situations.
Should not impose onerous penalties on individuals.
By my understanding, this is a blanket requirement. Which means that Technology only
available outside of Alberta, for example Germany, must have someone who is a
registered P.Eng. in Alberta stamp their drawings? Is that feasible or practical? How are
proprietary drawings protected if they are to be properly reviewed for Stamping by a P.Eng.
in Alberta?
should be exemptions for some types of geoscience
I do not agree with the stamping of documents related to work done outside of Alberta.
Should have divided up this question, parts are not related.
Last statement should reference a company or person. It doesn't have to be the exact
person doing the hiring that is doing the review of the unlicensed person.
I feel that point three strongly depends on whether the services provided clearly affects the
public such as geohazard assessment, environmental, engineering geology and hydrology
from geoscience practice that does not impact public safety.
Why remove the reference to the embossing seal?
Specialized engineering can be done outside of Alberta by process licensors. These are
world renowned experts and it is impossible for Alberta Engineers to authenticate this work.
Does it define a time period if a person moved from out of Province? Do I have to stamp if
I'm performing an Independent Review? What if the work is done by someone outside of
Alberta? QUESTION: is there a cost for an electronic stamp?
Disagree with the first clause. The Act should not specify the exact mode of authentication.
It should refer to authentication "in the manner prescribed by APEGA....” Strongly agree
with authentication of all documents whether in or out of Alberta and with offence for
knowingly employing/retaining unlicensed
As a consultant who is registered in Alberta but is practising in Saskatchewan at least in
part and is now required to be registered with APEGS am I now going to have to apply two
seals to documents?
The onus of responsibility for professional compliance needs to rest with the Corporation
and not the individual hiring manager or employee. What do you do if your company tells
you who to hire?
APEGA does not have jurisdiction on services provided outside of Alberta. Petroleum
companies have used many unlicensed employees for years with no problems.
Management almost always reviews and takes responsibility for the technical work and
recommendations provided.
I take issue with the second point. What matters is the point in installation or use of the
authenticated document. That must be expressly defined. The location of the engineer or
geo-scientist is irrelevant. Specifications and regulations are provincial, as such, works
must be authenticated by an individual who is knowledgeable regarding these regional
specifications and regulations.
Making an offence with a caveat of the work being reviewed is not a solution. It should be
made mandatory for a person employed in the engineering services to be registered in an
APEGA registry as a member in training. While major oil companies skirted around the rule
of the engineer title to be used by P.Eng, by designating as specialists who are not even
remotely connected or plans to register with APEGA. To stop this practice any engineering
work being carried out and the personnel involved should be at least registered with
APEGA as an engineering trainee or apprentice or specialist or in some other simple
format , so that companies can still employ such personnel but with some control b APEGA
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and some conditions for the documents created by such personnel to be verified by a
P.Eng
Again I do not believe APEGA should have geoscientists sign off on their work via a stamp.
Geoscience is an interpretative science and therefore there is no one correct answer. If you
move to this you will see a lot of lawsuits happen as a result. For example if you have three
geoscientists do the same study you will almost always get three different answers. To
have a geoscience permit holder ultimately responsible for each individuals work under
them is not a reasonable expectation that can be me. APEGA cannot enforce this and
again it would lead to a lot of lawsuits in industry. If a consulting firm does a water flood
study for example and gives their interpretation to a company, if that study is not 100%
accurate (which it never will be) is the consulting company liable??
- Seals should remain. 2) Yes, must be executed by a member from Alberta. 3)
No, this is too wide of a blanket statement; some owners or individuals are not
sophisticated enough to know. 4) No, as above. This survey question is faulty,
as it combines amendments that are not mutually inclusive.
Definition required to unlicensed. Will a person whose application is in the license process
be considered unlicensed or licensed? Also, how to determine if the person hiring an
unlicensed individual is capable of taking responsibility for the work? Clarification required
or should stop at “to provide engineering or geoscience services.”
along with something as important as making an offence with half million dollar fine
I think bullet No.2 needs more clarification
How do you handle the case when a hiring entity has little knowledge of APEGA and no
professional members on staff?
They may not be common, but there are still enough embossers out there that I think we
can hold off on removing them from authentication until the next review
Not sure that it is necessary to remove the embossing seal; it normally shows up on a
scan. Agree with the balance of the text
Bullet three - unless "person" legally refers to an organization and/or legal entity, the
"person hiring" cannot be expected to review, etc., e.g. in engineering firms HR is involved
in hiring but they would not be involved in engineering/reviews
It is unclear what is meant by the second point (authentication regardless of whether the
work was or wasn't done in Alberta). Does that mean that any company that has an office
in AB but is operating outside of AB still needs an APEGA stamp? Or does it just mean that
documents applying to work that is to be performed in AB requires an APEGA stamp?
Remove reference to "authentication" and replace with. “The contents of all documents
representing the results of professional engineering must be sealed by a licensed Member
or Permit Holder."
Second bullet: 1. Please define clearly what professional documents need to be stamped to avoid an impractical requirement. 2. This bullet will need clarity: We cannot stamp docs
which were not prepared under our supervision at some remote location.
keep statement of embossed seals for those who are lifetime members/still have them (if
they do)
Given broad reliance on aspects of engineering that may not be done by registered
engineers (software development used in engineering calculations by have bugs that
impact calculations but to an extent that a reasonable engineer may not identify the issue):
seems unreasonable to be punitive to the practicing engineer. Authentication by
Professional Member is fine, but it is unnecessary for the Permit Holder / Responsible
Members to also authenticate.
I do not prefer both ‘embossing seals’ and 'stamping'. electronic signature should be
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adequate
Leave embossing seals.
As a Geoscientist I believe this is an example of extreme over-regulation.
Definition of professional document too broad to require that all are authenticated. An email
can be a professional document by that definition
Good luck with "make it an offence for any person to knowingly employ or retain an
unlicensed individual or other entity to provide engineering or geoscience services unless
the person hiring the unlicensed individual or other entity reviews, authenticates, and takes
responsibility for that work". If someone hires such an individual without asking the
question, they will have trouble proving the knowingly part.
Need clarification on the second bullet regarding work that is performed in other provinces
or states or modules that are sources outside Alberta
should only apply to professional documents where public safety is involved
Need to reconcile with how much of the rest of the world provides products and services
with engineering content without regulatory requirement of "licensed" engineers but, rather
"graduate" engineers. The level of fines is somewhat inconsistent & inequitable. The
maximum for "other" entities is too large for the one-man office permit holder and much too
small for large firms that have hundreds or thousands of employees and tens of millions in
revenue.
Excessively restricting in province engineering and reduce out of province outsourcing, will
causes us to become assemblers, and value adding engineers. This is driving work from
the province!
Authentication by another professional engineer as the permit holder dilutes the
professional engineer role
Don't get rid of embossing seals, but the other two things are okay.
Seems reasonable.
My disagreement has to do with that what is being proposed seems to be something that I
also disagree with, with respect to what the engineering authority in QLD, Australia is
undertaking. QLD authorities there are mandating that any engineering systems put in
place in QLD for certain sectors of industry must be approved only by QLD-certified
engineers. This requirement to me becomes more of a "protectionist" measure than
anything else, & I see some of what is being proposed here to be in the same vein. I do
understand that APEGA has good intentions, however, I see nothing but more and more
issues with this (more general) trend & would prefer APEGA seriously re-think their real
motives regarding some of what is being proposed. To re-translate what I am saying, QLDAustralia is saying "APEGA, what you do has no real value in QLD..." Hopefully, APEGA is
now not saying the same thing to QLD.
Again professional document is too wide a sweeping generalization in the way it is defined.
It will become an enforcement nightmare.
Licensed Members and Permit Holders may have difficulty in certifying qualifications of outof-province service providers
Speaking from my experience as a new permanent resident Canada, with resident in
Alberta and with over 12yrs of engineering experience in a multi-national company, I am
designated as Provisional Licensee (Engineering) even after a thorough review of my
international work experience. I have been subjected to one-year Canada experience
before I can be designated as a P.Eng. This condition makes it difficult for any Company to
hire me, irrespective of my international work experience which has been reviewed by
APEGA. So by this legislation, APEGA makes it more difficult for a Canadian company to
employ me and as a result APEGA is making it more difficult for me to practice engineering
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in Canada and to state it as it is: This legislation would keep me unemployed in Alberta. So
I strongly disagree. Thanks
The minimum is too low, it should start at $250,000.00.
I agree with all of the proposed changes except for adding a requirement for a Permit
Holder's stamp. I see this as being extra bureaucracy without improving quality.
Professional Members and Responsible Members should be held accountable for the work
produced and appropriate peer review regardless of how many stamps are applied - I don't
see this as a good solution.
APEGA should not have jurisdiction over work performed outside of Alberta
Having spent a lot of time in China, and have worked for/with Chinese companies there is
simply is no way to maintain the level of integrity one would have in Canada. While no
country is completely free of corruption, China is one of the most corrupt countries in the
world according to many sources. Any entity doing business there will somehow be
supporting/tainted by this corrupt society. One has to do the best they can, but realize
things will likely never be up to Canadian standards. I can see extending authenticated
nationally, but outside of Canada is questionable, and wishful thinking. For example I have
requested motor testing from a Chinese company knowing full well that the procedures
they will use would be considered very dangerous in Canada.
Keep the embossing seals
I have seen way too many companies and people performing engineering design. I don't
know what the mechanism for fining is. But most people just scramble to find an engineer
after it has been built. Mostly to save on costs and time of using an engineer from the start.
So is asking for forgiveness than permission acceptable practice. So how is this fine
carried out? Is it after an incident happens or are there other ways? An audit of most
welding and fabrication facilities (especially one not so) would show that this practice of
design of equipment is happening in various forms without any engineering involvement.
Clarity on what needs to be stamped is needed. I'm working on a project with an EPC from
out of country and it's very confusing for them.
I agree 100% with the first amendment. - Do not agree with the second amendment if the
engineering services are done by P.Eng. - The third amendment is for bigger discussion- it
is not easy to answer this legislation. Partially I agree with it
Leave it to the geoscientist and the company they work for to decide how they want to
manage technical
It should be the "other entities" only responsibility to check the hired individuals
professional status
APEGA has no jurisdiction outside of Alberta's borders, so it is not clear to me why the
second paragraph contains the term "inside or outside of Alberta". Stamping projects
outside of Alberta with APEGA's stamp seems to be of no relevance since those regions
are under jurisdiction of other regulatory agencies.
I agree with the intent, but legislation should specify penalties other than purely financial for
members found to not be properly authenticating document (e.g. temporary revocation of
professional status).
I'm a mechanical EIT, I report to an electrical PEng on mechanical matters. I do create
mechanical drawings that will be relied upon by others. These drawings are never of
safety-critical nature and any errors would not put the public at risk (e.g. a belt or chain
drive tied to an encoder, or running a non-lifting conveyor). I am the most "senior"
mechanical "engineer" where I work. This recommendation would either require us to hire
professional services to simply authenticate menial activities which would be costly at the
minimum, or would completely limit or eliminate my role if it becomes more cost effective to
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hire and retain a mechanical PEng instead. This recommendation also does not say
anything about existing equipment, some of which may have been modified by nonengineers (i.e. millwrights and mechanics). There are hundreds mechanical drives where I
work that fall under this situation, does that mean we'll have to re-do and authenticate all of
them? A more specific recommendation providing details on what needs and doesn't need
to be authenticated would be more efficient, while ensuring the safety of the public.
Does this mean that embossing seals won't be accepted any longer
Why not keeping the embossing seal also as another medium for authentication
There could be an element of misuse for International work being done outside Alberta as
most of companies have Global offices.
Point 2 should be changed to: "explicitly clarify that all professional documents must be
prepared under direct supervision od, and authenticated by licensed Members and Permit
Holders regardless of whether the engineering or geoscience services related to those
documents were performed inside or outside of Alberta" Use "individual or entity" instead of
"person" in Point 3, to be consistent and clear
I believe the authentication stipulation on work performed outside Alberta is questionable
particularly as it applies to the US. I can see it being desirable but unless the local
legislation is known it would not necessarily conform to those requirements
Need more clarification on the situation where engineering/geoscience services were
performed outside of Alberta - specific circumstances under which this applies
Again, this depends on the type of work. Geological log interpretations and mapping should
be independent from drilling and completion procedures.
This is fine in situations where public safety is a concern. As a practicing geoscientist there
are certainly areas of the practice that warrant stamps and seals (engineering geology,
geohazard assessment, and environmental geology for example). Public safety is not an
issue in petroleum geology. I have worked with dozens of excellent oil and gas finders
during my 30 year career that were not certified by APEGA and because of where they
went to school they never would be. It is very short sighted to force that wealth of
knowledge out of the business based upon a technicality. My first five years of mentoring
was all provided by successful oil and gas finders who were not APEGA members. Is the
next step then that I am unqualified because I was mentored by non APEGA members? By
the way two of these individuals are in the Canadian Petroleum hall of fame for their
contributions to knowledge in Petroleum geology.
I don't like the third point. The "out" of having someone responsible negated the need to
make it an Offence to hire a non-professional. This seems to be a slippery slope.
I am completely against geoscientists being forced to belong to an association or union that
essentially does nothing for us! And now you want to fine companies who hire a
geoscientist that is not a member of APEGA??!!! That is absolutely ludicrous, wrong, unfair
and frankly, extortion! Once again geoscientists, in the course of their duties and
responsibilities, do NOT pose potential liabilities or harm to the public or environment that
engineers do via design and or construction that could cause public hazards, death or
environmental safety.
Again, FINAL engineering or geoscience documents
"Professional documents" can include so many items - it is too broad of a definition and
opens up P.Geo requirements for so many companies/contractors that provide valuable
services who may no longer be able to function. Most importantly, it will not increase public
safety! On your second point, fining individuals who may provide work based on the
"geoscience" definition is ridiculous since the definition includes everything on the earth's
surface and in the environment.
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I do not see how work carried out outside Alberta is a matter of the Government of Alberta
and influences the safety of Albertans. I feel strongly that work done inside Alberta is and
should be monitored by this act.
The fine of up to $100000 is too onerous - it should be a graduated scale with an initial
warning for the first offense unless it is fraud
There are many Alberta based oil and gas companies whose sole business is in other
countries. As a consequence they are often required to hire local consultants or
consultants who are not Alberta based. Given no other jurisdiction in the world has similar
restrictions as proposed it will put Alberta based companies at serious risk of being noncompetitive. The oil and gas industry is already challenged, we do not need further
regulations to make the situation worse
There are likely thousands of unlicensed Geoscientists in Alberta that were educated
outside the province the process to become members was prohibitive to them. In a time
where career paths for energy employees are already under major strain, legislating
memberships to APEGA seems like an unnecessary added burden to an already strained
work force. There needs to be a way for Geoscientists with reasonable experience levels to
be certified without having to upgrade university training. It is demeaning to insist that a
talented geoscientist with 10+ years’ experience to return to university. There needs to be a
clear and reasonable way for these geoscientists to get their accreditation.
There is no valid reason to include most geoscientists.
Many professional geoscience documents are a "best interpretation" and not absolute
certainty. Public safety does not rely on the certainty of geoscience documents as
compared to engineering documents
It needs to be understood that major corporations have approval standards and processes
covering the engineering and geoscience aspects of business to ensure compliance and
public safety. Such systems need to be recognized.
Companies operating internationally conduct a significant amount of professional work
resulting in professional documents done by highly professional geoscientists and
engineers from other jurisdictions, often licenced by their own jurisdictions. Forcing an
APEGA member to authenticate this work is expensive, impractical and highly insulting to
local talent.
Requiring members and permit holders to both authenticate documents is burdensome and
a waste of time / effort for internal documents. Will have a negative impact on Canadian
productivity, making the country less competitive.
Many geoscience practitioners do this as independent consultants. In many cases this is
the norm and it is becoming more so. I disagree with any measure which makes it more
difficult for independent consultants to practice as they do now, the system works perfectly
fine now and doesn't need added regulations.
authentication of every geoscientist document by licensed Member and Permit holder is
impractical when certain work is done "outside of Alberta" when it pertains to International
projects, because Scientific work is built upon many principles, theories, assumptions, preexisting data and hypothesis developed, collaborated by many scientists throughout the
scientific communities on Earth. While the specifics of this change is really in the Third
point to impost a fine for non-licensed works done in Alberta, The wording leading to it is
too broad and unpractical.
By APEGA definition, a licensed professional from another jurisdiction is not considered
licensed. A company should be allowed to hire a licensed professional from an equivalent
licensing body from any Canadian jurisdiction
Fines are extremely steep. Notions such as this are the reason so many people are NOT
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members of APEGA in the first place.
I think again the association is reaching too far in extending its mandate
you are trying to regulate outside of your area
Just more APEGA bullying and self-justification through control
These statements are very inflexible
Sounds like a cash cow to get more geoscientists to become APEGA members! APEGA
should have stayed a strictly engineering association and not a geoscience association.
What this proposes essentially bans anyone from practicing geoscience in Alberta unless
they're a member of APEGA. That or putting an onerous burden on the employer. Of
course, I think professional oversight in the province should have been done by the CSPG.
APEGA mostly just wastes money for little or no benefit. If you require documents for work
outside of Alberta to be authenticated that will add a large burden of both time and money
to energy companies working in different jurisdictions; especially if they use local people
(e.g. in SK or BC) who are not member of APEGA
There is no need to remove references to embossed seals because many of us still
generate paper reports as being the most valid provisions of our work! Retention of the
seal is of no damage and of great value. Are you suggesting that an external company will
not be able to attempt to raise investment or to market properties to companies or
individuals in Alberta on situations outside Alberta? Does this mean that rather than the
external company coming to Alberta to attempt to raise investment that the Alberta
companies instead will have to go to the external company's external location to review the
opportunity? What are being considered as geoscience services? Who will determine
whether those services are adequate or not? Why are Engineering services being lumped
in with Geosciences? They are as alike as apples and pomegranates. If the Geoscience
Canada findings were considered one would realize the significant differences. You are
now saying that a licenced Professional Member is no longer able to work unless he/she
starts a company which becomes registered for a permit to practice. This is a money grab
to the bulk of those individual consultants who have an established company for tax
purposes. With 50% of geoscientists now having less than 10% chargeable hours or less
this would essentially put them out of business. What does a review of a report constitute?
What constitutes an inadequate review? I have been involved in projects where the
reviewers decided against the project only to see the project be tremendously successful.
That is the nature of geoscience projects and reviews. Was the reviewer qualified or not, or
did the reviewer lack the risk tolerance needed for an exploration play. Do you consider a
field development programme to have been a failure if some of the wells are dry?
Geoscience does not necessarily provide the "right" answers to an interpretation. Rather
geoscience provides "viable" answers. Not all plays require a risk analysis. In fact risk
analysis can only be verified after the drilling of a well and often cannot assess the critical
parameters for project evaluation. What are the other proposed fines you intend to impose?
The second point is not clear. For example, if I conduct work at a site in BC, and
authenticate the report according to APEGBC's regulations, do I also have to authenticate
according to APEGA's regulations? It needs to be clarified.
The last point needs clarification. It identifies a "person" instead of a geoscientist that
needs to authenticate the unlicensed person's work.
As noted above, I have serious concerns about the need to create and authenticate
"professional documents" as defined above for the day to day operational practices of E+P
Companies.
Knowledge comes with experience not from being licensed, and it is in the public interest
that when it comes to issues of safety that knowledge and experience take precedent over
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being licensed to practice by APEGA I make this comment with respect to field operations
in which most licenses Geoscientists have little or no experience and often ask field
operators to do things that put people and the environment at risk
The point is generally good but goes too far in its consequences
embossing seals may still be required for some historical documents - need to
What is the motivation for removing embossing seals? Are they not as good as a stamp?
IS the problem that they cannot be photocopied or may disappear?
It is assumed here that the documents in question are for the use in projects executed in
Alberta.
Are the embossing seals a previously employed method that is no longer used?
Good in principle, but likely unenforceable and impractical for High Tech Engineering
disciplines. I sincerely doubt that APEGA has considered High Tech in these provisions.
That we are removing SEAL requirements is evidence of out-dated practices and
irrelevance to Authentication for many of the "newer" engineering disciplines.
As worded, the proposal lacks clarity. One must assume that the Act is referring to
engineering and geoscience work to be used in Alberta, but the wording could be
interpreted to mean any engineering or geoscience work anywhere.
While I don't disagree in principle, I have some reservations about out of country
companies that have been issued permits, and I would prefer to see a requirement for the
application of a Canada-based Permit stamp.
Having the permit holder stamp a document adds no value in my opinion and will be quite
cumbersome for a larger company. The addition of having RM's authenticating the PPMP
and having Professional Documents stamped by the Permit Holder seems redundant.
Not quite sure why it is needed to remove the embossing seals as it is a stamp owned and
controlled by P. Eng. If it is used properly, should this be one of the media as Stamp?
(Maybe I am missing something here)
How would APEGA confirm or enforce compliance for works done by companies outside
Alberta?
I agree with the first two proposals and strongly disagree with the last two. APEGA is not in
the business to police civil population at large and has no right to infringe on civil liberties of
individuals. The max fines' amount proposed for individuals is onerous and would cause
undue hardship on individuals and their families.
Any fines ordered by the court should be in proportion to the amount the violator can pay.
E.g. these proposed fines are a slap on the wrist to a large engineering firm, but could wipe
out a small firm or individual practice.
Preserve embossing seals which is required in forensic engineering letters.
No opinion on embossing seals
I do not see a value added benefit requiring a permit holder stamp on each and every
authenticated document. Stamping any one document with a permit stamp does not
accurately ensure the firm is following its PPMP. Only an audit can assess its overall
effectiveness and ensure the firm is following its own policy and procedures. If APEGA is
concerned PPMP's are deficient, additional training is the best way to accomplish this
Perhaps there needs to be different levels of Professional Documents, leaving only the
most important, like IFC drawings for Permit Holder authentication.
I like the clarity that all professional documents must be authenticated regardless if the
engineering was performed outside Alberta.
I do not understand the activity outside Alberta. Will this include what I call "convenience
engineers" working outside of Alberta or even Canada for a fraction of the customary
wages
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Embossing seals are difficult if not impossible to duplicate but all other forms of printed
seals can be duplicated. Members who use the embossing seals do so in the belief that
they are more secure than the rubber stamps.
Bullet #2 seems like overkill - and has been negatively commented upon by members in
the past
There is no reason why embossing seals cannot coexist within the authentication process.
The fines seem steep.
I agree with all but the motion requiring permit holders to authenticate all professional
documents. I believe this will be onerous and unpractical given that the Permit holder does
not share responsibility/risks for errors or omissions. However, if the Permit holder shares
responsibility/risks of the work in the document then I will consider the permit holder's
authentication as necessary
Please enforce this! Perform audits on companies with permits to practice and ensure they
adhere to this please
I disagree that all documents prepared by engineering services outside Alberta should be
required to be authenticated within Alberta. There are many countries that possess greater
expertise in certain areas. This should be discretionary and not the absolute rule.
Engineering companies should be able to retain unlicensed individuals as long as it does
not affect the work that is output by the firm. Each firm should be required to have a
licensed individual review the work who would then take responsibility for the intellectual
product.
I do not agree with requiring a Professional Member *and* Permit Holder to authenticate a
professional document. There is a significant overlap of interest between "Updating
Authentication Practice" and "Improving the Practice-Permit to Practice." Responsible
Members attest that the PPMP is being followed by approving the PPMP. Why is it
necessary to re-attest that the PPMP is being followed by adding their additional signature
to professional documents? This is un-necessary and does not better the public or the
practice.
It should be clarified whether the professional stamp and permit stamp can be applied by
the same person. The value of them both being applied by the same person is
questionable, as it does not provide the overview which is intended by the permit review (in
my opinion). If both stamps can be applied by the same person (sole practitioner) then the
requirement is redundant, and misleading to the public, who should expect the permit
stamp to represent a quality control step.
It should be clarified that even if it is understood that work related to authenticated
documents is to be performed outside Alberta, the authentication is done in accordance
with Alberta Law, and should be interpreted and relied upon in this light.
Strongly agree with the removal of the seal reference and the requirement for
authentication; less sure about the extent that it should be an offence and what the penalty
should be. Should this have been two questions?
The intent and application of these requirements is unclear. It could be a very significant
burden to multinational companies where procedures and drawings may be produced in
other countries for international use (including Alberta). This could be especially difficult for
complex designs when the design team is outside Alberta and part or all of the design will
be manufactured or used in Alberta.
This is in the nature of criminal activity and it can have severe consequences. Fines are not
enough, there really needs to be the possibility of jail time for serious offences.
The application of the permit holder stamp seems redundant to the authenticating engineer
stamp. What is the rationale behind the permit holder authenticating every document?
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Quality control? If so, the quality management system is addressed in the PPMP. Part of
the proposed changes to the legislation is to expand the number of RM in PPMP and
require their individual sign off on that document.
The third point, making it an offence to knowingly employ... is not an authentication matter
but a professional practice / compliance matter. I agree with the requirement, but question
if it is in the correct place in the legislation.
Requiring authentication of work executed outside of Alberta for use in Alberta is a good
idea. However the classification of Engineering Goods, which do not require authentication,
needs to be very specific. Packaged equipment is engineered and should be authenticated
and manufacturers will take advantage if the requirements and distinction is not clear.
There are too many unlicensed individuals providing engineering services. Enforcement of
this recommendation is paramount; otherwise it will continue to happen.

3. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following proposed
recommendations? It is recommended that the legislation be amended to add
a definition for Responsible Member to indicate that the Responsible Member
must be a Professional Member and can be a full-time, permanent employee a
partner a sole practitioner a member of the Permit Holder an individual
providing services to the Permit Holder through a contractual arrangement
clarify that, in addition to the existing requirements for Responsible Members,
their responsibilities are expanded to explicitly include: being professionally
responsible for the Professional Practice Management Plan (PPMP) and for
ensuring it is being followed stamping, signing, and dating the PPMP
document within their area of responsibility clarify that a deficiency in a PPMP
(or evidence that a PPMP is not being followed) may result in a practice review
order or a finding of unskilled practice or unprofessional conduct against the
Responsible Member, collectively or individually, and against the Permit
Holder change the requirement from needing only one Responsible Member to
needing one or more Responsible Members, as appropriate to the practice
move the requirement for a Responsible Member to attend a seminar every
five years from the General Regulation to part of the mandatory Continuing
Professional Development (CPD) program requirements for Responsible
Members. The details will be described in the CPD program require Permit
Holders and Responsible Members to advise APEGA if an existing
Responsible Member ceases to be the person accepting responsibility for the
practice of the Permit Holder or can no longer provide the necessary
certification regarding the PPMP require a sole practitioner to obtain a Permit
to Practice.
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There seems to be too much responsibility placed on the Permit Holder related to the
PPMP
I deem it unnecessary for a sole proprietor to obtain a Permit to Practice in addition to their
APEGA membership.
No Comments.
Isn't requiring a sole practitioner a Permit to Practice a duplication?
The responsible member is the permit holder. The company holding the permit should be
liable for not following the PPMP and should have a responsible member and management
responsible to see it is complied with
If a company has many Responsible Members, it does not make sense that all
Responsible Members have to sign off on all engineering documents. Need clarification.
I agree that a license to practice is necessary, however, the sole proprietor should be
licensed by virtue of being a professional member. An entity of 2 or more persons should
require the permit to practice. To change the Permit to Practice to include a sole proprietor
we should see what evidence and statistically how has the public been damaged by the
professional member and we need to build a consensus around developing a PPMP that is
available through APEGA for the individual to practice.
I understand where a Permit to Practice is required for an organization that employs
multiple geoscientists, but for a sole practitioner to obtain a Permit to Practice (unless it's
free) is redundant in my mind to obtaining our Professional designation. Why do we need
two layers to prove to the public we are professionals? Maybe require sole practitioners
attend the Permit to Practice seminar, but this is clearly a cash grab on APEGA's part.
Are you increasing the requirements of the CPD?
I believe the 5 year seminar process currently in place is sufficient for the Responsible
member. There needs to be the ability for a sole practitioner to work in a contractual role
for a Corporation that has a Permit to Practice and this should cover the contracted
professional in the same way as a professional employee of the company
Many laboratories that offer services for geosciences and employ geoscientists do not
have APEGA members in senior roles, but ACPA members.
Disagree with this as it would require all geologists working in Alberta to become
Professional Members.
There is no value, no additional risk to the public, to need to have sole practitioner's obtain
a Permit to Practice, it is just another "tax" on the individual member of APEGA. I don't see
any value or need in the PPMP process, let the companies run their professional
development as they see fit
Lumping of too many items; if members disagree with one item, they have to disagree with
entire question
the responsible member is a professional and further regulations is not necessary
Less regulation is needed, not more!
Disagree in change requirement requiring more than one Responsible Member.
I do not agree that a sole practitioner should be required to obtain a Permit to Practice, as
they are then required to carry onerous and unnecessary insurance. Particularly difficult for
Geoscience professionals to even get this insurance.
APEGA should look at CPD hours for parental leaves (as current those hours still need to
be accounted for), discriminates against women
In a large organization there can be several "responsible members." In the event of a
deficiency in a PPMP I think it would be difficult or unfair to collectively progress action
against all responsible members. How do you decide who has been negligent?
Does the requirement for contractors to be permit holders just add bureaucracy? It
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effectively says that being a professional member alone isn't enough to do
engineering/geoscience work without also being under a permit to practice
Far too onerous- ridiculous actually
This is too much. I don’t want to agree to this since we need talented people in the industry
and some are just unfortunate not to be PEng members. Some are new comers and should
be allowed to practice their profession
In the real life, some of larger companies (have no Professional Practice Management Plan
(PPMP), where unlicensed individuals, even with no related academic degree, with
misleading title as “Production Coordinator”, manage professionals and MITs. The manger
position should be regulated and should follow specific leadership and ethical training, and
specific CPD’s requirements and programs. It will be unfair for smaller entities to add more
unneeded cost which would make their service uneconomic. Clients usually retain highly
qualified professionals and permit holders
Point 4 provides no clarification and is vague and interpretive as to when > 1 responsible
member is required or how many need to authenticate the PPMP. If the number of
responsible members is flexible, why require responsible members to notify APEGA?
Responsible members cannot be held responsible for documents approved by the AER for
field operations. For example seismic field operations cannot be executed until AER is
given and they can change parameters on the applications sent to them from Prof.
Members.
Disagree to attend a seminar every 5 year. Disagree to sign, stamp every pdp
There is currently very high unemployment among our members. A sole practitioner is
often a person who has accepted a contract position as a means of re-entering the
workforce. Requiring that person to obtain a Permit to Practice prior to accepting a contract
position may preclude him/her from accepting an offer of contract employment. I suggest
postponing this requirement for a few years.
We are creating a lot of unnecessary extra regulation and administration. Result, extra
costs, extra barriers, loss of productivity. Again, the proposals are too broad and all
encompassing.
Sole practitioners need not obtain the permit to practice in many cases.
Vehemently disagree with "require a sole practitioner to obtain a Permit to Practice".
Onerous additional obligation - especially difficult for those trying to consult after losing
their jobs.
This is not practical in organization that is larger, in fact beyond a couple of people.
Requiring the sole practitioner to require a permit to practice denigrates the value of
"professional member" in the public's eyes.
not to add attending a seminar every 5 years to the CPD program
Requiring sole practitioners to obtain a Permit to Practice is adding a burden to the many
unemployed people in this city who have been forced to become contractors. The
professional designation should be enough.
Not necessary or relevant. The current act works well as is.
In all fairness I believe a sole practitioner that activates under an sole
proprietor/incorporated business where they are the only employee/owner should not be
required to hold permits as both individual member and corporate member or should have
one of the membership fees waived entirely.
Better accountability for the PPMP and RM responsibilities is critical.
Not sure why a sole practitioner would also require a permit? Looks like duplication and a
blatant fee grab.
I don't see value in sole practitioners having a permit to practice
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No evidence or detail has been provided to demonstrate that the current standards are
insufficient or that the proposed standards will enhance public safety.
Where is the PPMP defined? I could not even find guidelines to create one.
Impractical and cost prohibitive for sole practitioner to be required to have permit to
practice
Why is it necessary to a licensed sole practitioner have a permit to practice? Redundant.
Internal company documents and those that pertain to study not putting the public at risk
should not require stamping. It's a costly waste of money and time.
An individual providing services to the Permit Holder through a contractual arrangement
might not, in practice, have the necessary authority to be a Responsible Member. People in
the company might not follow the individual's leadership in manners pertaining to a
Responsible Member's purview.
I don't agree with mandatory attendance of seminars
Explain precisely how these changes, as it relates to the practice of Geoscience, would
have any appreciable impact practice on public safety and be "in the public interest". Other
than increasing the costs to members and expanding the regulation and bureaucracy, there
is little in the way of clear, identifiable, benefit to recommend these additional requirements.
Rather than requiring a sole practitioner to obtain a Permit to Practice, I believe there are
other ways to communicate the expectation that they have a quality management
Typically, as a sole proprietor Professional Member, I work closely with the client, and do
not submit reports that haven't been viewed repeatedly during the process of generating
them and building on them. A Professional Practice Management Plan seems like
additional burden to place on an individual, especially when the work is so closely
monitored by the client. Additionally, requiring me to obtain a Permit to Practice creates a
huge burden, especially when a competitor with multiple employees doesn't need multiple
permits. This will lead to the death of small, sole proprietor businesses and the creation of
only a few large business entities that will drive up costs and depress wages.
o I think attending a seminar while working for a large corporation is a bit of a
waste of time, especially when the majority of the work would be kept within the
company. - I don’t think it’s necessary to stamp everything, especially when the
documents have no risk to the public.
A sole practitioner APEGA member in good standing with a stamp/seal is already
'practicing'. The sole practitioner should not have to obtain a Permit to Practice as a
corporation does.
This will make it harder to be licensed in this current environment. New graduates that are
out of work will have a tougher time getting licensed. At the very least delay this until times
are better.
Do not agree that the requirement to attend a seminar every five years be moved to CPD.
Costs and other logistics can make this unfeasible.
I do not thing that multiple Responsible members need to review a proposal/document
pertaining to geology. This is extremely inefficient.
Completely unnecessary. Again, look at the other provinces within Canada. This is overkill.
Add that a Permit Holder should include RM with relevant discipline expertise for the
disciplines that they practice in. Each discipline is unique and has varying levels of
regulatory requirements and perspectives.
The cost of a permit to practice may prohibit the large percentage of unemployed
geologists from practicing Geology. This requirement will probably create less geologists
signing up with APEGA, taking their chances without any membership whatsoever.
I don't understand what the point of having a sole practitioner obtain a permit would be.
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This recommendation is onerous and not useful in many consulting cases for small firms.
As a consultant working with other engineers and geoscientists for a small firm, our ability
to work depends on the quality, and accuracy of our work and our recommendations. It is in
our best interest to ensure that all work is done accurately and professionally... if we do
not, our clients will not hire us for future work. We do not need more tedious and onerous
regulations to ensure we do our jobs professionally. Building our reputations is enough.
The industry is over-regulated already.
Why does a sole practitioner who already is a member of APEGA need an additional
permit to practice. Doesn't the fact that you are a member already give you the license to
practice? Seems like you are double dipping.
The revision implies that the permit holder can only apply their permit stamp to documents
prepared by a member acting within their discipline. The purpose of the Permit holder is to
ensure that the appropriate practices were followed for the engineering design. I don't think
it should matter what discipline as long as the Permit holder able to confirm that
appropriate practices were followed by the professional member
This is getting to be well outside the realm of professional engineering which is already
difficult enough to honestly and justly regulate by the APEGA administration.
A sole practitioner who holds a P.Geol. Has already been approved by APEGA to provide
geological services, there is no need for them to be forced to obtain a Permit to Practice.
This makes it more onerous and expensive for a sole practitioner to operate and adds no
value for the general public.
Sole practitioner work is often of a lower level of technical detail and temporary. With the
requirement for a Permit to Practice as well as insurance, this area of work for
professionals, and help received for a company, could result in a loss of the segment of
knowledge in many industries. Individuals conducting more specific work, where public
safety is more directly connected, are not typically sole practitioners but are incorporated,
thereby having the requirements that seem to be targeted here. Other items are good
clarifications.
An individual providing services to the Permit Holder through a contractual arrangement.
Will this also apply to members providing services to Permit Holders in other Jurisdiction
within Canada?
To me this leaves some open questions: 1. what exactly is a member of a permit holder 2.
The list of possible responsible members seem to only exclude part time employees
without defining the full time term. 3. I think it would be better to ensure that the responsible
member has enough authority in his/her position to enforce the PPMP, which especially for
contractual arrangements can be questionable. 4. The term "as appropriate to the practice"
offers a lot of interpretation potential. Who will have the final decision on what is
appropriate? 5. A sole practitioner should be exempt from Permit to Practice fees or only
pay a small nominal fee.
If a sole practitioner, then there is no one else to be another 'Responsible Member'
A sole practitioner should not be required to be a permit holder. It is unnecessary in
upholding the public interest as the components of a PPMP are essentially the same as the
obligations of a professional member. This is a case of over regulation.
Requiring a sole practitioner to obtain a Permit to Practice seems to be very little more than
a money grab. They already have to pay yearly fees to maintain their professional
designation and have legislated requirements to maintain their proficiency via their CPD
program. Without that, they are unable to practice their craft anyways.
Some of these items usefully clarify requirements for RMs. I don't what adding the CPD
requirement or requirement for permit to practice for sole practitioners to legislation actually
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achieves - it appears too detailed, not sure that it achieves much useful.
PPMP is for convenience of enforcement, nothing to do with safety of the public
• While I agree with all of the new recommendations for sole practitioners to have both a
permit to practice and a PPMP, a sole practitioner permit to practice should have a
lower fee or be in a different class if the sole practitioner is not an incorporated
company.
Permit to practice is redundant and there is no additional value if the professional
competing the work already takes responsibility.
Contractual arrangements for hiring a Responsible Member must include a transition
process. In other words, Responsible Members cannot simply finish their contract. Their
employer must identify who is taking over for their role as Responsible Member. If the
employer cannot or will not do this, then the outgoing contracted Responsible Member
must report that the employer may not have a new Responsible member in place.
These changes are not well thought through and seem to add increasing regulatory
requirements with no evidence that there is an issue to be resolved or avoided that would
affect the public interest. Layering additional and likely unnecessary regulations will stifle
innovation that often occurs in sole proprietor engineering firms. For example, having a
PPMP for a sole proprietorship firm makes no sense when one reads the requirements of
the PPMP. There are several other examples, but no room in this comment form to get into
all of them.
Offshore work; may have implication that must be addressed.
Already compliant
I disagree with the last item in the bullet list - requiring a sole practitioner to have a permit
to practice - effectively they are being required to double licence / register and pay twice
with the associated fees.
Disagree with having to attend a seminar every 5 years
A sole practitioner would be required to pay the professional fees X2 and these fees, while
maybe ok for an Esso or Shell, are expensive for one person.
Overall fine with changes with the following exceptions: 1.) RMs shouldn't be found as
unskilled in the event people aren't following the PPMP. Rather it should be a permit holder
issue as the situation might be behold the RMs capability to remedy. 2.) Sole practitioner
shouldn't need a permit to practice, this seems like a money grab. P.Eng stamp should
suffice for sole practitioners.
Note that Permit to Practice fees should be based on something other than a flat fee as
sole practitioners and small firms will have to pay a much greater % of their earnings than a
large firm.
Building more bureaucracy
What is a "member" of the Permit Holder? Does a contractual agreement allow a part-time
consultant to be the responsible member (if they are also the part time member doing the
work) in a company that does not require a full time professional employee?
I disagree that a sole proprietor should be required to have Permit to Practice especially
when associated with a group that has a Permit. This is a blatant cash grab. The Permit is
twice the price of a membership which has been increasing unreasonably and without
obvious cause. It is purposed to double the membership. I am sure the PP would also be
increased. Particularly, given the present environment where obtaining work is extremely
limited.
Members in nationally regulated industries do not use stamps. You would have us keep a
stamp to stamp one document. Insane!
This level of detail should not be in the Act. Council should have authority to implement this
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via regulatory rule.
not sure I like an individual having to have a permit to practice
In addition, APEGA should audit the implementation of the PPMP every 3 years. The
PPMP are to be accepted by APEGA before the Permit is issued.
basically a money grab by APEGA to force sole practitioners to pay twice
Sole practitioner needs to be an APEGA member (not requiring a permit to practice)
How do you know when more than one Responsible Member is required? Based on # of
engineering/geoscience employees?
This is complicatedly layered. After having obtained your Professional status that I then
have to obtain a Responsible Member status and develop a PPMP even when I may be a
Sole Practitioner.
A process like a PPMP is no guarantee that members are competent and conscientious.
Processes don't fix anything. In fact, they breed complacency.
RM should be the one who is Permit to Practice Holder. The Person who stamps the
Drawings should not be RM and must be checked by RM who is a Permit Holder. In this
way Drawings are being checked by Two Professional Members in any case. Therefore
RM definition should clearly indicate that a Person who is a member of Permit Holder
The COO should be responsible for the PPMP and ensuring it is followed. Stamping the
PPMP is unnecessary since it is not a technical document. How will APEGA determine a
PPMP is deficient if there are no explicit requirements of what a PPMP must contain and
there is no audit process? APEGA will need to develop material and work with Permit
Holders then develop an audit process
The only part I strongly disagree: A company can have several offices within a city or
across the province, each focusing on a specific area. It's not reasonable to make EACH
RM responsible for the PPMP being followed by other RM's. Each RM can only legitimately
be responsible for their own conduct not other RM's on the PPMP. This is especially true
since RM's are not necessarily partners of a firm and will likely not have the authority to
challenge other RM's who may be senior in position (may even be partners).
I agree with most points, however, if the responsible member is to be professionally
responsible for the PPMP and it being followed what support does he have? Right now
Engineers have NO RIGHTS at companies and absolutely no power to enforce any
practices.
I have concerns about the use of contactors - this could create headaches for contractors
and the requirements - if this is adopted - for contractors need to be made crystal clear.
Disagree with requirement for sole practitioners to obtain a Permit to Practice. Their PEng
license is sufficient.
New requirements will make process much more onerous and potentially cost prohibitive
due to the increased time needed to complete basic tasks.
My only area of concern is requiring a sole practitioner to obtain a Permit to Practice. In our
current environment this could be an undue financial burden
I think sole practitioners should not need a permit to practice. I think if a company can
demonstrate through their PPM/QMS systems that process are being followed then
another signature is a waste of time and effort. I also think that more time/effort needs to go
into the digital signature process so that it is not so expensive. I don't understand how we
as a professional practice can have only one provider of a digital signature. Also, if we print
a hard copy and seal the document and then scan it is that not sufficient? Make a way for
this to be sufficient? We need to be smart and efficient and not just think because of the
economic downturn business have more time and energy for more process and
documentation. I don't know what type of feedback you've had on this but this seems like a
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cash grab, way of driving people out of the province or practice and not in any real way
adding value to the practice. I cannot state any more clearly how much of a waste of time,
energy and money this is going to be for me, my organization and for NO ADDITIONAL
This all appears to be very bureaucratic and costly. A sole practitioner should not require a
Permit to Practice
From a Geoscience point of view: REMOVE "stamping, signing, and dating the PPMP
document within their area of responsibility". Only required if requested by a client or
operator.
I completely disagree with the recommendation to require a sole practitioner to obtain a
Permit to Practice. It make it much harder and more costly for a person to be a contractor.
Especially in the current economic environment, and considering we have no idea what the
industry will look like when the economy recovers. These proposed regulations just make it
more difficult for someone to be gainfully employed (especially as a Geoscientist). Because
what a Structural Engineer does and what a Petroleum Geologist are so fundamentally
different, regulations around these two professions cannot be exactly the same.
What is defined as full time? For example, I work a 4 day work week (32 hrs per week).
Does this satisfy the requirement of full time? Also in larger firms with numerous RP's who
is management of the PPMP to be addressed?
I'm not a sole practitioner, but requiring them to get Permit to Practice is just a cash grab by
APEGA
Permit Holder should carry much greater responsibility for ensuring PPMP is followed and
hold all of its members accountable for following the plan. Placing the suggested level of
responsibility directly on the responsible members may make it challenging attract
individuals to accept the role of responsible member.
This section should have been broken up for agreement or disagreement.
I do not agree that a sole practitioner should need to obtain a Permit to Practice. That is
what the Professional Member designation is for. This is redundant. That person has been
given the authority and responsibility by APEGA to provide engineering services to the
public. If that person is not trustworthy without a Permit to Practice then the person should
not be a Professional Member. The Professional Member designation approves the
person, whereas the Permit to Practice approves the business entity. So you cannot
practice engineering on your own with an engineering degree, and now you cannot practice
engineering on your own even with a Professional Member designation? One more step is
required? This makes sense for a business entity, but not an individual person.
I believe a licensed P.Eng. should technically be a valid practitioner and thus should not
need a further permit to practice as a sole proprietor. The permit to practice entails a level
of organization above sole proprietor that requires multiple people some licensed and
some not licensed to carry out the scope of work and as such a business license "Permit to
Practice" is necessary. Otherwise the licensed professional member is inconsequential as
the license has no explicit meaning.
References to the PPMP in the legislation seems unnecessary. There are a lot of APEGA
rules and regulations but all of them need not appear in the legislation.
Strongly disagree with requiring a sole practitioner to have a Permit to Practice, this is just
redundant. Can you tell me what problem is this trying to solve, or is this this just a means
to extract more money from the membership?
If more than one responsible member is required a guideline must be published to direct
what counts as "appropriate". What value does a permit to practice bring for a sole
practitioner? This looks like a fee grab.
Does not address engineering that has nothing to do with public interest.
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I disagree with requiring sole practitioners to obtain a permit to practice. In many instances,
the cost of obtaining a Permit to Practice is cost prohibitive for sole practitioners.
Requiring sole practitioners to obtain a Permit to Practice is an unnecessary burden. Is
APEGA aware that there is currently close to 50% unemployment among geoscientists?
Many of these will attempt to consult part time and can ill afford additional burdens
More clutter by APEGA. APEGA should be minimizing its role and reducing its fees
Most points are fine. A Sole Proprietor need not carry a Permit to Practice. This adds
significant and unnecessary overhead to an already difficult practice. This will create an
unfair advantage for larger firms and could virtually eliminate Contractors. This an
anticompetitive statement. The language surrounding the number of Responsible Member
is again far too vague. There needs to be a required ration, calculations based on overall
years of practice versus number of personnel or must carry a very specific path to protest
rulings.
Needless bureaucracy for a sole practitioner to create a documented plan or need a Permit
to Practice.
sole practitioner should not have to necessarily obtain a permit to practice
How do we keep the bureaucracy to a minimum so that AB engineers remain competitive?
Strongly disagree with needing to be a sole practitioner in order to obtain a Permit to
Practice
It seems to me that you wish to apply bureaucratic red tape, legal requirements and costs
that are appropriate and necessary for large corporations to individuals who in some cases
may not even be working fulltime (for instance individuals who are semi-retired or who
have family responsibilities such as taking care of children or elderly parents). If you wish
to bring in rules to clarify roles and responsibilities perhaps at the same time you should
consider varying the fees and requirements depending on the scale of the enterprise
covered by the permit to practice in much the same way that fees for members vary. For
instance the cost of the Permit to Practice might vary depending on the number of
individuals covered by the permit or the gross professional billings of the permit holder. If
you apply across the board requirements this may discourage retiring individuals from
continuing to practice part time and in the long term given the large number of baby
boomers approaching retirement, this type of policy could make an already impending loss
of critical skills and knowledge even worse. If this approach is necessary consider how to
mitigate the impact on the individual professionals who play an important role in the oil and
gas industry
What if the local office with a Permit to Practice does not have a person with sufficient
knowledge in an area (e.g. Civil) - are they required to stamp with the Permit to
Sole practitioners are already professionals and are paying their membership dues. To also
require a Permit to Practice does not increase public safety but instead just provides more
money to APEGA. Also the requirement on sole practitioners to have a PPMP is a
duplication of their CPD requirements. Through these proposed changes APEGA is
creating additional roadblocks to those professional members who are working outside of
larger corporations. As our Basin matures in Western Canada, there will be less work at
the larger corporations and much more work for the sole practitioners. APEGA should be
recognizing this maturation of the professional demographic.
A sole practitioner should not require a Permit. This would result in an unnecessary
additional expense.
RM must be a Professional Member in good standing too.
Expecting a sole practitioner to get a permit to practice and have a management plan
seems like overkill and needles bureaucracy.
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Do not agree with the addition of the sole practitioner needing an Permit to Practice
Need for one or more responsible member should be based on the number of engineers
employed by the organisation and a fixed ratio than an arbitrary open ended wording
I think APEGA needs to revise this and put more thought into the issue. Having just one
individual responsible for this is not practicable. I think there need to be more individuals
involved. Larger companies would have a hard time with this. I personally would not sign
off on being the companies’ responsible member knowing all the companies risks are a
personal risk.
Cost prohibitive changes given current economic times in our province.
Needing more responsible members is contrary to sole practitioner.
Accommodation needs to be made for people who are out of work.
In the "gig" economy there are a lot more independent contractors, we need policies and
procedures to help individuals in this capacity. The PPMP places a lot of burden on the
individual who is required to meet the same standards as a large organization - the two are
completely different. The sole proprietor is doing all the work themselves, in a large
corporation the responsible member may never know or see the person doing the work the requirements need to be different
Why does a responsible member have to be a full time, permanent employee? Why
exclude professional engineers that have chosen to work part-time?
hopefully the fee for
Do not agree with "an individual providing services to the Permit Holder through a
contractual arrangement". If an individual that is providing services and not an employee,
then I am relying on that service and will need a stamp.
You have too many bullets - you should number them! Tut tut. 8th bullet from the top - this
activity will be done by the employer. Last bullet: OK is this is made simple and practical
Regarding this bullet point: "change the requirement from needing only one Responsible
Member to needing one or more Responsible Members, as appropriate to the practice", I
suspect it will be difficult to determine what 'as appropriate to the practice' means, I am not
in favour of this wording
So this is making it a requirement for an unemployed Professional Member to then also
acquire a Permit to Practice in order to perform consulting work to a company that currently
holds a "Permit to Practice".
I strongly agree with what is presented, but will it address the root cause? This is creating a
hierarchy of responsibility when the true responsibility is with the authentication. APEGA
needs to focus on training 'every five years' for each member. The RM is responsibly but
the problem will start with the professional member conducting the practice of engineering.
I prefer to combine both the permit holder and responsible member to one position. I mean
any permit holder can be called as a responsible member. Too many designations!
Do not require sole practitioner to obtain a permit to practice. Be extremely clear in the
wording of what sometime adopting the permit stamp is reviewing. Having a signed PPMP
needs clarity on what is being signed. For instance just that is being correctly implemented
vs. you completely agree with the quality in how it is written.
Due to current economic conditions, I am a sole practitioner and returning student. I know
there are many other professionals in my situation. Making us obtain a permit to practice is
a huge kick when many are already down. This is another example of APEGA adding
unnecessary bureaucracy, red tape and expense when they should be removing it. I have
been an APEGA member for a while and am very opposed to this change. As APEGA
continues to become out of touch with its members it will lose even more respect as a
professional body. I already feel like I get very little for the $324 in yearly dues and this is a
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further frustration.
Requiring a sole practitioner to obtain a permit is little more than a cash grab.
Responsible Member definition should not be limited to "full-time" employees as this would
exclude members who work-time due to various reasons (medical requirements, parents
on flexible/reduced schedules) Signing, stamping, and dating the PPMP document by
every responsible member does not seem very practical for organizations that employ
hundreds of engineers
There is no logical reason to impose the burden of obtaining a Permit to Practice on sole
practitioners. Being a Professional Member means something or it doesn't.
A deficiency in a PPMP should not result in a finding of unskilled practice unless the result
of that deficiency is unskilled practice. A PPMP is a plan for how practice will be
undertaken and not the practice of engineering or geoscience itself. A PPMP is defined as
"A written description of a permit holder's corporate policies, procedures and systems used
to ensure that appropriate standards of professional practice are maintained."
Needless bureaucracy for a sole practitioner to create a documented plan or need a Permit
to Practice.
sole practitioner should not have to necessarily obtain a permit to practice
How do we keep the bureaucracy to a minimum so that AB engineers remain competitive?
Strongly disagree with needing to be a sole practitioner in order to obtain a Permit to
Practice.
Agree to all except: Requiring all RM's to stamp the PPMP is unclear as to the intent. The
Act should be explicit on this point. Is it to signify awareness of the PPMP contents or
approval/verification of the correctness and completeness of the PPMP? A stamp to
approve the PPMP should be required but not from all RM's. This becomes unmanageable
in very large organizations with dozens of RM's. Also disagree with removal of the CPD
requirement from the Act. The Act should state something like "RM shall maintain eligibility
in accordance with requirements laid out by APEGA". Details of the training requirement
could then very well live in the CPD program.
A sole practitioner should not require a Permit. This would result in an unnecessary
additional expense.
Cost prohibitive changes given current economic times in our province
needing more responsible members is contrary to sole practitioner
Accommodation needs to be made for people who are out of work.
There is a bit of a problem with the application of responsibility. Where the RM is the COO
or other executive, then they can directly control the application of the PPMP. RM's who do
not hold power positions within a company have a much more difficult time when they lack
direct authority to order compliance. In addition, they may have a conflict of interest, where
the welfare of their family (i.e. their job) conflicts with APEGA responsibilities. This could
lead to a situation where members refuse to be RM's when they lack the executive
authority to pursue the PPMP standards. This would be counter to the pursuit of expanding
the number of RM's in a company.
Do not agree with "an individual providing services to the Permit Holder through a
contractual arrangement". If an individual that is providing services and not an employee,
then I am relying on that service and will need a stamp.
Unless on first bullet, change "•an individual providing services to the Permit Holder
through a contractual arrangement" to "•an individual providing services to the Permit
Holder through a full-time contractual arrangement" - we should allow responsible
members, that represent our engineering body and the profession, to be part-time - then
why does that company need a permit to practice at all!?
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The first two points are fine. The remainder shift too much responsibility away from the
individual practitioners. The proposals work well in a small group setting (e.g. 5 person
company), but this becomes an unrealistic level of management for large companies (e.g.
500 people
The fourth bullet of needing one or more responsible members - how does that work if you
have your own consulting company with only one employee???
The need for a professional practice management plan undercuts the very nature of
"professional". It does not necessarily ensure professional practice while providing the
public with a somewhat false assurance that the work is done in a professional manner. In
practice, for small engineering firm, I think this will become a commodity they buy from a
consultant that allows them to meet the regulatory compliance piece, but not really follow
So this is making it a requirement for an unemployed Professional Member to then also
acquire a Permit to Practice in order to perform consulting work to a company that currently
holds a "Permit to Practice".
I strongly agree with what is presented, but will it address the root cause? This is creating a
hierarchy of responsibility when the true responsibility is with the authentication. APEGA
needs to focus on training 'every five years' for each member. The RM is responsibly but
the problem will start with the professional member conducting the practice of engineering
I prefer to combine both the permit holder and responsible member to one position. I mean
any permit holder can be called as a responsible member. Too many designations!
Requiring a sole practitioner to obtain a permit is little more than a cash grab.
Responsible Member definition should not be limited to "full-time" employees as this would
exclude members who work-time due to various reasons (medical requirements, parents
on flexible/reduced schedules) Signing, stamping, and dating the PPMP document by
every responsible member does not seem very practical for organizations that employ
hundreds of engineers.
There is no logical reason to impose the burden of obtaining a Permit to Practice on sole
practitioners. Being a Professional Member means something or it doesn't
A deficiency in a PPMP should not result in a finding of unskilled practice unless the result
of that deficiency is unskilled practice. A PPMP is a plan for how practice will be
undertaken and not the practice of engineering or geoscience itself. A PPMP is defined as
"A written description of a permit holder's corporate policies, procedures and systems used
to ensure that appropriate standards of professional practice are maintained."
There are cost implications for sole practitioners to obtain a Permit to Practice and create a
PPMP. Will framework be available to assist in creating a PPMP?
In large companies, it may not be reasonable to have every RM stamp, sign, and date the
PPMP. Also, it may not be reasonable to expect that both the RM and Permit Holder advise
APEGA when a RM ceases - this should be the responsibility of the Permit
Should include Canadian Citizen and reside in Canada or be bonded by a Canadian
Institution so that penalties can be enforceable.
The authentication of the PPMP by every Responsible Member would be too bureaucratic
Are the same requirement applicable to sole practitioners?
None of this protects the public in any way and only serves to make it impossible to
properly engage in the practices of Geology and Geophysics because these restrictions
inhibit the independent thinking required to find and exploit oil and gas reserves that are
getting harder and harder to find. With regard to unprofessional conduct google "Norm
Kalmanovitch Friends of Gin And Tonic" and see the unprofessional conduct of Jurgen
Kraus P. Geol. under the alias of Derek Schweingruber President of FoGT. Kraus is
unqualified to speak on matters of geophysics such as the effect of CO2 on global
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temperature whereas I have a strong background in theoretical Geophysics as well as
quantum and nuclear physics and therefore am perfectly qualified to speak on this issue.
If there is a deficiency in the PPMP, the permit holder should be given the opportunity to
remedy the deficiency (three strikes) before a finding of unskilled practice or unprofessional
conduct
Too many items lumped together. They should be separated.
The requirement for RM to stamp and sign the PPMP could be become a bureaucratic
nightmare for companies with significant numbers of RM's.
I recommend that the cost for a sole practitioners be less than a consulting firm or
company. Since on top of this cost, the person as well has to pay for membership as well
as potential errors and omissions insurance.
This sounds unnecessary for sole practitioner who already have to be members and have
to have a PPMP in place if they want to practice on their own. It sounds like a cash grab to
me to also be permit holders where they are the sole member anyway
I doubt the utility of the proposed mandatory CPD seminar for Responsible Members
It's not clear to me how a sole practitioner obtaining a permit to practice improves public
safety.
Adding the requirement for a sole practitioner to obtain a Permit to Practice would
introduce an unnecessary burden on such practitioners, particularly those contracting to
other engineering firms
Findings of unskilled practice or unprofessional conduct should only result from a
disciplinary hearing. A deficiency in a PPMP should result in a practice review order or
referring of charges to a disciplinary hearing. The requirement for a Sole Practitioner to
obtain a Permit is overreaching. Requiring an unincorporated Sole Practitioner to have and
follow a PPMP would suffice.
How is a 'deficiency' in the PPMP defined? Why should a sole practitioner have to obtain a
PP
Not quite sure about the P2P for Sole Practitioner and what will this mean to the current
practising members? A single P. Eng. consulting member for single discipline will be
required to get P2P even with or without official company formed. This may generate
hundreds and thousands of P2P: adding more financial burden and what will be the
accomplishment of this? (More PPMP? More fees to APEGA? More Admin? ) If the P. Eng.
is the Responsible Member already for his or her own work. What is the added P2P
values? You can simply ask Sole Practitioner to prepare a PPMP will be OK.
I strongly agree with all statements except requiring an RM to stamp the PPMP document
The Responsible Member also should have the qualifications AND experience to safeguard
APEGA's interest. For example, the RM for a Korean company has an APEGA electrical
engineer who has no high voltage experience and who is expected to control and monitor
the works of other engineers on refinery type projects. He has no Manager of Engineering
experience at all. A disaster in the making.
The last proposed amendment "require a sole practitioner to obtain a Permit to Practice" is
a pure cash grab by APEGA and I strongly oppose it. How does a Permit to Practice add
value to the public at large in addition to the member being already certified by APEGA?
No, it's a cash grab!
The method of implementation of these concepts determines how much agreement I
part time employees should be able to be responsible members
Does PPMP document itself has any technical information though it will be relied upon by
other professional members?
There is a lot of work to be done to define what the minimum requirements for the PPMP
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should be. This will not be an easy task.
I disagree with requiring "a sole practitioner to obtain a Permit to Practice" as paying the
$520 PtP fee on top of the $340 annual dues puts an unfair financial burden on
consultants.
You are placing more ounce on the sole practitioner for no good reason, what metric are
you using to indicate the current sole practitioner system is a danger to the public?
Requiring the RM to stamp and sign the document will add undue burden and bureaucracy
to the process for completing professional documents
I would like to share that I agree with the definition of Responsible member and the
proposed changes to the Continuing Professional Development (CPD) program
requirements. However, I do disagree with motion that a sole practitioner should obtain a
permit to practice, since that will amount to make the P.Eng. designation a membership
title for hire instead of a practitioner designation. Moreover, it is my belief that requesting a
permit to practice for sole practitioners does not help to protect the public further either,
given the fact that P.Eng. candidates should demonstrate they have both the education
and experience in engineering to obtain the P.Eng. designation first. Therefore, I strongly
believe that this motion should be reconsidered in view of current P.Eng. designation
requirements. A P.Eng. Member should be able to practice engineering and be responsible
for it on his/her own merit. On the other hand, I agree and welcome the proposed changes
regarding the Professional Practice Management Plan (PPMP) and new motions to ensure
it is being followed
Please enforce this and audit companies with permits to practice!
A sole practitioner should not have to obtain a Permit to Practice. This is a burden for
Engineers with a small practice.
I do not believe that sole practitioners should require a permit to practice as we are most
often working under other companies under contractual agreements. As an EIT, it is
understood that our work will be reviewed by a P. Eng.
The PPMP is not a professional document as it does not contain technical information. It is
not a document that should be authenticated. It should be approved and signed, but not
authenticated. Even the proposed changes under "Updating Authentication Practice"
explicitly defines professional documents as containing *technical information resulting
from engineering, or geoscience*, is complete for its intended purpose and will be relied
upon by others. The PPMP does not fit the definition of a professional document and
should never be authenticated.
Same comment as previous. If both stamps can be applied by the same person (sole
practitioner) then the requirement is redundant, and misleading to the public, who should
expect the permit stamp to represent a quality control step.
Does the requirement for a sole practitioner to obtain a Permit to Practice mean that the
value of the P. Eng. is diminished? If so, why have a P. Eng.?
More detail of the requirements for the contractual arrangement?
Disagree that Responsible Member can be an individual providing services to the Permit
Holder through a contractual arrangement i.e. Responsible Member for a short term
(contract are hardly ever over a year) hire. Disagree that a sole practitioner shall be
required to obtain a Permit to Practice - this is double dipping into members' pockets and
telling the members who are employees that they are only professionals when working
under someone else supervision. In recessionary times like today it is in most cases
dipping into pockets of unemployed.
While I understand the philosophy of making two stamps the norm, such that the public
does not need to research why some have only one (those by a sole practitioner) while
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others have two, it seems unlikely that a sole practitioner will actually "change hats" when
stamping a document with a P.Eng/P.Geo stamp vs stamping with a Permit to Practice
stamp. I struggle with forcing an additional burden onto sole practitioners just to satisfy the
public, who will generally only care about correct stamping if/when something goes wrong.
I do not believe unincorporated sole practitioners must be required to obtain a permit to
practice. This places them in a situation of double jeopardy should they be involved in a
discipline action. I also do not agree with requiring all responsible members to authenticate
the PPMP. Here we are talking about senior members in leadership roles, if they do not
take their responsibilities regarding the PPMP seriously when their name is clearly on it,
stamping and signing is not going to change that.
I agree with the expanded list, but would prefer a simple and general statement that clearly
identifies the responsible member, and that there be a proper contractual arrangement
between the Permit Holder and the Responsible Member, in addition to any other
employment agreement, and that any such agreement supersede any other employment
contract and agreement that ensures the ability of the responsible member to fully
discharge his responsibilities.
I agree with all the point above except for the need to each individual RM to sign & stamp
the PPMP. I believe sign-off will be sufficient as this is not an engineering document rather
a management plan. In addition, it would be a whole appendix of stamps for permit holders
with large number of RMs.
Stamping and signing the PPMP document is problematic for a large firm with a large
number of RMs, and for firms with complex engineering and quality management programs
that exist as multiple documents in an online library. The current RM Declaration form
requires the application of a professional stamp, signature, and date. What is being
gained?
APEGA needs to be careful with regards to expectations on RMs owning the content in the
company PPMP. Large corporations will have many RMs and the practice of requiring
proof that the RMs have read the PPMP and accept it is a good one. However the
corporation owns the content in the PPMP and consensus between the RMs on what
should be in the PPMP is not achievable. This should be an expectation for review and
familiarity not ownership. That needs to sit with the Permit COO and company. In addition
the RM list is a corporate management responsibility and the requirements for dual
notification of change from both the company and RM individual is not value added and in
many cases will be difficult to get the RMs to comply with especially if they are leaving a
company under duress or layoff.
There needs to be an accurate/timely method of notifying and monitoring seminar
attendees that they are required to take the seminar.
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Insurance is difficult to get, expensive, and unnecessary. Insurance is a contractual issue
not a professional practice issue.
APEGA will need to provide guidance through other documentation what amount of
insurance is appropriate for different practices.
There is little or no danger to the public in most of the work performed by geoscientists; the
main danger, if it is such, is more likely to be financial. This insurance may be useful in
specific projects where there could be potential danger to the public but these would be
specific rather than general and could be accommodated through a contract specific to that
project. Making this general again places an onerous burden on individuals and small
companies providing a worthwhile service, it could render many of these financially nonviable. Exactly what or how is providing consulting services? Is a service company
performing a task such as acquiring or processing seismic data acting in a consulting
capacity?
An individual consulting to a Permit Holder firm will be burdened with a high cost of
insurance. This will restrict their ability to provide the consulting service to the Permit
Holding firm impacting both negatively and restricting flexibility for firms to have both staff
and Independent consultants working for the firm.
Agree with the requirement for liability insurance but don't agree that it need to be in place
for all professional members operating under a Permit Holder - should be in place at Permit
Holder level only.
legislating more cost burden
Seems like a money grab to me
This type of insurance can be costly. This insurance should only be mandatory for those
working in a practice that directly affects public safety such as geo-hazard assessment,
environmental, engineering geology and hydrology. There must be a differentiation
between this type of work and other industries like oil and gas exploration and development
The consulting engineering firm should carry the burden of providing primary professional
liability insurance for all professional members unless it is a sole proprietorship / Ltd.
I understand the issue behind why this recommendation is proposed, but I am very
concerned that this will end up with insurance company taking advantage of engineers for
profit.
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I agree liability insurance be required and APEGA should act as main negotiating body to
make that insurance available to its members. Any person or company offering Engineering
services, not as an employee should be required to have adequate insurance that is visible
to all stakeholders in the project.
Are you kidding? Let's remember that Geoscientists are NOT engineers. First and foremost
There is no need for APEGA to have legislation imposing E and O insurance. Let the issue
be resolved by client-contractor contacts. This will just become another "tax" on the single
sole proprietor professional who is trying to survive after being laid off in a market
downturn. APEGA will not be protecting the public in this manner. E and O insurance at
$1000 - $5000+ /year for an individual practitioner needs to be carried for a number of
years after the contract ends, if the professional is no longer employed how will those costs
be covered without creating an unnecessary burden on the individual member
As written there is the likely-hood of double insurance and hence excessive costs for
nothing. This needs more though and better wording
Insurance costs for Sole proprietor or small company consulting services permit holders
appears to be prohibitive
This seems somewhat of a requirement that should involve the requirements of party that
the consulting services are being provided to and the specifics of the type of consulting
being provided.
Problems that insurance companies charge too much for liability insurance.
The existing regulations penalize the professional for any misconduct or unskilled practice.
Introducing liability insurance will turn the process in place to unnecessary litigations and
an increase cost.
This is a very onerous requirement on single practitioners. What evidence is that there is a
problem to be dealt with here
I would like the document stamping requirement to be applicable only to documents that
will go into the public domain or to the regulator
Liability insurance should only be required where there is the potential for harm to the
public. Much of the day to day work of geoscientists involves minimizing financial risk
management for the hiring company.
Primary Professional liability insurance for Permit Holders should at the discretion of the
Permit Holder and nature of the services being provided.
Insurance should be recommended, but ultimately it is a personal decision, especially for
geoscience practitioners.
What about members who are not directly practicing, for example academics. Is the extra
cost of carrying insurance also necessary for them? Or for the academic institute?
Insurance costs are high; employers/companies will not compensate; this is unduly onerous
on individuals and consultants; will force many out of APEGA
Imposing Primary Professional Liability Insurance on petroleum geologists and
geophysicists is a misunderstanding to those professionals who work with risk and
uncertainty. Falling a bridge or a building is a catastrophe, while drilling a dry well is normal
in the petroleum geology and geophysics.
There should be default insurance provided by APEGA or government to avoid placing too
high a financial burden for consultants. Consultants may be victimized by insurance
vendors.
Geoscience liability needs to be properly assessed for the potential public impact.
What if a consultant work for a large consultant firm, that company should be liable for
wrongful doing as that consultant works for that firm? It is different than a person operates
a consulting firm
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should only be the permit holder and not those operating under their authority
Permit Holder's professional liability insurance should be such that all Professional
Members operating under the Permit Holder's Permit to practice are covered.
Should be discipline specific. Some types of engineering work propose no threat nor risk. In
these situations, insurance is a waste of money
Not all consultants require the type of professional liability that APEGA mandates
Along with question 3, adding the insurance requirement is onerous for those trying to
consult after losing their jobs. Double dipping if consulting for a company that already has
insurance in place.
Should require a minimum compulsory coverage provided by APEGA as part of the annual
dues. PLI costs for geoscience professional members should be considerably less because
of the low risk compared to engineering.
Consideration must be given to professionals who practice under direction of client as
exemption In regards to professional liability insurance Is should be on the supervising or
responsible party to ensure they are in compliance
Primary Professional Liability Insurance should reflect the impact on public. Many
Consultant Geologists provide descriptive and in fact interpretive rock data that do not
affect the public in any way.
This is a large burden to place on individuals without steady employment. APEGA should
be supporting professionals in the province who are trying to work, not inflicting further
burdens on them.
Not necessary or relevant. The current act works well as is.
I do not believe the recommendations apply to geoscientists and engineers equally.
Perhaps some forms of insurance should be required for engineers but not for
geoscientists.
To drive a vehicle one must have proof of insurance...it makes absolute sense to have
similar requirements given scope of our practice.
There should be a differentiation of insurance premiums for engineering and for geoscience
practice that clearly affect public safety from those that do not.
Council has very little if any geological representation. The insurance requirements for
Engineers and geoscientists are not equal.
Liability insurance coverage is at the discretion of the responsible member
Taking out additional liability insurance for sole proprietors cost prohibitive and
unnecessary for many geoscience positions
Some members/permit holders perform functions that directly impact public health and
safety and should have insurance. Other members perform functions that do not impact
public health and safety and should not be required to carry expensive insurance that won't
be used.
Not all consulting geoscientists provide work that puts the public at risk. Unilaterally forcing
everyone to purchase liability insurance is not reasonable.
The practice of Geoscience is not and has never been a mathematically precise discipline.
Errors and omissions are inherent from conception to completion of any exercise since
every link is subject to interpretation and cannot be relied upon with mathematical
precision. To require insurance to protect against this is ludicrous.
In theory this could be fine, especially if the insurance premium rates are reasonable. As an
example, $300 per year is manageable, but $3000 per year would be onerous and unfair.
Again, a sole proprietor would have to absorb a disproportionately high rate compared to a
business with multiple employees (on a per capita basis), leading to the reduction in the
number of small entrepreneurial businesses to the benefit of larger entities, again ultimately
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driving up costs and reducing individual compensation. This measure is definitely anti-small
business.
This seems to set up for insurance companies, not for professionals
"Professional liability insurance"... this is ridiculous and seems like red tape and a cash
grab. Again, I have been working for almost a decade, have never stamped a document,
and have never had any dealings with APEGA. Membership fees get paid for nothing in
return. Now we will need to pay more for liability insurance? I again see no reason for this.
Maybe more grounds for this on the engineering side but not as a geoscientist
Cannot treat errors and omissions in engineering in the same way as errors and omissions
in geosciences. The impact of these disciplines on the public interest is very different.
Errors in engineering can hurt people. Errors in geophysics can hurt the employer's bottom
line at most - not the public at large
That will be extra burden, already annual fee is quite
It should not be up to APEGA to ensure permit holders have professional liability insurance.
There should be consideration for the type of services provided by the consultant in
deciding what sort of liability insurance is necessary.
This is another premium consultants will have to pay in an already struggling economy. I
agree that once times are better that this would be good to have, but the timing isn't right
for this.
Legislating unnecessary insurance on geological consultants is a waste of money and may
put many people over the edge in these troubling times
The broad strokes of this recommendation have not been well thought out. To align
geoscience and some of its sub-categories with engineering, architecture and legal for the
"safety and benefit of Albertans" is absurd in the extreme. With only a few exceptions, there
is nothing in the geological community that would put the public at risk. It would be better to
actually do the work and determine which groups actually need PLI rather than being lazy
and forcing all to acquiesce. This change will only serve to drive the wedge between the
geoscience community and APEGA deeper. You have a tenuous grasp on reality if you
think that APEGA is regarded as anything more than a nuisance and a cash grab. This will
only reinforce that narrative.
Insurance protects the Engineer, not the public. It is the Engineer's responsibility to protect
the public through sound practice. The requirements for insurance are far too varied and
dependent on field of practice for such a blanket
creating problems for individuals with costs of insurance
Some larger companies are self-insured. This will also impact the cost of professional fees.
This is a question of risk. APEGA should be providing a strong recommendation that this is
a good idea but trying to mandate it I think would be problematic.
In our Geological consulting business we are never putting the public in danger, therefore
professional liability insurance is not required. Not one of our contracts with Oil and Gas
Companies include that requirement and we have contracts with most. The cost would put
many companies like ours out of business and would definitely put individual geologists out
of business in these dire times.
If clients of consultants do not require professional liability insurance, there is no need for
APEGA to interfere and mandate this. This adds costs to consultants who are already
struggling to stay fully employed. As a Geologist, my work is my best interpretation based
on the data at hand. It is difficult to judge errors and omissions unless they are gross.
Clients hiring consultants do so via interview process, reputation, and review of work
provided. This is enough for clients to judge if the engineer or geoscientist is to be trusted
or is prone to errors and omissions. There is no need for geologists working in a consulting
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capacity providing recommendations to carry this insurance. In most cases the only impact
on clients and the public of any errors and omissions would be cost of investment dollars
which is similar risk to any investment. It is up to the client of the engineer or geoscientist to
ensure that their consultants are trustworthy and do good work.
In my opinion it is irresponsible for a practicing professional engineer selling their services
to the public or to an employer not to have professional liability insurance.
This would be fine if sole practitioners who are not conducting work directly connected to
public safety are not required to hold a permit.
It will be a lot of work for the Council to figure out the required level of insurance for
different consultant services. Enforcement will be difficult unless insurance companies can
be convinced to report cancelled insurances to the council. The permit holder should be
responsible to ensure that the permit holder and/or its professional members carry enough
insurance and should be required to clearly communicate the level and type of insurance to
their clients. Council could establish some guidelines to make it easier for clients to
determine if the insurance of their chosen consultant is appropriate.
Employees of a permit holder are covered by the permit holder's E&O insurance.
Professional member contractors who are hired by permit holders and supervised by
responsible members are either covered by the permit holder's E&O insurance or will be
required by the permit holder to obtain their own insurance. Professional member
consultants should be mandated by APEGA to carry insurance. Consultants are a small
minority within APEGA. Leave the insurance issue to permit holders and their contractors.
o this gives too much power to Council to dictate the requirements of the professional
liability insurance to the detriment of the consultants ability to survive 2) the item
related to requiring professional liability insurance for any Professional Member
operating under the Permit Holder's Permit to Practice "regardless of the individual's
employment status or contractual arrangement" is too broad
Look at OIQ for insurance
I would need more information as to what the minimum mandatory professional liability
insurance coverage amount needed would be and how it would be assessed and reported
to clients.
Permit to practice is not necessary and redundant if the professional is taking responsibility
for the work.
For many single member permit holders (SMPH) such a requirement is unnecessary, costly
and impractical. 1. It is unnecessary. Many SMPH have incorporated consulting companies
but are "contract employees" of large consulting companies. It would be better to ensure
that these individuals are explicitly covered by the E&O coverage held by the larger
company. 2. It is impractical. E&O insurance is term insurance meaning that it is effective
for only as long as the premiums are paid. So consider this example; a SMPH completes a
design and at the time of IFC drawings the SMPH has E&O insurance. Then for whatever
reason, the project is delayed for five years before construction. Then the project takes five
years to construct and commission. Then it takes 10 years for a problem to be identified.
So 20 years has pasted before a claim is made. The SMPP must continue to hold E&O
insurance for this entire period to be covered. If the SMPH retires in year 19 and cancels
the insurance, then that SMPH will not be covered by insurance, despite having paid
premiums for 19 years. 3. It is expensive. The cost is upwards of $10,000 or more and may
represent a significant portion of fee revenue. I suggest several amendments: 1. where
large consulting firms retain SMPH as contract employees then all SMPH shall be covered
by the E&O policy of the large consulting firm. 2. Where the SMPH is retained by a second
consultant, and is not retained directly by the "public" then no E&O insurance is necessary.
Only consultants directly retained by the public, including developers, architects, etc. shall
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have E&O insurance. 3. All contracts between engineers and other parties shall have a
well-defined limitation of liability clause incorporated into the contract.
I believe that this clause will discourage members from acting independently. I believe only
the insurance companies and lawyers will benefit. However, I don't see an alternative
either, given the litigious nature of our society.
This change is also not well thought through. I was an incorporated sole proprietor
consulting engineer for 8 years and never carried E&O insurance. Reasons were that the
premiums were prohibitively expensive and needed to be paid for years after the work was
completed, I was typically ensured under the terms of my contracts, and I never did faulty
work and therefore was never sued. APEGA would better service the public interest by
assisting sole proprietors with the legal hurdles of correctly contracting with clients, working
with insurance companies to develop an improved risk insurance model, and working with
client firms so that they can contract sole proprietor firms for the specialized professional
services that they often provide. Adding additional burdensome regulations is not the right
direction in which to proceed. not convinced of the insurance needs
As with associated life insurance provider, I would like to see APEGA should work with one
or more appropriate professional liability insurance providers to ensure availability and
adequacy of this coverage
If you take my comments about the permit holder requirement for sole practitioners under
consideration then this requirement should be expanded to cover the sole practitioner in
their consulting service business.
Insurance is very expensive and would be a prohibitive expense for many small
professional entities.
As long as this is only for permit holders that provide consulting services then this seems
appropriate.
This will drive many consulting geologists and geophysicists out of APEGA.
Will there be a specific insurance provider assigned by APEGA? Will it be like provincial nofault automobile insurance in some provinces? Will the cost be reasonable? Will the
insurance be provided through APEGA?
This is another blatant attempt to create unnecessary financial cost on members. Liability
insurance is very expensive and to my knowledge has never paid out. It is basically useless
and unnecessary to protect anyone.
professional liability insurance Is a commercial matter not a regulatory matter
Professional Liability Insurance should be in place whenever the Permit Holder has already
signed on going contract as normally Insurance companies premiums are paid regardless
of whether a company is generating income or not
Does APEGA have a PLI insurance? It think we should have in case the issuance &
approval of professional member license to practices is part of the court case.
Why is this necessary for geoscientists, not cheap to get. Lumps us in with engineers,
geoscientists rarely have the same potential to impact public safety. Yet again APEGA
being unrealistic
Geoscience professionals should not necessarily require liability insurance, this should be
up to their client to decide.
Not with professional liability insurance but that APEGA would dictate who or what form
that insurance would take. Other professional organization have insurance available and
these options must be available.
This should be between a member and their client.
Yes, BUT Person who Stamps the Drawings should not be RM, there must be RM who
holds the Permit to Practice.
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Insurance is a contractual discussion. It has NOTHING to do with APEGA's role.
Permit Holders are engaged to conduct a professional service. E&O insurance should be
the prerogative of the client engaging them not APEGA. Such a client should pay (by way
of increased fees) if they contractually mandate E&O insurance. Other clients may wish to
carry this risk themselves and the legislation should simply indicate that entities paying for
professional services carry the financial burden if they do not contractually require the
permit holder to provide E&C (and, by extension, to pay for this premium).
APEGA should provide, as a part of fees, a "floor" amount of coverage, say $250,000, for
each member. This could be topped up by those who feel that the need more coverage.
This should not be applied when you are not putting the public at risk
Professional liability insurance for all sole-practitioners is cost-prohibitive and may result in
the inability of most practitioners to maintain reasonable cost of doing business. The
insurance is cost prohibitive for an individual
Need to have accompanying training/communication to both members and purchasers of
our services about contracts, standard of care clauses and potential invalidation of
professional liability insurance
Very costly, and will only benefit Insurance companies. Duplication of coverages under
bullets 1 and 2. Insurance coverage requirements vary by profession. Cost effective
insurance is freely available without APEGA's involvement. APEGA has previously
increased membership dues to include secondary professional liability insurance, which
provides zero benefit to the membership at large. This is no excuse for APEGA to continue
to expand their dubious relationship with the insurance industry.
I think insurance -liability and errors and omissions, is mandatory for the largest entity of
the professional organization. As a professional member who does not maintain a permit to
practice and thus does not own the profiteering entity, then professional liability insurance
is not appropriate as the profiting entity is the permit holder and as such they have the
deepest pocket for judgement. Hence they are the target of a potential law suit. In the case
of a Permit organization, a licensed professional member is simply a credentialed
employee similar to a bus driver and a level of insurance should be much lower or nonexistent. Whereas the professional member being a sole proprietor can practice with the
requisite PPMP and insurance as defined by council.
The association needs to enforce a minimum level of insurance on a permit holder with
consequences for failure to maintain this level. The association should also negotiate a
deal with several providers to help control the expected costs as the insurance providers
can become preferred vendors to a number of permit holders.
For Geoscience: NO to •require mandatory primary professional liability insurance for all
Permit Holders that provide consulting services. As we work in a best opinion based on the
information provided or obtained (often from 3rd party), Errors & Omissions insurance does
not apply. It has never been requested in our services until recently. If Insurance is in place,
it will only increase the legal actions only for the sake of making money and keeping more
lawyers employed. NO benefit to geoscience. - AS such, NO need to require all Permit
Holders to ensure that O&E is in place. - Again As per above, NO need to impose
consequences. Keep in mind that the cost of E&O Insurance for consulting firms is based
on the number of consultants associated / any larger firms would have an rate in the tens of
Thousands $. It is not feasible and risks putting firms out of business. One of the
advantages of a firm providing Geological Consulting is that we follow the rules. DO NOT
CREATE RULES that CAN NOT be FOLLOWED
As I stated in the previous comment, you cannot expect someone whose job has no impact
on public safety to pay large sums of money to insurance companies. Belonging to a
professional membership should be able to regulate skilled practice and professional
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conduct. What does APEGA actually provide its members
Insurance is a contractual discussion between the parties involved, and not something for
APEGA to mandate
This is a bad economic time to impose the coverage of liability insurance on permit holders.
Even the APEGA professional fees are a hardship to some that I know. Many sole
proprietors have little to no income right now; making them buy insurance is yet another
cost they cannot afford, and would have to risk giving up their APEGA certification. Perhaps
as a solution, APEGA can provide a low-cost group coverage (and I mean truly low-cost,
not a low in terms of what industry can afford) plan that a sole proprietor can buy into, if this
legislation is to become law.
Absolutely not needed at all
Do statistics support this? Why do it just because someone else does it. Financial hardship
imposed on consultants in an already punitive economic climate
The question of liability insurance should be the member's responsibility and there is no
need for this to be mandatory
Does not address engineering that has nothing to do with public interest.
What is the purpose of it? Create additional business for insurance companies? Protect
Members? Protect APEGA?
I don't think all consultants would require this - working for an oil/gas company as directed
by that company does not the companies insurance cover the permit holder
Where is the evidence, particularly in the case of geoscientists, that this will protect the
public interest?
require clarification on "performing services to others" to outline if the services are to others
within the same corporation or if it is for engineering services between
I would recommend that APEGA work with insurance providers to expand the offering of
PLI for not only Consultants but for all practicing engineers.
This needs to be customized to the nature of the consultation. If I consult to a major oil and
gas company on an exploration project, I don't need liability insurance. If I'm consulting on
a bridge design I probably do. Do not punish members that don't need insurance because
some do
APEGA should place a minimum limit to the aggregate held for all insurance policies. My
suggestion 2 Million.
APEGA should provide this in the licensing fees.
We in Industry can sort this out ourselves. APEGA needs to realize that buyer-beware
trumps all this APEGA oversight and regulation. The hard and soft cost of insurance is far
beyond the cost of any rare error or omission that might
This is an anticompetitive recommendation and should be scrapped entirely. This
recommendation is forcing out sole practitioners. It is the duty of both parties in a Project
Services Transactions to assure that their own interests are being met. APEGA's duty is not
to enforce commercial contracts, it is to assure Professionals are performing their duties in
a competent fashion. Were that requirement actually met by APEGA, insurance would not
be such a large issue.
Should be more discussion in and around this item. Projected cost to permit holder, policy
around contractual arrangements, detailing consequences etc.
I'm not sure if the requirements and implications of this are clearly enough defined.
Sounds like a money grab. Who really benefits? The Insurance companies. It is only
another tax & in today’s economy, do professional people need another gouging into their
pockets? This is an example of the NDP government meddling in a system that already
works. Also, it is a well-known fact that "claims" increase dramatically when insurance
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expensive and unnecessary for a large part of professional work, especially geoscience
This was the main reason I am doing this survey is to show my total and utter disapproval
of going this route. This type of insurance can be very cost prohibitive in a time of high
unemployment to an individual such as myself who would like to consult but has no work
available to me no or even in the mid future. As well any incorporated company operating in
Alberta will already have Liability insurance at a corporate level and is therefore redundant.
DO NOT DO THIS!!!!
The corporation under which a member is operating should carry the Liability Insurance.
And that corporation must provide the member the policy number and carrier's name. Due
to the severe cost of this insurance, this would be too great a cost burden on the member
Insurance may add hardship to someone who offers contract engineering services
I’m not in the consulting business, but I can see how having professional liability insurance
is a good thing. It's hard to evaluate until the "requirements established by Council" is
provided.
Liability insurance is a hodgepodge mess at the insurance companies so a blanket
mandate does not successfully protect the public and does not necessarily work in the
context of the contract arrangement. Something specific - "permit holder providing service
directly to a member of the public" or similar would better manage that particular case and
in the case of corporate consulting some match between the insurance and the contract
(such that insurance or liability management exists somewhere in the system) can be built.
If you are going to bring in this requirement, ensure that some form of group coverage is
secured that meets the minimum requirements and minimizes costs.
The discussion in the session said that there would be an onus on the member to maintain
errors and omissions insurance in situations where the member is employed by a permit
holder that does not do consulting. This is a huge problem for individual members
especially those who are employed by a manufacturer or operating company. They would
face an expense to acquire insurance that members working for a consulting permit holder
would not face. This needs to be fully thought through before writing this into the Act.
does this mean I should be carrying insurance now even though we have a Permit to
Practice and I have Independent reviews
In reading the briefing notes, it is mentioned several times that other professional
organizations require this so we should to? Since when is that justification? Should we not
as a professional organization be making our own minds up as to whether this is needed?
Specifically for geoscience, having to hold liability insurance means that someone should
be able to sue me for interpretations that are just that. Ours is an interpretive science. That
aside, wrong time and place from an economical perspective. With so many geoscience
members out of work, we now want to insist and impose consequences if these individuals
are not holding insurance ("regardless of the individual's employment status").
Petroleum exploration & development has inherent risks which are regularly incorporated
into investment decisions. Management decisions have time constraints and must often be
made within data limitations. Unavailable data will therefore often be omitted affecting the
quality of drilling, land and data decisions. Liability insurance will not change this and is
therefore not necessary, and will become another additional business expense.
Better to make this as a requirement for permit holder and as an automatic process where
the authorization as permit holder is granted subject to provision of the liability insurance for
the permit holder and any professional member with the primary responsibility to ensure
that on the Permit holder
We are in a massive recession. I understand the right thing always needs to be done but
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economics are important as well. Speaking from the geoscience side of things errors or
omissions is something that can't/shouldn't be forced on geoscientists from APEGA. Again
geoscience is an interpretative science which will have several different answers from
several different geologists depending on the study. Therefor errors and omissions can't be
enforced. Can a company sue a company that does a study if that answer turns out to be
not exactly right (which it never will be)?? As the owner of a small geoscience company at
times we are asked by companies to provide them the errors and omissions insurance. We
negotiate every time to have it removed as it is risk that we will not take on. If it was a need
to have we would not take on the work as the risk of being sued is higher than the money
we stand to make for doing the work. We are a good company that provides good work, but
in saying that we will not take the liability. For example if a company drills a well and we did
an appraisal on that well beforehand. The well does not produce as we had predicted. Are
we liable for the lower production?? We can't be, there are way too many other variables at
hand. To name a few: 1. Completions (successful? tonnage? volumes?) 2. Drilling issues
(mud weights over the zone of interest, filter cakes, mud chosen etc.) This could be a legal
nightmare and could drive a lot of smaller companies out of business because they would
need to spend a lot of money on the legal system proving their case. Insurance premiums
could skyrocket because of this. I would need to charge companies several zeros on my bill
in order to justify the risk I’m taking, therefore I would not get the work. My company would
quite simply go out of the business leaving more APEGA members out of work in this tough
economic environment.
Corporations that hire professionals carry insurance coverage. No need for insurance over
top of insurance.
This is a large burden for the individual consultant. APEGA may have to explore some
method of reducing the costs to individuals to avoid driving out individual consultants.
Yes I agree but more work needs to be done, several large companies are intentionally
excluding individual contractors by having large insurance requirements. This is forcing the
contractors to work for "shell" placement companies which is has unintended consequence
like moderating the rate which can be charged.
Is the purpose of making it mandatory for liability insurance so that they are cover if they
are sued? Does that take away the responsibility of the member (i.e. even if they do
something unprofessional and are found liable, they will be covered)? I would rather see
the person fined directly rather than have it covered by insurance
Liability insurance premiums could kill business viability of practicing as a sole practitioner
I think that this recommendation has been made with only the engineering profession in
mind. While APEGA may be able to differentiate between the professions, insurance
providers will not. Enforcing a certain, unspecified, level of required insurance will
disproportionately affect geoscience consultants, who require a much lower level of
coverage than certain engineering disciplines.
Please do not make this coverage onerous enough to shut down good contractors. It is
good this to have sensible and tough regulations to protect the public. It is a bad thing to
have impossible / onerous / expensive requirements which put good engineers out of
business or make their paperwork so complex they cannot focus in engineering.
I am concerned that this mandatory insurance will drive the cost of engineering consultancy
higher and ultimate lead to more underground/unprofessional practice as clients seek to cut
costs. AS well, private corporations who engage engineers to design a large facility are not
the same as the government engaging in large civil infrastructures. This mandatory
requirement will make money for the insurance companies: don't see a new positive benefit
for the engineering community or the public.
How many insurance issues are resolved privately so the conclusion is not published?
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What information does APEGA have for what is happening in the industry?
There is already a cost-effective insurance solution through Partners Indemnity,
http://programspartnersindemnity.com/ that is available to all CSPG members; we do not
need a costly and inflexible model imposed on us by APEGA.
'Under permit holder's permit' - where is that authorized permit?? Let's have the liability
insurance for all practicing professional members.
Establish a mandatory minimum in the regulations for amount of insurance to be carried
Need to separate geoscience that doesn't affect public safety
In the current climate, it is an unfair burden to place upon geoscience consultants. E&O
insurance costs are far too onerous for an individual, especially in the present climate
where companies do not want to hire geoscientists as employees, but, rather as contract
workers or consultants. Requiring compulsory E&O insurance, in addition to requiring the
expense of a permit to Practise will drive many of us out of the profession because we will
no longer be able to afford to work in this province.
hypothetically, if member is following the APEGA code of ethics, then liability insurance
would be redundant/pointless
As a geoscientist I believe I do not believe I need costly liability requirements established
by council. There is little or no evidence of geoscientist related insurance being inadequate.
I COULD NOT DISAGREE MORE
Is the wording intended to mean "each responsible member, and each Professional
member must have coverage?"
This should have been in the legislation years ago. We are way behind other professionals
in Canada and even in Alberta. It is part of the reason that there is not a level playing field
now. The public tends to choose engineers by price, and firms without this insurance can
charge lower fees and have a competitive advantage.
As a geoscientist I do not need professional liability insurance because I cannot/should not
be sued for expressing an educated opinion.
This is overly intrusive and will restrain trade and reduce competition, forcing many sole
practitioners from individual practice. It only serves the needs of insurance companies and
larger employers. Since historically, E&O insurance was not required, the historical
justification must still be valid and the current justification that others are doing so is an
excuse, not a reason. The result of this requirement is to reduce competition. Is there
currently evidence to suggest that the public is not being properly protected by the
regulatory framework applying to the profession and that economic levers are needed
See Q3. For consulting services that have no effect on the public, this is a money grab
intended to force semi-retired sole practitioners out of business or the province. The costs
of M + PH fees + unnecessary insurance would be 80% of my very occasional earnings. I
will resign from APEGA and my 250 hrs of volunteer service for APEGA if this goes
through.
Insurance needs to be tailored to risk and consequences, mandatory insurance this
unnecessarily increases costs to areas of engineering where this risk can be assumed by
the engineer. We are hired for our experience, knowledge, and judgment, but our own
association doesn't give us the same respect.
Some practices may not require insurance as much as others. Maybe certain practice
areas could be legislated to require insurance?
This will bring Engineering up to par with medical and law practitioners in Canada
Suggestion: APEGA should "monitor" over time (1) the dollar amounts APEGA members
would now need to pay in order to comply & (2) how such an additional requirement affects
APEGA member competitiveness in the general marketplace (both within Alberta and also
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outside Alberta).
I wouldn't want the amount to be too high, maybe minimum $1 million each claim.
For geoscientists involved in work that doesn't affect the safety of the public, full
professional liability insurance shouldn't be required. There are many geologists acting as
consultants, especially given the current difficult economic environment, and this is an
enormous added cost for them
Make provision for the client or employer to request that the insurance be in place and to
even pay for it in certain circumstances.
Irrelevant for sole proprietor geologist
This has potential to increase a member's cost of maintaining his/her professional status.
Strongly disagree. The permit holders and sole practitioners can decide for themselves if
they need insurance. Mandating it will result in small jobs costing more for the public with
no benefit. Let's keep putting faith and trust in engineers!
This language is far to general and vague. It should either be dropped, or it should be made
more prescriptive, to include insurance minimum levels of coverage relative to duties
performed and liability cost exposure. What are 'consulting services'? Presumably this
means those services which require formal engineering input, vs. business guidance.
It should be linked to total income under that permit. If it is under $ 250 K (gross) or any
other limit, primary insurance should be arranged by APEGA. This will encourage
professional members to start their own consultancy or business.
It should be up to the permit holder on whether they get liability insurance. Some jobs will
require it, others are optional
Insurance is an important concept but easily subject to abuse and manipulation by free
market insurance companies. APEGA should offer the insurance or be the negotiating party
for the insurance.
I'm glad this is being addressed for 1 person consulting companies
In general I agree, but perhaps APEGA through its influence can encourage Monnex to
provide affordable insurance options.
This needs to be left to companies to establish their requirements. Leave it to them. This
adds more barriers to small consultants trying to make it in a downturn economy.
Leave the existing requirements pertaining primary professional liability insurance
unchanged. The current system works and doesn't need to be changed.
If this requirement is implemented it should be incumbent upon APEGA to ensure that said
insurance is available to sole practitioners and other small businesses at a reasonable cost.
I dropped my professional liability insurance when the cost became a significant portion of
my annual revenue.
The Insurance should be divided to two category, One for basic coverage and one for
errors and omissions
Some work attracts more lawsuits if there is a deep pocket to pick.
Insurance companies do not offer suitable insurance at the present time
Perhaps applicable to Engineers
This should not be a blanket stance as it creates more red tape and costs for disciplines
that do not require such
I have hired several sole practitioner geologists as consultants at our firm over the last ten
years. They currently have a good insurance option available to them and so have no need
to be brought under APEGAs more expensive insurance umbrella. This added expense
would drive good people into retirement at a time when I predict we will see staffing
shortfalls (given the low university geoscience enrollment and current industry downsizing
trend).
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This will KILL many small companies and consultants. Until there is a cost effective
insurance for low risk companies, this is not fair or reasonable. NOTE: Insurance for
structural engineers who build bridges HAS to be different than insurance for a sedimentlogistics consultant who is logging core for a client as part of an environmental
interpretation. Different risk profile. There has to be reasonable, and cost effective
alternative BEFORE it is made mandatory.
Only engineers need liability insurance. Geoscientists' duties and responsibilities do not put
the public or environment at risk therefore geoscientists do not require liability insurance
and this certainly should not be forced on them via an amendment to the legislation.
Geoscience is interpretive based on the information at hand. There is no hard right or
wrong, just differing interpretations. I do not agree that all geoscience consultants should
hold liability insurance. Especially unincorporated contractors. Based on the cost of this
insurance you are already eliminating job created that anyone considering consulting
cannot afford with the limited work available in the industry. Personally, based on this
proposed legislation, I would not be able to afford to consult with the layering of fees and
liability insurance and would have to leave the industry if I am not able to secure a full time
permanent job.
It is not the place of APEGA to mandate insurance. Absolutely not!
Large entities (e.g. Imperial, CNRL, Suncor) must have this professional liability insurance
to carry out project in Alberta. The responsibility of failure/success should not be offloaded
on the geoscientist when investment decisions are a collaborative process. Consultants
should have this insurance but the argument still remains. Oil spill, blowout, cap-rock
breach is the responsibility of the operator or the company that was hired to perform the
task (e.g. turnkey operation
Mandatory errors and omissions insurance can be cost prohibitive to individual
practitioners.
Interpretation of seismic data poses no threats to public safety. Insurance is a costly
addition to overhead that serves no purpose to individuals who are fighting to survive
financially in this cash starved business
Client should be tasked to ask if member has PLI - if they believe they need it as part of the
contract than it is a requisite for employment/contract. Should not be APEGA demanding
this requirement.
In the oil and gas business decisions made by consulting members in no way put the public
at risk. The nature of the oil and gas business is that the work done by a consultant is in the
way of a "proposal" and is never a fait-a-compli. The company who retained his services
always can choose whether to use the advice given or what weight to give it. The vagaries
of the oil and gas business (chance of success, risk management etc.) means that all work
done by consultants is presented in a manner that indicates it is not prescriptive, outlining
the chances of the analysis being in error. IF a company chooses to take advice and there
is a poor outcome it is either in the way of a dry hole, perhaps a failed completion or a
compressor that needs replacing, none of which puts the general public at any risk. This is
a far cry from what APEGA intends which is to reign in the members who consult on
bridges, buildings etc. where failure can put the public at risk of life and limb. You cannot
lump all of the various areas of practice together. As well the province is currently in the
most distressed scenario for oil and gas endeavours that I have seen in my 40 years in the
business. The number of members who are now forced to consultant to simply make ends
meet is likely at an all-time high given the large layoffs from all companies in Alberta.
Putting the burden of expensive insurance on them only serves to make the situation worse
at a time when APEGA should instead be rallying to do everything in its' power to support
its stressed members in the oil industry. To my mind this is an extremely irresponsible
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move on the part of APEGA and shows very little in the way of proper analysis.
This should be the choice of the consultant whether they want to be insured or take the
risk.
I don't disagree with the need to have Professional insurance but there should be different
tiers depending on the potential impact on public safety.
Professional liability insurance should only be mandated for those practices that affect
public safety. Geoscience practices rarely affect public safety.
Potential for large increase in overhead costs for Alberta members as opposed to other
provinces
This is ludicrous and expensive. Geoscientist’s results or recommendations in almost all
instances have ZERO potential for public impact. I'd quit APEGA before complying to this
This needs to be rethought from the perspective of the variety of work done by members.
For those members working with the public this is a basic business necessity, but there are
a large number of consultants (especially sole proprietors that provide work to corporations
that do not affect the public at all, and are barely subsisting on virtually no work, this
requirement will drive them out of the industry. I checked the discipline reports for the past
5 years: there was one geoscientist in the entire list and he was an employee of a company
that was also disciplined. You are penalizing a large number of people for an extremely
rare event that was a different situation. Further there is no indication of the recommended
required amount and this unknown would directly affect whether people who have virtually
no risk are willing to carry.
If they can find their own insurer and does not become mandatory.
Mandating insurance on a sole proprietor who may be offering occasional services to a
Permit Holder and requiring the permit holder to 'police' this is oppressive and limiting for all
parties. It should be up to the Permit Holder as to determine their own risk profile/exposure.
Most consultants do not consult to the public, so there will be no benefit to the public, only a
benefit to the insurance company, and a cost to the permit holder. Adds to the cost of doing
business in Alberta without benefiting anyone (except the insurance company
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I think APEGA should offer PLI under its umbrella to make it easier for some members to
obtain
The current system is fine. No changes are required. Your proposal is just burdensome
regulation which will add expenses to all the geology consultants just cramping by in this
economy. And I don't really see the public being any better protected anyways through this.
In the context of Oil and Gas exploration and development, and mining geoscience
practice, especially for sole practitioners and small consultant firms, this extra-burden is unnecessary and prohibitive. Mandatory requirement must be based on FACTS. APEGA must
demonstrate to the geoscientist community that HOW MANY legal lawsuits dealt
specifically with geoscientists in Alberta in the past 5 years have resulted for this call. Again
there must be a clear reason and logic, and understanding that amongst all the
professional practices, Geoscience (or science) is different from practice of Engineering,
Health, and Accounting where errors and omissions can be proven. Science is relative, it
triggers changes, dreams and stimulate thinking. A mandatory liability insurance is like
putting a gag-order to Galileo, Newton and Einstein. Therefore the requirement must be put
into proper context of where such practice such as geotechnical, ground-water and urbandevelopment which might endanger the public. In oil and gas and mining, the geoscience is
dealing with space and time that happened long ago and often subsurface that are subject
to further scientific investigation and should be exempt from such mandatory requirement.
The legislator must demonstrate their knowledge of the various practices before enacting
rules that assume all being the same. This is a broader topic that should have more inputs
from the communities before enactment.
If APEGA is firm in implementing this policy it must be recognised that the potential for
liability varies widely between different professions and between the nature of the work
being conducted within professions. Any mandated plan must have a wide range of
categories and associated costs to reflect the wide range of potential risk. Beyond that I
believe APEGA oversteps their mandate in this regard. Members should have the right to
exercise their own judgement on the level of risk within their scope of practice and insure or
not, according to individual risk assessment. Besides the option to insure already exists
thru various vendors and we don’t need an APEGA-mandated decision on insurer or level
of coverage.
In situations where professional liability insurance is stated as a requirement for registration
(Avetta, Complyworks etc.) we have contacted the company we are contracting with and
they recognize that the practice of Geoscience consulting does not lend itself to PLI and
have provided a waiver. Geologists operating in Geological consulting should not have to
get Professional Liability Insurance.
Again, if public or environmental safety is not involved, you should not have to have
insurance. By this definition a person contracting to do geological data entry or cutting thin
sections would have to have liability insurance. Absolutely ridiculous
Seriously?! This is crazy! I thought that by having an APEGA Membership, this was already
basically covered! Isn't APEGA's job to only give the membership out to people who uphold
APEGA's ethics?
A ridiculous and excessive list of requirements. This puts undue and unnecessary burdens
on the industry as a whole and on individuals, particularly consultants in this tough
economic environment. The exception would be geoscientists who work for municipal or
provincial government bodies doing geo-hazard, some environmental or hydrogeological
assessment. However, in those cases liability insurance already exists (e.g. through
Partners Indemnity) that is less expensive and less onerous to obtain.
Insurance such as this can be sought through many other means/organizations, including
the CSPG. It should NOT be a requirement that this insurance is through APEGA. Imposing
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something like this is once again hindering all those whom are unemployed from seeking
contracting/consulting positions. As well, many contract positions DO NOT pose a threat to
others
There has never been a case of a claim of errors and omissions' against a geologist in the
province of Alberta. The cost associated with this will put people out of business. It is
applicable to engineering but not Geology
Geology is NOT like engineering. Liability insurance should be a "fir for purpose" matter. I
ONLY work with companies that have their own insurance, specifically so that I DO NOT
need insurance. I think if you try to enforce this, then every single sole proprietor in Alberta
will resign from APEGA. Have you really consulted with any independent consultants
before coming up with this idea? It is very poorly thought out
Not practical in many situations. Added costs do not make sense
Errors and Omissions insurance is I think a business decision for the individual or
organization not a requirement. Some members do not need it and to require all to have it
will not substantially protect the public more. It however can be made available to the
members through APEGA and it should be clearly stated when it is required.
What are Errors and Omissions in Geoscience? Is a dry hole the result of errors? Is failure
to use geophysics in a play an omission? Who is qualified to determine what constitutes
errors and emissions in geoscience? Is it to be a requirement that all plays have geomodelling as part of the study? This is certainly not warranted. Geo-modelling is fraught
with as many assumptions and misinterpretations as many other geoscientific approaches.
Even computer mapping is problematic depending on the sampling density and the rock
parameters being characterized. What is professional liability insurance then intending to
cover? Is a failure to note certain aspects of well cuttings considered and error or
omission? My concern here is that those proposing such changes are lacking in experience
of geoscientific procedures.
This can be prohibitively expensive for sole proprietors or part-time consultants. It may be
redundant for larger organizations that have self-insurance policies in place.
Errors & omissions insurance will prevent many sole proprietors and many small
businesses from working due to the high cost of carrying this insurance. Is there no other
type of insurance that could be pursued that is affordable? - Consequences for not holding
insurance have nothing to do with unskilled practice or unprofessional conduct. Permit
suspension is enough.
Errors and omissions only pose a liability issue with flawed operations or errors in
submissions to outside agencies that prove detrimental to the recipient. If a company
operation takes place which causes unforeseen damage; it is the company that is libel not
the employee, so it is the company and not the employee who needs liability insurance.
Tony Hayward former BP CEO is a geologist and allowed 14lb/gal mud to be switched out
to seawater before it was safe to do so causing 11 deaths and an oil spill that spilled
4.5million barrels of crude into the Gulf of Mexico. BP was sued not Hayward!
Should be able to practice without liability insurance if the level of risk is low in the area of
practice and if the client is made aware that the practitioner does not carry such insurance.
How would the expense of such insurance be recovered?
Mandatory professional liability insurance is pointless for the nature of the work of
geoscientists which does not pose risks for the public. Geology is not an exact science and
geoscientists do not build bridges that can collapse etc. Such an insurance should be tied
to specific work, for example related to groundwater, but not be imposed on everybody.
What would be the reason for such a mandatory insurance? How many court cases against
geoscientists exist? I have been consulting in international geological exploration since
2003 and no client has ever requested such an insurance. This insurance costs $7000 per
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year, which cannot be stomached by most geological consultants even at best of times.
And it makes Albertan geoscientists less competitive in international tenders, which
ultimately hurts our economy. Many if not most geological consultants do this kind of work
at the end of their career, after retiring from company employment. And many of these do
this part time, i.e. take summers off, travel etc. which makes an insurance even more costly
over the year. My company license is presently on hold because of the lack of work - the
insurance (15 times as high) cannot be suspended. The next question is: why should only
consultants be subjected to such an insurance and not employees? Why has this not been
on the agenda in the last 15 years? Quite frankly, I had a couple of sleepless nights over
this and feel horrified: $7000 per year and no or little work for no justified purpose? I'd say,
this demand is highly insensitive and the burden is highly unreasonable: APEGA should
make a good case for it and expect fierce resistance from the geoscience community. It
simply does not make sense. Such an insurance should be taken out on an individual basis
tailored to individual professional requirements, i.e. jobs. Finger tips would be appreciated
in this point.
Would be justified for whatever bits of work being done. This will drive out most of the small
single consultant companies. In such a case, I would terminate my Permit. This will reduce
the fees APEGA had expected to get from all the small company Permit Holders.
My main concern is the sole practitioner full costs which could be membership, PMPP as
well as this insurance. This can be greater than $6000 per year
Members will need guidance and help to determine at their place of work how exactly they
are covered to ensure they are in compliance. A standard form their employer and insurer
can fill out? This will drive costs up certainly.
I agree with this in principle, but it can be a challenge for individuals to obtain professional
liability insurance for a reasonable cost.
The permit holders’ professional liability insurance should cover all employees acting under
the direction of the permit holder(s). No individual insurances should be needed
Is any insurance currently required? if not this a big change and I'd like to know more about
the impacts to small shop consultants
This may be a disadvantage to consultants in High Tech Engineering field...though I think it
is worthwhile and a valuable differentiation in some case, enforcement may have to look as
acceptable practices specific to the type of consultancy being performed. IE a bridge
structure does not equal a phone app design.(usually
Exceptions should be in place for members working as contract employees for nonconsulting firms. As proposed, the requirement for insurance would impose a significant
financial hardship on contract employees without any measurable benefit to the public
Currently, the APEGA COO can be a non-Member. APEGA should consider making the
COO as mandatory APEGA P. Eng. In this way, it will automatically "safeguard" that there
will be at least one responsible member left in the company to ensure the technical
responsibility. Or APEGA should ensure that each company must have at least one P. Eng.
in the company to validate the P2P. Any company which does not have any P. Eng. left
should be automatically void their P2P)
You need to differentiate the large consulting engineering companies which retain
professional engineers to provide their services. These companies do not have any
problems providing primary professional liability insurance as mandated or negotiated with
their clients. Some are even self-insuring. This is part of their business. However, for the
small one man consultancy, with no employees, providing engineering services, making
professional liability mandatory a condition of the Permit to Practice is not reasonable as
the expense for such insurance him would cover his work under the umbrella of the
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company's professional liability insurance, or in the case of a client company, get an
exemption or waiver of professional liability, or have the client pay for such insurance if
needed to be included. So a professional engineer who knows what he is doing will not
expose his livelihood by not having his professional liability covered in one way or the
other. This does not need to be legislated.
The required insurance must be affordable to small practices.
The membership must engage in a process to fully understand the role of liability
insurance, how the insurance premiums will be constructed and what measures will be in
place to ensure the members are protected in conducting their practice
Agree, it’s a burden on the companies, but will better protect the Engineers in a company.
I do not understand the words ...."regardless....." Looks like some possible loophole.
In this tight economy you want to further burden small companies AND sole
practitioners??? If APEGA can drive down the cost of insurance then it might be more
palatable.
The definition of "primary professional liability insurance" must clearly state that the "errors
or omissions" only relate to ones where the public is affected by the professional member
and not the member's client. For example: As an independent consultant I should not be
put in a situation where my client uses my insurance to offset the costs of a dry hole that
was drilled based on my work.
You seem to be again placing requirement without hard numbers. Engineering is based on
facts. How much errors and omissions are currently occurring with does not have liability
coverage. Just because the cool kid next door is requiring it, does not means you need to.
This may create an uneconomical burden to sole
I strongly disagree with the motion of requiring mandatory primary professional liability
insurance (covering errors and/or omissions), unless it is (1) negotiated and (2) offered by
APEGA as part of the membership dues. I believe the sole practitioners, and small to
medium engineering firms will be disproportionately affected by the insurance requirement,
and will effectively move the focus to risk mitigation, instead of risk management/reduction
in the practice of engineering.
Require liability Insurance when the cost of a specific project or portion of a project exceeds
5 million dollars. Introduce a client waiver that must be signed by an Owner or Owners
noting that the Engineer or Consulting firm does not have to carry liability insurance for a
specific project. The waiver form must be signed by the Owner before a Licensee or Permit
holder can proceed with design work
The intellectual product being sold - such as drawings or reports are most often not the
product of a single person. When an incident occurs, the liability for negligence or
inaccuracy in such a document is likely to fall on more than one person. It is often a result
of lack of communication, pressure from management, or perhaps negligence on several
levels. I believe the liability should fall on the organization that sells such an information
product and not the employees and individuals contributing to it.
I agree with this requirement, however it is poorly defined. It is unclear on the distinction
between a contractor and a consultant. If my company hires a professional engineer to
assist us, is he a contractor and operating under our general liability coverage, or does he
require his own liability insurance? If I hire a person who is an engineer, to provide
knowledge consultation, but they are not stamping or approving the final document, do they
need to be APEGA, have a permit, and have liability insurance? You are dealing with
engineers who want specific answers. If the act is ambiguous or vague, then you are
leaving the people using the act to make their interpretation, and the result will be litigation
and adjudication. (If we were lawyers, we would do this intentionally because it is putting
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money in our pockets.) We are engineers, and we should be able to be more precise in
how we write and structure things to provide usable and applicable documents
OK if the PPLI of the Permit Holder covers the Professional Member. The Professional
Member should not have to carry PPLI in addition to the Permit Holder they work for.
This recommendation could require routine submission by Permit Holders of the liability
insurance status for the permit (no details, only date verified and name of insurer) to
APEGA. APEGA in turn will add this information to the Permit record on the website
(Verified or Not verified, contact Permit Holder or APEGA). This will enable Professional
Members to remain in compliance
Some advantages to APEGA ensuring that insurance clauses properly reflect a consultant's
reasonable risk -- ensuring that clauses containing guarantees or clauses that try to limit
the insurance company's risk properly apportion risk.
This could get sticky for Permit Holders who primarily focus on their own manufacturing but
may provide advice or consulting on occasion.
This implies that professional members are not professional enough to determine whether
they need liability insure and how much they need. As a member of the public, I would get
the impression that Council does not really believe in professionalism of APEGA members
If the provisions here are amended so that unincorporated sole practitioners are not
obligated to also get a permit to practice, they should also have a mandatory requirement
to have PLI.
When I was active as a consultant, I carried E&O insurance but it seems to me that ALL
INSURANCE is a way to take measures that avoid design errors. It also has the effect of
removing the member from his own defence in the event of a legal conflict. A better result
would be to have such cases dealt with in the Courts where APEGA itself provided legal
advice to an affected member facing a law suit and where the member is an "expert
witness". APEGA should have a couple of lawyers on staff to work in these sorts of cases
that would operate something like "legal aid", and these costs should be part of the cost of
membership. APEGA should stand behind its members that APEGA deems to licence as
"qualified professionals".
The topic about declaration of the PLI amount was brought up in the consultation session. I
would be reluctant to share this publicly without a confidentiality agreement and would not
agree for such mandate to declare the amount to be included as part of the legislation.
At the consultation, APEGA staff could not articulate how this would work for sessional
instructors at Universities, guest lecturers, or contact employees of operating or
manufacturing companies. These polices must be clarified before mandatory insurance is
introduced
I do not agree that all practices need Error and Omission insurance. That is between client
and consultant.
The PPMP is not the right place for stating the amount of liability insurance carried. We
provide a copy of our PPMP to our clients when requested to demonstrate our quality
procedures. How much insurance we carry is commercial confidential and not to be public
knowledge.
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This needs to be in more plain English
No Comments
I think that it is pretty good where we are at now with the current system
I see the creative sanctions still reduces to a fine or potential license suspension. How is
this different than currently exists
Maybe you could define 'creative sanctions' and 'social justice' with the geoscience
members before pushing this through. It's worrisome that there are no definitions tied to this
proposed change in legislation, potentially hanging us out to dry for no evidencedbased/scientific reason.
I am not sure what this means.
Barely relevant to engineering. Beware of going overboard with stuff that may be relevant
to (say) the health profession but is hardly applicable to engineering.
"creative" leaves the door too wide open and is ambiguous
Social justice options need to be better defined before I would agree to this.
"Social Justice" is a vague, trendy, ambiguous concept - it should not be in any regulatory
documents. Similarly for "creative sanctions". There is already provision for flexibility and
appropriate sanctions. A key foundation of our legislative system is consistency.
Those who act unprofessionally need to be disciplined accordingly.
This gives "the decision-making authorities" a lot of power, who are they and are the
"creative sanctions" subject to any sort of limits or potential appeal process? Is anything in
place to make sure they are reasonable and appropriate to repairing damages?
Far too onerous; APEGA is trying to create an ongoing POLICE STATE with APEGA judge,
jury and executioner for all time memorial; who exactly regulates APEGA - the answer is no
one
Not necessary or relevant. The current act works well as is.
I think that for creative sanctions the person having sanctions applied to them should be
able to reject the creative sanctions in favour of so called traditional sanctions.
I would require detail on the definition and scope of "creative sanction orders" to render a
clear opinion.
Unwelcome scope creep of APEGA mandate and power
Creative sanction provisions? Social Justice options? How do you expect anyone to answer
a question when the terms have neither been defined nor explained? This is ludicrous.
I do not understand "creative sanction" Just no. The marketplace is excellent at weeding
out non-performers and rewarding positive results. The imposition of government mandated
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sanctions does no additional good, but will add to government coffers. Sanctions become a
hidden tax.
Current discipline is fine.
You expect to a blind endorsement of creative sanctions. Please tell us what these might
be before asking for approval.
my concern is based upon undefined creative sanction provisions
"You will bend to our will or else." Sound about right?
This is beyond the mandate of APEGA and is not considered necessary in any other
jurisdiction in Canada so I see no reason to introduce it in Alberta.
need to define what are creative sanctions
Who polices the police?
This appears draconian.
Not sure what creative sanctions could entail
Creative sanctions sound arbitrary and inconsistent. I believe penalties and judicial orders
must be fair, transparent and consistent.
Just because others are doing something, doesn't mean we should also jump on the
bandwagon - is there a specific and measurable benefit to doing this?
"Creative" only by agreement. Otherwise, capricious.
I agree with allowing the use of creative sanction provisions. I do not agree with stating that
something as nebulous as social justice should be the justification for use of those
sanctions.
The regulatory changes proposed by APEGA are being presented in a vacuum. It has been
presented that creative sanctions are available in the accounting and legal professions, but
they currently are not in any Canadian engineering association. It would be helpful if
APEGA would provide evidence for why creative sanctions are needed and perhaps some
real case studies which would help convince.
I see some of what was proposed as someone’s "over-creativity" processes run amok to
say the least! The ideas are way too far out there with respect to "social justice" I have no
idea what this means or what it should mean in the context of this discussion! This really
needs some discussion and as such these provisions are relatively new with this concept
being floated this late in the game! Additionally, I have my own sense of social justice but
that may be quite different than someone else's sense of it so this really needs to be
properly defined before it goes any further forward!
Would need to know how punitive to provide a more favourable opinion.
The disciplinary process has been taken away from professional members and put in the
hand of administrators. I cannot support any such measures that provide administrators
with extra-judicial powers.
Creative sanctions is a great idea. However, the allowed creative sanctions must be
enumerated and clarified. This is to prevent people in having weird ideas as a creative
sanction.
Very vague wording
What is a creative sanction?
Creative Sanctions needs more Clarity and explanation as currently its very unclear
Briefing note does not describe "creative" - a very unusual choice of words for something
that is punitive.
While I support creative sanctions, Sec. 234 of the above Act states that the courts shall
direct an offender to remedy any harm to the environment. Professional services can &
should be liable for rework costs but NOT consequential damages. This is an important
distinction. Putting in place legislation that secure the offender's good conduct is
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acceptable, but saddling a low margin service provider with consequential damages is
excessive and seeks to gratify public interest rather than providing "social justice" for both
the public and the offender.
Please provide links to those referenced Acts - you'd truly *reach* 50% more of the 'surveytaking' populace just by doing that
Adds creative and costly bureaucracy to APEGA
Creative sanctions need to be defined with respect to the impact on the engineer, do they
get recorded on an APEGA record, and does such a sanction impact the Engineers liability
insurance; how do these type of sanctions interfere with the individuals business and
education? How do these sanctions differ from the current sanctions of monetary or
suspension and what would make this a more viable option with the lingering punitive
sanctions normally used.
You do not define "creative sanction provisions". How can I comment on something so
open ended and vague.
Don't understand this one. And referencing a section, rather than describing or writing it
out, not listed above during a questionnaire is not appropriate.
Consistency amongst creative sanctions may be challenging
Bad question. Don't make me go looking up other legislation to answer.
Does not address engineering that has nothing to do with public interest.
"creative sanction" remains too vague to incorporate into the Act
This seems too vague. Why not add specific sanction options rather than use the word
"creative" or "similar to"?
I'm fundamentally opposed to "creative" sanctions.
again, stop generating your own APEGA mini-industry, you don't need such over-reaching
disciplinary authority
I do not agree that community service should be a sanction raise or enforced by APEGA,
that is a criminal punishment for a criminal act. Should an APEGA Professional Member be
acting in a criminal manner, they should be brought to justice by our Queen's Bench courts
not by APEGA. This is a massive overstep.
Sanctions should not be too onerous for individuals
Does APEGA want to be the courts?
Social justice?! Really? Stop taking a page out of the NDP guide book. We are
professionals and act accordingly, and do not need a nanny state in order to do our job.
I don't believe in anything loosely defined, especially when labeled social insert buzzword,
doubly for things involving decision of other people. It’s like social license, utterly
meaningless buzzwords. Provide rigid, formulated punishments for each category of
offence. No human decisions clouding judgements.
All rules should be black or white, no grey allowed. "Creative" sanctions are too vague and
subject to further court action and costs to APEGA.
wording very unclear
What exactly does "creative sanction provisions" mean??
It's not clear what a "creative sanction provision" is.
Allow a combination of sanctions, both creative and fines, suspensions, etc.
We have to be careful not to be overly punitive toward individuals who make an honest
mistake
Creative sanctions seems to be a pretty loose term. Perhaps more definition around
'creative' needs to be fleshed out.
The phrase "social justice" should never appear in an APEGA formal document or
communication
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Define creative sanctions!
We need to know what the creative sanctions look like and the application
All sanctions shall be imposed by a court of law.
There are no details in this proposal. How can we approve or disapprove of changes that
allow for an unspecified sanction? No examples or limits are indicated.
There has to be some legislated limits in discipline decisions. Creative sanctions sounds as
though it can bypass those limits.
I have no issue with having social justice options available to authorities who can make
orders, however the terminology "creative sanction provisions" strikes me as very open
ended and undefined. What would such provisions seek to achieve? Could this objective be
included in the changes to the wording of the act?
I fully endorse creative sanction provisions.
Adds a political element to sanctions that does not belong or fit in with the idea of a
professional organization
The EGP act should explicitly state that education institutions that include the word
'engineering' in any program or course description that also includes the word 'technology'
shall be deemed to be holding out that students who graduate from the program or pass
the course are eligible to apply for registration as professional members of APEGA and
subject to creative sanctions that may be imposed by the court. This measure is needed so
that students in such programs as Drilling Engineering Technology at SAIT and
Instrumentation Engineering Technology at Red Deer College and the general public in
Alberta are fully aware that these programs are not Engineering programs
I like that creative sanctions aim to improve the health of the professions and to address
the public's interest. But APEGA does not need to be the first in Canada on this. I say
shelve this one and wait to see how well it works elsewhere, then learn from that and apply
the lessons learned.
Only if public safety is involved
What is the evidence that suggests the current sanctions are not sufficient? Is this
recommendation just another follow the trend initiative? If additional sanctions are required,
there should be demonstrated need and court involvement as the requisite competency will
not likely be found in the Discipline Committee (committee members are not lawyers and
judges
Too vague.
In the wrong hands this could lead to abuse of power/authority; this should remain with
court of law.
There should be no use of the word "Creative" alongside "sanctions". Any and all Sanctions
should be clearly stated and defined by APEGA. Avoiding this effort and consequently
opening the gateway to subjective punishment of members and permit holders is a very big
step in a very wrong direction. APEGA should spend the time and effort to define all its
proposed Sanctions for specific offences and violations. "Creative" Sanctions will pave the
way for unequal treatment of offenders with sanctions varying from "lenient" to "harsh"; and
for a governing body to have that room for error is a scary possibility.
Following the creative sentence in R v Syncrude, the funds awarded to the U of A were not
spent very wisely. I think it is better not to use creative sentencing. The general intent of
what is proposed is good (seems to be going in the right direction). That all said, I have
some concerns. One of my main concerns has to do with the intent of the "Creative
Sanctions" provisions. My personal belief is that, to start out with, with respect to what is
being proposed, is that ONLY within APEGA itself should the "Creative Sanctions" first be
used. I do not really agree with just simply allow entities outside of APEGA (whether it be
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government courts or other similar entities) to at the very start of the introduction of the use
of "Creative Sanctions", to be immediately be brought under that same tent as would be
APEGA. My advice would be to let it first be used only by APEGA, with the ultimate intent
of eventually and cautiously (in a measured and very "tracked way" (comparing what
APEGA would normally do in a similar-type situation)) be brought out, allowing other
entities to eventually "try it out." My larger concern would be a slow but steady "divergence"
over time from what entities outside APEGA would implement for "Creative Sanctions"
versus what APEGA would otherwise see as "more fair." This is my larger concern.
This might help steer 'good engineering practice' to include consideration for environmental
impacts, at least to a greater degree than presently.
I do not understand the real meaning of "creative sanction provisions" Is this defined
somewhere in plain language?
"Decision-making authorities who can make orders"? What is this about? Sounds like
kangaroo court to me
"Creative sanction provisions" is too undefined, fuzzy, open ended and arbitrary. E.g. could
it include three days in stocks on the legislature ground? How about 10 days on a chain
gang? Maybe providing lunch for the discipline committee? Etc.
Creative Sanctions are not specific enough.
This seems to directionally be a good idea, but some wisdom and caution needs to be
applied to make sure that it doesn't create a monster with respect to policing sanctions,
which adds bureaucracy and cost to APEGA.
not sure what is meant by creative sanctions
I agree in concept that we should focus on sanctions that will be most effective in each
case, but unless 'creative sanction' is a clear legal term I do have some concern about the
potential scope and reach of this provision.
This seems too vague to have an opinion on.
Make sanctions very specific and put them in regulations rather than legislation to facilitate
amendment
Would like to see tougher sanctions on non-engineers carrying the name and practicing
with no engineering education altogether... so many of those in AB
Creative sanction provisions is vague and I'm not sure that I understand the issue.
Increased disclosure is needed. I was once asked whether I had applied my permit stamp
to some drawings for an engineer that I had never heard of. I assume there were some
sanctions but heard nothing from APEGA in follow up.
The professional engineer should keep public interest at the highest standard.
Petroleum geoscience interpretations are rarely in agreement between individual
geoscientists. That does not mean that a particular geoscientist is more correct. Most great
ideas at the early stages in the development of an opportunity are labelled as crazy by a
majority of the peer group. This has always been the way. It seems to me like this will force
people who think outside the box (more creative) to stick to the consensus opinion for fear
of reprisal. That in turn would lead to the slow death of ideas in Alberta.
I do not understand what is being said here. This sounds like it is a money grab by APEGA
creative sanction provisions - too broad, more specific definition required or don't make the
amendment
There needs to be distinction between where the public interest is served by this and where
it is not. As a seismic interpreter I should not be bundled with professions that pose risk to
the public through work that they do.
This is ludicrous. There needs to be clear consequences for not adhering to regulations.
Leaving it open to interpretation as to how someone might be punished leaves the door
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open for prejudiced decisions or favouritism. If sanctions are prescriptive then there can be
no argument in this area.
This sounds threatening and definitely not engaging to current and potential members. Can
it be demonstrated that 'creative sanctions' are effective? Is the potential problem of
'professional practice' violations big enough to deserve this? I don't believe that the problem
is that big.
Seems reasonable.
I think this is a great idea as it will improve the relationship between issues and
consequences
The clause has not been debated and it sounds like those who engaged in Oil and Gas,
Mineral extractions should apologize to the world that we have done wrong for the last 150
years to result in climate changes and general poor health of Earth inhabitants. APEGA
should lead by example to speak out on the social justice of "industrialization" and its
consequences.
"Creative sanction" provisions needs to be better defined. As stated, it can be interpreted to
mean almost anything. Starting this section (and others) with claims of protecting the public
interest where really there is little to do with it at all is disingenuous. How exactly is the
public interest protected by allowing for "creative sanctions" to be imposed?
There are enough problems enforcing the current regulations without getting "creative
More APEGA bullying of Geoscientist!
Why do you need to change a system that is working perfectly well already? In addition,
how many geologists have you had to lay sanctions against? I do not know of a single
case.
Already too much power in APEGA 's hands
What are "creative sanction provisions" or "social justice options" when applied to
geoscientific applications and interpretations? Most geoscience is "creative". It has to be
because we dwell in the world of viable interpretation rather than absolute correctness. I
haven't read the Health Act but it doesn't take a rocket scientist to realize that geoscientific
procedures and interpretations are not in any way comparable to health issues.
Should state that the creative sanctions cannot violate human rights, would hate to see tar
and feathering make a resurgence.
I am the only person in Alberta qualified to address the issue of CO2 induced global
warming, yet many APEGA members support this physically impossible nonsense,
including the members of APEGA's body who would be applying these "creative" sanctions.
How can suspensions be imposed on all these members when APEGA itself is unaware
that its members are making false and misleading statements out of the same ignorance as
those who would be applying the sanctions!
I do not understand this in full.
It is unclear what a creative sanction even though it is referenced 3 times. I agree that the
court should expand sanctions placed against unlicensed title and practice violators.
You need to define this a lot better, what are creative sanction provisions? What is the
Social Justice? The Full Briefing helped some.
It is important that sanction provisions are consistent with Environmental Protection and
Health and Safety Acts.
This authority already exists within the current legislation.
None
I support applying the same rules and standards to everybody. Social justice has to be
handmade and tailored to each individual case, it’s much more complex.
Creative sanctions will allow more flexibility to make amends rather than just punish
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Care must be taken to ensure that any creative sanction will address a short coming in a
practice. Otherwise it is just a waste of time
Totally agree, it is just common sense.
What are the creative sanctions
there is a typing mistake
It is important to note that such sanctions may be imposed either "instead of" OR "in
addition to" other consequences defined for non-compliance.
A bit broad -- no definition of what the engineer may face
Some creative sanctions can be too creative, resulting in inappropriate sanctions that
breach free speech rights or do not result in sufficient discipline. Creative sanctions which
allow "any other measures" are overly broad and could result in unfair punishment.
Therefore, creative sanctions should only be allowed when agreed to by both the authority
and the one being sanctioned.
I agree with the concept of broadening the range of sanctions beyond just a monetary fine,
but I dislike the idea of allowing for an unlimited range of possible sanctions. In this case,
creativity should have some bounds. Please consider an explicit set of potential "creative
sanctions".
Based on my experience in the investigative committee, this is already happening
I do not know what is meant by "creative sanctions" since these can very quickly run afoul
of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. What I am most concerned about is how the
"unlimited scope" of members is being carved up by the introduction of new "self-governing
organizations" that have all the trappings of a "profession" but then have a very limited area
of "exclusive practice" that then legally ties the hands of members, usually results in
additional costs and delays for clients, and very often creates what might be termed
"litigation bait" for engineers. Land Surveyors come to mind in this regard, but there are
others as well.
The use of creative sanctions which include monetary compensation could open the
Investigative and Discipline processes to be misused as alternatives to the civil courts.
Careful wording must be used, either in the legislation or in policy, to prevent this.
Why have this complexity?
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6. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following recommendations?
It is recommended that the legislation be amended to enable statutory entities to
determine whether their proceedings will proceed by way of written or oral
submissions, or both. Each statutory entity will manage the use of this authority
through policy guidelines developed by the respective statutory entity; create
panels with decision-making authority, including investigative, discipline, appeal,
registration, and practice review panels. Panels may be made of one or more
members chosen from the rosters of the relevant statutory entity. Discipline and
appeal panels of three or more members should include public members,
selected from a roster. Each statutory entity will manage the use of this authority
through policy guidelines developed by the respective entity. Although it would
not be the usual practice, panels may hold proceedings and make decisions in
the absence of a complainant, appellant, applicant, Member under review, or
investigated person after appropriate notice of the proceeding being given to the
individual. State that any person who has a right to appeal a statutory entity’s
decision to an appeal panel may commence the appeal by filing a written notice
of appeal that must state the grounds for the appeal, including what is being
appealed, why the appeal is being made, and what results are being sought from
the appeal. The criteria for which the grounds of the appeal must meet will be
established in the regulation and further developed through policy.
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No public members on panels. This contradicts "self-regulation" and increases costs
This seems like a process that could be open to abuse for vindictive purposes.
No Comments.
I think it works fine the way it is now. No need for further powers or bureaucracy.
Every effort should be made to address the issue up front including providing adequate time
to address scheduling. It is always easier to address an issue before any sanctions are
imposed than trying to correct an erroneous judgement
Would this public person be qualified to be a part of the panel? Clarify the qualifications.
I am concerned about the cost of administering these panels versus the benefit they would
provide. I do not see how public members have the professional engineering and
geoscience expertise to sit on these panels. Are we not a self-regulated profession?
Although I do not have issue with the bulk of this point, I strong disagree with the panel
holding proceedings in the absence of the party being investigated. If the panel deems it
necessary to hold a proceeding then that party should have the right to be included not just
notified.
The panel must need to confirm that receipt of appropriate notice of proceeding has
occurred.
The default method should be oral meetings with people present, not written. Interaction is
still the best method to proceed.
Far too bureaucratic- APEGA has unlimited resources, individuals have limited resources;
Entirely unfair bureaucratic process proposed
Cost to APEGA to do this needs to be better defined and then
Sounds like we are adding costs to make our province uncompetitive.
Not necessary or relevant. The current act works well as is.
I don't disagree with all points, but strongly disagree that it would be appropriate to allow
proceedings in the absence of the complainant without express permission from that
individual. Also cannot agree to policy guidelines which have not yet been developed.
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Public members are not in a position to evaluate discipline or appeal. This defies the
concept of self-regulation when external source can influence outcomes. Strongly oppose.
I object to the following aspect of the proposed legislation: Although it would not be the
usual practice, panels may hold proceedings and make decisions in the absence of a
complainant, appellant, applicant, Member under review, or investigated person after
appropriate notice of the proceeding being given to the individual
I am not sure if I agree or disagree. It depends on what the policy guidelines will be.
Your proposals to increase the requirements of members infer high levels of competence
and knowledge yet you propose that public members, with nowhere near the knowledge,
experience or competence, to sit on panels with sweeping powers to sit in judgment of
anyone under review. In addition, to consider that these "panels" be allowed to conduct
proceedings in the absence of those under review is nothing short of a kangaroo court. That
this is given serious consideration brings into question the decision making ability and the
motives of the organization
Again NO. Including public members on disciplinary and appeal panels could result in
decisions made for reasons other than those pertinent to APEGA and the professional
members they represent. I understand the necessity of the public component in APEGA's
existence, but public representatives should NEVER be empaneled in proceedings that
DIRECTLY affect individual members, outside of criminal and civil prosecutions.
Additionally, and equally importantly, proceedings and decisions made in the absence of the
"complainant, appellant, applicant, Member" reek of extra-judiciary overreach. The
MAXIMUM that such a proceeding should be allowed is to determine the Permit to Practice
status of a non-compliant party, and that only temporarily until the person/entity can appear
before the panel. Absolutely NO sanctions, penalties or other disciplinary actions should be
taken without formal representation by the "complainant, appellant, applicant, Member
This whole charade is about punishment for non-compliance. There is nothing about finding
common ground or exceptions to the rules
More clarification is
This all sounds very time-consuming and onerous. APEGA already takes 6 months to 1 year
just to review an application for a new member, how long would this process take?
This does not appear to be collegial.
Discipline and appeal panels should have at least three members.
It is important that great attention be given to panel members, ensuring they are qualified
and unbiased.
It seems this is MUCH too detailed to be included in legislation - shouldn't the legislation be
setting general policy and direction, not the nuts and bolts of how you achieve it? If you
embed this in the legislation, it requires a great effort to change it again later, if you find it is
unworkable for example.
should also allow telecommunications / telepresence
The process should be transparent at all times. Not necessary to the public, but at least to
the key stakeholders (appellant, applicant, etc.)
These independent panels/committees need to have the ability to establish their own ability
to effectively move matters forward, however these need to be manage within the overall
architecture of the entire discipline process and framework. I don't think this framework has
been well articulated or communicated to any of the members at this point!
Too much bureaucracy already - committees, panels, boards, examiners; APEGA is trying to
become self-perpetuating!!!
The proceedings must be in writing so to keep records. Fix the Panels to have only 3
members. Panel policy guidelines should be approved by the council.
concerned about extra cost of these panels
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Members of the public should not sit on boards. They don't understand engineering, or what
it means to be a self-regulating profession. Trials in absentia are a really bad idea. Every
member should have the right to face their accuser. I'm not sure how a complaint with a
missing complainant would work.
This proposal seems very cumbersome and costly
Care must be taken to ensure a decision is just and open and fully advised prior to the need
for an appeal to be made. It is easier to prevent a wrongful decision being made than to
reverse damage caused and complete an appeals process. Every effort must be made to
ensure the necessary participants are present at the review hearing.
Is there a place where the selection process is described? I cannot agree or disagree unless
I know what the selection process would be.
Basis for the makeup of the various panels is unclear. Basis for appeal appears to be
requiring future work.
Again, I don't feel that adding this to the legislation is required. This can easily be handled
internally. Adding to the legislation is needlessly restrictive and can open up the organization
to legal interpretation and appeal.
not sure I understand all of that
Need to be careful that we do not develop too much bureaucracy
"panels may be made of one": It should always be at least two, or more members
An issue with panels "should" include in public members. "Should" is a weak and
uninstructive word. Use "may" and/or "must". Three is too small a panel to use "must" on. I
suggest 4 and above for "must". The clause might want to specify two sizes, one for "may"
and one for "must
need to define the appeal process before I would agree
The panel should not convene without the person or entity which is under review/being
investigated. The panel shall be held as close as possible to the home area of the
investigated entity. The legislation should be amended such that a court is given the power
to compel the investigated entity/person to appear before the panel.
Proceedings and rulings in absentia can only be done in extreme circumstances. Members
should have the right to be present during any proceedings and have any complainant also
present. This should be handled the same as a court of law, including the ability to demand
attendance of all necessary parties
I think it is not a good I idea to have panels of 1 I think there should be panels of three in all
cases.
I think the appropriate notice needs to be to the individual and/or entity as complainants,
appellants, applicants and such may not be limited to an individual but may include a
corporate entity
The right to appeal internal (APEGA) appeals should be limited to set number, then court
system shall be used. Is there a way to introduce a statute of limitation on appeal?
Do not make the requirements so complex that the appellant requires a legal counsel to
address minor issues.
Public member roster needs to be elaborated - some control and period of duty are to be
prescribed with little more need based approach.
What’s wrong with the current method of proceedings?
You say you want this to address what is best for the public's interest. How can anyone
member dis agree?
There need to be safeguards to ensure that "drum head" proceedings are not being
conducted; what is "appropriate notice of the proceeding given to the individual"? What
mechanisms are in place to ensure conflicts of interest are not present in the proceedings?
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What mechanisms are in place to ensure complainants and respondents operate from a
level playing field?
Appeals must not allow new evidence to be presented. The BOE wastes too much time on
reconsiderations, informal appeals followed by formal appeals, all with new information that
should not be allowed.
For the most part, everything noted seems fine. That said, I do have a concern which
perhaps may be unwarranted & it has to do with being able to proceed on just an "oral
submission" only. My suggestion: prior to proceeding on that basis, the respective Statutory
Entity (SE) would need to explain in good written form to a group/entity within APEGA but
outside of itself (the given SE) for "checks-and-balances" purposes, as to reasons why it is
proceeding based on just an "oral submission" only.
I'm not sure the motivation for this initiative. Seems like it would add a lot of overhead, which
I wouldn't support, unless there was a clear indication why it would improve the profession.
Holding hearings without any of those affected should be under only specifically defined
situations, and only after those affected have been given the opportunity to attend the
hearing. Otherwise there is opportunity for the process to be
"appeal panel" must not be APEGGA
All panels should be three or more members, not one or more.
Disciplinary panels should always have a minimum of two, preferably three people. A person
SHOULD NEVER be excluded from proceedings where he is personally or professionally
affected.
But who is going to pay for all of this?
Keep it simple but fair
By "creating more panels" all I see is misuse and waste of the money collected by APEGA
through our membership fees. Do you not realize how many of us are out of work due to the
current environment in the oil industry? Do you not realize that only giving one year of
reduced membership fees to unemployed members adds financial strain when we're
expected to pay a full membership next month?? And then we see you wasting our money
coming up with "new legislation" and "creating new panels"!! Leave the legislation alone and
stop creating more layers of bureaucracy.
I disagree with this statement - panels may hold proceedings and make decisions in the
absence of a complainant, appellant, applicant, Member under review, or investigated
person after appropriate notice of the proceeding being given to the individual. That is
simply unjust.
Is this added costly bureaucracy necessary?
Panel members should be trained by an organization similar to Foundation of Administrative
Justice; panels should be under jurisdiction similar to other tribunals in Alberta.
Panels must be independent with no cross-reporting or responsibilities. As an example the
appeal committee must work completely independent of the investigative or discipline
committee to avoid prejudiced decisions
I don't think a panel should hold proceeding and make decisions in the absence of a
complainant, appellant, applicant or member under review. It gives the panel unreasonable
powers
THE LAST SENTENCE SHOULD READ THE FOLLOWING TO BE MORE CLEAR: The
criteria, which the grounds for the appeal must meet, will be established in the regulation
and further developed through policy. THIS SENTENCE IS PROBLEMATIC. YOU SAY
THAT APEGA CAN NOW MAKE UP WHATEVER CRITERIA IT LIKES TO SET THE
RULES ABOUT WHAT AN APPEAL CAN LOOK LIKE. APEGA NEEDS TO GET RID OF
THIS SENTENCE AND DO THE WORK NOW TO BE CREDIBLE
Seems reasonable.
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Concerns with the skills requirements, screening criteria, etc. for public members. Criteria for
the roster?
How will the public members be selected? What criteria will be used
develop policy before blindly accepting an undefined process
Unnecessary
Panels should not hold hearings without the defendant being present. That sounds like a
kangaroo court.
already too much bureaucracy for an association that creates nothing
Geoscience requires flexibility and creativity of thought with high degrees of risk and no way
of verifying such interpretations other than putting a well into the ground. So what would be
the background of a panel member, and how could a public member be able to understand
the technical meanings of the parameters used to complete a study? Since I have taught the
subject I know the weaknesses and failings of the average professionals. Having
participated in many community consultations I know the lack of understanding of the public.
Having participated in many legal suits I know the lack of understanding of the lawyers and
the judges. Where is there a suggestion that the panel members are competent in
geoscience?
Will 'appropriate notice' be defined
Should it be allowed to have panels of only one person? Should there be at least two
people/panel?
This goes along with some general comments that proposed changes overall seem to add
complexity to the Act, rather than simplify and streamline the act. The discussion panel I
attended highlighted that proposed changes were referring to what is legislated, not how it is
implemented. This section sounds like a lot of "how".
Once again the sole purpose of APEGA is to protect the public from bad engineering
practices and only from bad Geosciences practices that directly affect the public. To do this
only those actually engaged in the practice of Engineering, Geology, or Geophysics can
properly undertake this action because the non-practicing public is incapable of judging
violations of any of these three professional practices. There are no moral or ideological
issues involved in any of these practices on which the general public could possible provide
judgement!
I also do not understand this in full.
oral submissions must be accompanied by written submission and it must not be
anonymous
It seems to me that many of the revisions to the legislation are focused on taking regulatory
authority out of the act and placing it in the hands of APEGA. I don't agree with this.
Limits of decision-making authority must be established for investigative and practice review
panels. Questions of unskilled practice or unprofessional conduct must only be decided by
discipline and appeal panels.
Panel review committee members should also have the qualifications and experience to
make recommendations and judgments. Those who are reviewing PPMP's should have
written one, and those reviewing the qualifications of Responsible Members should have
had the experience of being one.
In my opinion, the only time it would be permissible to have a panel of one would be in
cases where the situation is clear and uncontested, such as for the non-payment of dues.
Panels should be more than one person when addressing investigative, discipline, appeal
and practice review cases. Panels may be made of one or more members for registration
issues. (Ex: non -payment of dues)
Any proceedings in absence of member under review must be given at least 3 notices at an
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interval of reasonable time for fair justice. Also any decision taken in absence must be taken
by panel of at least 3 panel member team.
The policy guidelines developed by the statutory entity should at least be vetted by Council
but preferable approved by Council. The purpose will be to keep Council informed of the
procedures in place and to try and have some uniformity is the processes.
Agree with is sound recommendation
I would like to suggest the consideration of the following ideas to complement the outlined
recommendations and ensure the protection of the public as the main focus: - The inclusion
of public members for all panels (not only Discipline and appeal panels), and - The
publication of the selection criteria for panel members by APEGA
Members should have the right to appeal any type of review conducted by APEGA on their
license to practice. All attempts to contact the member and their families before holding a
panel review in their absence
The term panel suggests more than one person. If the intent is to allow certain decisions to
be made by a single person, those specific function should be identified. Don't mix panel
and single person. It should also be clear that when a decision is made by a single person,
the appeal will be adjudicated by a third party (either person or panel).
Opportunities to proceed in the absence of a participant cannot exceed those provided
under law with respect to the courts (cannot be more stringent that the court system,
otherwise it opens itself to legal challenges
Allowing each of the five entities to decide for themselves what process is best may lead to
very different approaches, leading to confusion among Members as to what the process is
for a given situation. Please consider standardizing the process, and having the entity(ies)
wanting exceptions to the standard explain fully the need for the deviation before Council
grants it.
These entities are all acting as "quasi-judicial" bodies and they all should be governed by a
common set of rules and procedures. Furthermore, they should all be governed by the basic
practices in the "Administrative Procedures Act" where that is applicable. The VERY LAST
THING that APEGA should be encouraging is the formation of "Courts" that start out as such
administrative panels and then grow into "Tax Courts", for example. All such proceedings
should be in electronic written form, and subject to review by the Court of Queen's Bench
which implies that any such panel must also produce its reasons in written form and which
include detailed explanation of their "findings". Deference to the "adversarial" method of
decision making is dangerous to the core value of "consensus building" at the core of the
profession's scientific values.
The decision-making authority for each group must be defined. Investigative bodies cannot
decide on guilt, for example.
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7. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following proposed
recommendation? It is recommended that the legislation be amended to allow
APEGA to apply to the Court of Queen’s Bench for an order appointing a person
as a custodian of a Professional Member’s practice in the event of a Member’s
incapacity, illness, death, or suspension of registration, so that it may be
temporarily managed or, if necessary, dissolved. The custodian of a practice will
be a qualified Professional Member.
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Is it really necessary to go to court for this?
Too restrictive. An executor of a will has certain legal powers in administering a Will. How
would this play out. Firms are legally owned by individuals that may not be Professional
Members and they have legal authority to operate the company. How can APEGA override
these other legal issues????
I somewhat agree with this item. I think it is necessary to ensure that any errors and
liabilities do not affect the appointed custodian until they have had ample opportunity to
approve the processes.
Does this include some way of protecting the client from being gouged by the custodian?
Only in certain circumstances. In the event of the death of the Professional member
APEGA may get involved but only if requested by the beneficiaries or the executor of the
estate of the deceased
This could become a huge can of worms with unintended consequences. Who takes
responsibility for funding all the law suits that may follow? The innocent P.Eng trying to
clean up affairs finds themselves embroiled in half a dozen law suits from clients suing
everybody in site
Don't see as necessary
Seems reasonable as long as it is temporary. There should be a requirement for a periodic
review of the status so that it doesn't become a permanent situation
It was brought to the audience during the discussion of this change that in two occasions in
B.C. the appointed custodians took the money of the Member’s incapacity. Their families
got nothing. So I strongly disagree.
Not very useful. Clients would contract with another professional for their needed devices in
much less time than APEGA could act through the courts
It will be critical that there be strong criteria as to when this is appropriate and when it is not
and by whom and how the determination is made.
Not sure why this is viewed as necessary to protect the public. Really only applies if a
Member continues to stamp work when suspended.
Appointing of custodian requires to specify a validity period with an expiry date, as this
appointment could be just temporary fill in while the member is on short term medical leave.
agree with this as long as the term temporarily has a set time period that doesn’t allow the
custodian to continue for an indefinite amount of time
How would this member be selected? Would the process be fair
I agree with the intent of this recommendation, however, the details of how this is applied
may create liability issues since a custodian could have access to confidential information
from the incapacitated professional member's practice for a temporary period of time.
This is entirely outside the business of APEGA. It is the sole responsibility of the owner of
the practice to define how his business will be managed and those processes provide for
practically every contingency. Personally, I cannot see how the court would grant APEGA
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preferential supremacy over the express directives of the corporation under consideration.
This is again a good example of a poorly thought out, invasive tactic that brings into
question the motives of the organization
In situations such as litigation, individuals have the right to be defended professionally and
counsel must be appointed or their freedom may be in jeopardy. Clients of geoscientists
can't possibly claim the right to professional geoscientific counsel since no fundamental
right is threatened.
APEGA should not be exclusively responsible for selecting the custodian, stakeholders
should be given the opportunity for input.
Need to be clear how small individual companies can be protected from interference...who
selects/approves who steps in
I do not understand the custodian role
Must be coordinated with the family unless there are safety issues to manage
I believe that a transition plan triggered by illness etc. should be a mandatory part of the
Professional Practice Management Plan required of any sole practitioner or Responsible
Member.
It may help.
The concept on the face of it looks good but it can be fraught with issues such as decisions
that the member under custodianship would not have made or even considered to be viable
choice or option that they would exercise or provide to their client(s).
APEGA should not going into other people's business or taking over their business. It could
be very
Seems like there should be processes in place to handle this already. Is this really required
This doesn't belong in APEGA, it belongs in the structure of the Professional Member's
practice/
This is a very dangerous provision. Do no implement this! Imagine that some other entity
could appoint people to responsible positions of APEGA.
Life is full of risks. In today's helicopter parent age that is apparently unacceptable.
Business are adults and don't need to be coddled. In any contract one of the risks is that
the other party won't complete their work. That's unfortunate for both parties, but nothing to
do with APEGA's mandate.
May end up being a bureaucracy
agree but process should be clarified and there should be a possibility for a member to
voluntarily designate a custodian
I have concerns about what is meant by this - does this mean APEGA is taking over sole
member companies?
I agree with the concept and practice. I do not agree 100% with APEGA appointing the
Custodian. If the Professional Member is mentally and physically fit to do so, he/she should
have a say in the matter
I agree with the proposal with the caveat a clear delineation of responsibility be made such
that the custodial member is not held for errors or issues for which they have not
contributed. This question allows a comment or an answer but not both, so far this is the
only question like this in the survey.
STRONGLY DISAGREE: This is stepping way over the boundaries. There are way too
many legal risks of having a legislated body having the right to take over the practice of
another professional member. In death, leave it up to the estate of the family to deal with. In
the illness, who is going to define when APEGA has the right to jump in to take control?
THIS is pushing the limits of individuals’ rights. NO NEED to go there.
I don't believe that this should be APEGA's responsibility. I do not see how this protects the
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public or what exactly it protects the public from. In the event of a member's incapacity,
illness or death their practice would be part of their estate
APEGA should not be involved with issues like this. Sometimes businesses fail. Oh well.
Life is not without risk, and neither is business.
Again, how is a custodian chosen? I personally would not like APEGA to choose someone
to take over my practice if I became unable to continue. My contract holder or I would be
the only people who would know who an appropriate person would be.
I think this says that if I die instead of my heirs disposing of the assets in my consulting
practice APEGA is going to step in and pay someone from the assets of my practice to
dispose of it
Need to create clarification that the intent of the custodian is to continue in the best
interests of the incapacitated member
I fully agree with this, but the scope of who can request needs to be expanded - employees
of the practice need to be able to request the custodianship as well as the member's family.
What is the process to select the custodian of practice who must be a qualified Professional
Member? This process must be defined.
Strongly disagree. With the wording. I'd revise to say "as a last resort" in the wording. Also
if a professional member was all of the above would not their ability to run a professional
business be removed as their clients would no longer be provided services from the
business?
The wording restricts this to sole practitioners only. There may be situations requiring
appointment of custodian to small firms or member working for a large firm
It is not APEGAs job to manage someone’s company. I think this is up to the company or
family of the person.
It should be 'Unless otherwise stated by the Professional member's practice legal
documents'. It might benefit APEGA to allow Practice members to appoint a "Temporary
Beneficiary' of sorts (similar to estates/wills) when applying for a Permit to Practice. APEGA
should not be wasting resources on managing practices this may conflict with rights of
ownership, or estate rights, and puts the custodian in a financial fiduciary position with
respect to the owner/estate. A potential conflict of interest exists between financial interests
and APEGA interests
This should be done in coordination with the rights of the member's power of attorney or
executor or financial managers
I would only agree with this in the event there was no succession plan, whether expressly
written out or not, within the practice.
Too far a step into the management of an individuals' business: I can see where this
exposed APEGA to severe liability if they appoint someone into a bad situation and it goes
sideways.
Is the Court of Queen's Bench competent in such matters? I supposed the appointee would
be selected by APEGA.
Need to specify the 'temporary period'.
The matter of an affected member's business is NOT that of APEGA. To allow them such
authority is too invasive to the business and estate of a member. If a member is too ill or
deceased, they will not be able to renew any permit as the situation stands. This gives
APEGA too much power.
We need to define what would constitute "necessary" reasons why a custodian would
dissolve someone else's professional practice.
The APEGA policies regarding the determination of a Member's incapacity shall require the
participation of the appropriate statutory entity(ies).
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You fail to brief us on how often this happens now. Since APEGA would be the first in
Canada, you need to provide members with all information before we can intelligently
provide our opinions one way or the other
I can see APEGA requiring that a custodian be appointed, but this seems too Big
Brotherish for APEGA to step in before employees, family or the estate manager are given
the opportunity to appoint one.
A professional member should have a corporate action plan in place - make that a part of
responsible member declaration if anything. To arbitrarily appoint a member may cause as
much or more problems than is intended to solve. Realistically, there are few life
threatening decisions required in a short order where the public would be at risk. I strongly
disagree with this.
Again, I'm not sure what the motivation is for this initiative. If a practice goes wayward,
there are mechanisms in place to deal with the fallout.
If the practice is, for example, a private practice with one member, then APEGA takes over
running the private business. The estate on the other hand using death of the member as
an example, should have the option to sell the business to another member or to engage
the services of another member to carry out the remaining obligations of the member, or to
in fact act as an employee of the business in order to carry on the business. Further, in
some cases, because of the specialized knowledge of the member, there may be an impact
on the quality of the work if the courts appoint a person to take over the business. If such a
provision were to be included, it should be only after other options have been exhaustive,
such as working with the owners of the business or the estate as the case may be, to come
up with an acceptable solution which ensures that a qualified member is ensuring that the
services are competently provided, or that measures are taken to sell or wind down the
business.
I think that this recommendation protects the public and helps the Member to avoid being
"hung out to dry".
Who pays the custodian? Who takes responsibility for issues in the original design? Is this
like an expert witness?
This seems very contentious. I'd like to understand the reasons this would be necessary.
Maybe the custodian should be APEGA rather a member?
What cost will this create. Who will be paying to cover the costs? Professionals are buried
with cost already, and struggling to find employment. They don't need their professional
organisation to impose more cost on them during this downturn
I disagree if this is a sole proprietorship. Interpretations are biased by a person’s past
experience and hence knowledge base. That is how seemingly similar experienced level
geoscientist can come to very different interpretations of the same data set. the best person
to manage that is the estate where persons familiar with a practice can continue to honour
their personal technical biases
I don't think it is the place of APEGA to appoint a Professional Member to someone's own
professional practice.
This is unnecessary legislation. A member can withdraw and re-apply
I am a geophysical consultant interpreting seismic data. The work I do poses no issues
relating to protection of the public. This should not be applied to me.
APEGA should not have this power
How a person handles their practice in these events should be the decision of them, their
business partners, their family or outlines in their will.
Suspending a professional's registration should suffice. Appointing a 'custodian' can quickly
result in financial and legal 'quicksand'.
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Makes sense to me.
This is a great idea to assist members who may be in
Concern about the client's (who is really the "public") to request so the work is not left in
limbo from the client's perspective
I strongly disagree, but apparently this page won't let me click on that plus leave a
comment. This should be fixed immediately, as it could give the false impression that less
people disagree with these proposals than actually do. There already exist provisions to
manage a geoscience practice (or any practice) in the event of incapacity, illness, or death
of the practitioner. The suspension of registration being a legitimate reason for APEGA to
intervene and even temporarily take over (through the appointment of a Professional
Member of their choice) is ridiculous and abhorrent. It's just an excuse to further expand
inappropriate bureaucratic powers and government control over private business
I do not believe that this is APEGA's business. It is up to the individual company to find
another geologist,
How does this relate with respect to the Member's estate? This sounds like a severely grey
area and I have a hard time thinking of a situation where this should be necessary. Worse
yet, it sounds like it is a legislation that could be wielded irresponsibly.
Define qualifications
This is the only recommendation that makes any sense!
somewhat agree, in cases of incapacity, illness and death, I agree but these are different
than suspension and further clarity and protections about custodian changes while
suspended are needed.
Not clear who in APEGA would decide on need for a custodian and criteria for a qualified
custodian
Find a more expeditious way to do this. Seems to be an unnecessary step.
But who will paying for this? APEGA? This is a good idea but we need to think about the
implications for financial and professional responsibilities.... Will this mean a higher APEGA
fees and Higher P2P fees down the road? I am sensing we may ended up a bigger and
bigger APEGA organization with more fees and procedures and structures that somehow
turn into a huge "government" complex organization that will have so many procedures and
policies to follow that loses the effectiveness and the principle of self-governing approach to
rules and heavy procedures that not too many people can even practically follows. I.e. To
understand all the APEGA rules and procedures or standards becoming like a complex
project specifications, etc. (This is what I am afraid we are heading down this road).
The frequency and context of using this process determines level of agreement
Strongly disagree. The issue of capacity is extremely complex and subjective. It is my
opinion APEGA would overstep its authority if it were to pursue this objective.
Good move for continuity. I support it
I would strongly agree if the appointment will be totally unbiased. I have seen peer reviews
and value engineering sessions set up solely to ridicule the reviewed party in order to
wrestle the work for themselves.
I would think that most members have some kind of controls in place with spouse or other
family to shut down the shop?
This amendment should mention that the appointed Professional Member is not liable for
any deficiency in the practice of the member for whom they are acting as custodian. Also, it
is important for APEGA to make available which members have been assigned a
custodian, and who that custodian is. The exact details of why a custodian has been
assigned, and the level of publication necessary (news release vs. available upon request)
would depend on circumstance.
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This question will not allow me to vote "somewhat agree" if I make a comment. Error in
survey set-up. Although I like the idea, there is the question of who defines that an
incapacity exists, who pays for this (the client is receiving value, but there is an additional
cost associated with a consultant picking up and reviewing work that is already underway -an inefficiency while they get up to speed. There is also the question of liability associated
with accepting all, or a portion, of the previous work, possibly for expediency. May the client
choose the consultant?
This should only be allowed with the consent of the member and/or their heirs
I disagree with the need for APEGA to get involved in a Member's practice to this extent. A
sole practitioner is the target for this; a sole practitioner with forethought will have a risk
mitigation plan set out in advance to deal with his/her incapacitation. At that point, APEGA
involvement is not required. I agree with the statement at the Red Deer consultation on Oct
20, which can be paraphrased as 'This appears to be a way to protect the client as
opposed to protecting the public.'
Without an understanding of situations where this might be applicable and definition of
incapacity, I strongly disagree. Although, incorporating a custodian of practice in the PPMP
for sole practitioner might be a better direction.
Custodial responsibility must be limited to engineering/geoscience activities only, other
professionals are better suited for custodial responsibility of administrative/financial aspects
of a practice. Very clear guidelines need to be in place with respect to how to proceed in
the event that the member does not believe their practice should be placed under a
custodian
If there is a "consensus" then there is no need for ANY reference to the Courts. I do not
agree with the notion that APEGA's administration needs such "powers". It flies in the face
of our core values as "applied scientists". Perhaps there are rare cases that would require
such actions, but it’s not clear to me that this is needed beyond what is already available to
APEGA by way of a simple Application to the Courts for a specific action. Interfering with
the design work in the middle of some complex project in this fashion will expose APEGA to
liabilities that would cripple the organization for years to come
Caution around declaration of incompetence must be exercised. Incapacity, due to illness,
injury, or death is simpler to define.
Need to be clear that the custodian is responsible for the continuity of engineering delivery
and not financial management
Restricting the ability to wind down a business to professional member does not seem
reasonable. I agree that they would not be able to resolve the engineering/geoscience
issues but a suitable person would be able to ensure the clients are managed and taken
care of. Much like in the CPAA
This would affect small companies disproportionately, where legal defense costs could be
substantial. Also, it would likely be unenforceable to foreign companies - therefore a
competitive disadvantage.
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8. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following proposed
recommendation? It is recommended that the legislation be amended to clarify
that as previously addressed in the winter 2016 consultations, the Practice
Review Committee (PRC) will have the responsibility to develop, and Council will
have the authority to approve, the requirements for the CPD program and
supporting practice standards the obligation for keeping CPD records and how
Members meet the requirements of the program will be described in CPD policies
the Registrar will be able to strike a Member from the register for non-compliance
with the CPD program the assessment of whether a Member meets the CPD
requirements will be conducted by the PRC through practice reviewers and
practice review panels as described in the winter 2016 consultations related to
the PRC Council may impose an administrative assessment fee if a Member does
not comply with the CPD program within specified timelines the requirement for
Responsible Members to attend a Permit to Practice seminar every five years will
be moved out of the Engineering and Geoscience Professions Act General
Regulation and into the requirements of the CPD program and supporting
practice standard.
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There should be reference to notice to the member prior to striking from membership. I.e.
written communication or timing from that communication being sent.
At this time it is harder for many professionals to attend formal courses that their
companies are no longer willing to pay for thus making it difficult to acquire official CPD
hours. At the same time they are all learning and expanding their knowledge through
informal and on the job training. Maybe there could be a way to expand what is eligible, for
instance webinars provided by professional societies are becoming more common.
It's annoying to have to fill this out every year. I would think that if you're employed then you
would be learning and developing your skills on the job, and if you weren't progressing in
your career then you would probably be let go. It naturally sorts itself out and I don't think
we should have to fill it out.
I feel the CPD program is sufficient now
I have found the CPD requirements so incredibly easy to meet each year that they almost
seem irrelevant. Maybe I'm involved in too many things but I doubt it. I think the CPD
requirements should be made more stringent so members have to deliberately plan for
them. The requirements now are weak
What would the extent of the administrative assessment fee be? What is reasonable
The Responsible member 5 year seminar requirements should be retained as is there no
need to include it in the CPD. The CPD should continue to be a self-managed process as it
currently stands.
Too many items here to agree or disagree. People who do not update should be fined or
lose their status. PEngs should be responsible to keep their CPD up to date an
However, APEGA should use common sense before imposing rules on CPD especially
during periods of high unemployment
Does this not exist already
I disagree because this is too onerous for members in semi-retirement and where there is
no value or opportunity for further development in their specialty. Need to relax for grey
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haired members.
It is important to continue to develop as a professional however the CPD requirements
need refining. the member should defend their position of noncompliance before they are
stroked out of the registry
Learning takes place in all different shapes and forms. Formalizing the process and
creating more stringent regulations is not beneficial. Having to attend a seminar every 5
years would be another cost and a waste of time
The current CPD program seems to be working well. We have not been provided any
information to the contrary that would suggest these changes are necessary.
Why a fee for non-compliance. CPD seems difficult to meet in a downturn based on people
not working. If an engineer is working the CPD is nearly met through normal course of
business
Should have a standardize form to document CPD in more detail.
APEGA should look at CPD hours for parental leaves (as current those hours still need to
be accounted for), discriminates against women
CPD is important; however, it also costs money and is currently under economic strain
Far too onerous; administrative assessment fee could me anything- again APEGA
proposes a POLICE STATE run as a monopoly by APEGA
It was brought to the audience during the discussion of this change that in two occasions in
B.C. the appointed custodians took the money of the Member’s incapacity. Their families
got nothing. So I strongly disagree, because for me this is unprofessional conduct.
What a member does with their spare time is not the business of the CPD. CPD points are
biased towards APEGA related activities to the detriment of other activities. Academic
activities are preferred over actual practice. Canned courses are preferred over practical
experience. I dislike the current CPD very much, so without having input into its design, I
don't believe this practice should be validated through legislation. Basically, the third point
says that a member could be struck for not "coaching", but the actual quality of that
persons work is unimportant, because the CPD has no way of assessing it.
Not sure about the necessity of the Permit to Practice seminar.
Expecting a single survey response on multiple issues is insulting to the intelligence of
APEGA members. This is
Should not have to keep records for more than 1 year. Not all activities require the same
level of CPD.
Don't see the need of moving the Permit to Practice seminar to the CPD program
Not attend a seminar every 5
Not necessary or relevant. The current act works well as is.
Absolutely critical and key to our professional obligations given our role and privilege of
self-regulation
I think that changes to the CPD program which are substantive should have to be approved
by a vote of the membership at either the AGM or through a separate vote / referendum /
plebiscite not just by council and the PRC. The membership should have a voice in terms
of what the requirements are.
I have issues with PRC and the processes they go through as far as reviewing and
approving so I do not think that it’s acceptable to have them involved with the CPD program
since they should be 2 separate entities to avoid the optics of an ethical objections. I also
disagree that the registrar should have the power to strike members that should be a
committee decision based on the ability if so chosen that a member should have the right to
attend a committee for face to face discussions and present their case
Why must we incorporate more bureaucracy in the already too bureaucratic process??
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The CPD program is already too strict. This makes it even stricter. For example, what if a
member cannot afford to take part in the activities that fall under CPD, but are nonetheless
excellent at their practice of geoscience or engineering? Giving the Registrar the ability to
strike a Member from the register for non-compliance is a red flag
I don't agree with the requirement to attend a seminar; there are other, less costly
(time/money) ways to do get the same training (i.e. documents, web tutorials etc.)
Lifelong learning is inherent in the profession and specific to one's field of engagement,
largely geared to ensure that one's exposure to liability is negligible to non-existent. As in
other disciplines that require X hours of the same, much of what's offered is not relevant,
not of interest and is merely an additional cost with little to no benefit. Anything of
importance has already been identified, reviewed and incorporated into the operating
structure if relevant
There is not enough appreciation and recognition of the fact that "lifelong learning"
continues apace within the context of our professional duties. Formal seminars, course,
programs etc. are great, but first-hand learning, either individually or alongside other
professionals within the work environment, are given short shrift.
the current system is working
I really disagree with this. APEGA continuing development is a waste of time. We are
continually learning and developing on the job and forcing courses and seminars is too far.
Once you're a member that should be it. Leave us alone and let us get on with our jobs.
If this is going to be the case, APEGA needs to take on a bigger role in offering CPD
approved programs, and relying less on outside societies/companies from doing this. I also
think attending a permit to practise meeting when working for a large company makes little
sense - make it a requirement for consultants only
Current CPD program is adequate
APEGA expects a lot from geoscientists but offers very little if any support
Comply, comply, and comply.
I have seen no evidence that CPD programs have ANY impact whatsoever on the
professional practice of competent engineers. Your job should be to eliminate the
incompetent ones, not hold their hands with a "lowest common denominator" program.
CPD program lacks significant or sufficient technical content for the majority of practitioners
and needs to be significantly improved.
Another time consuming, onerous "hoop to jump through". Our profession alone, has many
opportunities for professional development that do not fit neatly into the CPD program
requirements.
Every serious P.Eng. will automatically do more than what he is required to do with respect
to CPD and the Practice Review Committee will not have the specific expertise to
determine the effectiveness in any event.
Specifics of how this would be handled are needed to decide. Adding significant process or
systems would be a negative. Providing information and suggested formats on how to track
CPD could be very helpful for some
APEGA should be very clear on what constitutes evidence or proof of CPD hours. Produce
templates with examples. Real world examples, not just textbook type.
Is CPD currently broken? Why change it? Is the intent to increase CPD requirements, or
just to add a layer of bureaucracy? Is there evidence that CPD is not working as it is
currently dealt with?
It is not clear what constitutes proper notification. I personally experienced a case where
my registration was cancelled and I had no knowledge of it because the notification was
sent via paper mail and I was not at my primary residence at that time. I had informed
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APEGA about the bad timing of my renewal and my suggestion of changing the renewal
date was refused. APEGA did not try to contact me via email or phone call and if they had,
the issue could have been cleared up immediately. Instead, I was subjected to a renewal
process which meant I was not a registered P.Eng. for a period of time. This affects
members’ livelihood, but this did not seem to matter to APEGA.
Difficult economic times work against CPD.
Currently the CPD program is a boondoggle program as it stands and I expect these
changes will not make it any better or change much of anything.
Imposing a fee/financial penalty for non-compliance is unfair, especially during this
prolonged and ongoing recession as many members have experienced layoffs, decreased
training from employers, and salary and benefit reductions.
Disagree with attending a seminar every 5
I disagree with fining members
No additional powers for administrators.
How is this different that what's in place now
Finalizing the CPD guidelines & policies will prevent members in falsifying the report and
make the members be more accountable to what was reported.
do not make the process onerous though, more grey work
This section of the Act must be particularly mindful and lenient with those Members that
suffer the down turns in the industry’s employment cycle as substantial CPD credits are
acquired through working in the industry
APEGA's CPD courses are very general, and far too expensive. I'm concerned that any
CPD program the PRC devises will be ineffective, and expensive.
CPD is just a resume enhancement program with nothing to do with professional
improvement. Tweak it in any manner you want.
It's not clear what the practice review process will look like. It will require more APEGA
resources and volunteers than the status quo. The process would have to be applied
consistently.
The CPD program is a MESS - no one at APEGA can answer questions about it. I've gone
back to university given the economic climate and no one at APEGA can give me any
meaningful guidance on how to approach CPD. The CPD process needs to be improved
and APEGA staff need to understand it better
CPD needs reform. Consider the risk-based approach that PEO Council has just approved
for implementation.
How much is this going to cost? - •the assessment of whether a Member meets the CPD
requirements will be conducted by the PRC through practice reviewers and practice review
panels. - Why continue to make it more complicated and expensive to monitor. AS
everyone in APEGA is a professional member, can you not leave it up to the
"Professionals" to keep track of the own development and AVOID policing it. Pros should
not need a baby sitter. All members have the same approach - "To be relevant in business,
one must continue to learn and develop".
While I do agree that it is important for professionals to engage in lifelong learning and that
it is important to keep up with current technology, I find that the CPD can sometimes be
daunting. It isn't always easy (or affordable) to go on industry courses. Some of the
seminars and courses are not very relevant to a specific field. It already seems like there is
a lot of regulation around CPD
The current CPD is for resume enhancement, and has nothing to do with "professional"
practice. Who cares how you tweak it.
Agree. Need to ensure ample notice period and notice of action prior to striking a member
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from the register. There could be a number of reasons submission is delayed. CPD is
important, but delayed submission of information does not directly impact public safety
I think APEGA needs to carefully manage potential conflicts of interest if it intends to
participate in offering CPD for profit to meet its own potentially growing standard
The current CPD categories needs to be reviewed and overhauled, especially
"Presentations" & "Contribution to Knowledge". The definitions/eligibility for these are too
narrow and most engineers would hardly be able to claim any time under these two
categories
I do not like the requirement to attend a Permit to Practice seminar. Perhaps an online
tutorial or review would be better, if it is necessary at all. Some of these things seem like
extra bureaucracy and are of little benefit to the practitioner.
APEGA needs to do a better job of offering a wider spectrum of CPD courses if it wants to
be stricter on enforcing CPD requirements. Current CPD courses are very heavy focused
on personal development, resource exploration, civil design, or business management.
What about bio-chemistry, manufacturing techniques, computer programming, etc. Yes,
those earlier listed areas are most prominent in Alberta, but that leaves the rest of us who
are not in those industries scrambling to find other courses to take to continue our
development. I absolutely think it is important, and why I make the effort, but Alberta is very
bias.
Need not be addressed in legislation. Internal regulations are adequate.
The administrative fee seems like another money grab on the part of APEGA!
Does not address engineering that has nothing to do with public interest.
It is not necessary for APEGA to babysit professionals
I'm 75 years old - and a drilling engineer working in the WCSB - sometimes I wonder if we
are going to find the next great breakthrough in drilling in my lifetime - we still push down on
the bit and turn it to the right
Too much authority with the Registrar.
The PRC mandate must include forums for direct input by Professional Members into the
CPD program and protocols. Periodic CPD reviews must be conducted.
I disagree with the last point: a seminar every five years
More oversight, and more admin fees??? - Not acceptable!
I fail to see why this need to be a legislated matter. Encouragement of professional
development and a requirement for any Permitted Member to supply such professional
development opportunities would be a more amicable way to achieve the same goal. More
carrot, less stick.
Too prescriptive. Should not impose fees. The onus should be on the member to keep
current.
Most professional I know are actively learning and developing professionally. If not, they
are obsolete. Having a Big Brother watch over their shoulder seems like a waste of time
The CPD system is already a good tool and does not need tweaking.
Should not have requirements in a state of ever evolving flux. Lay out requirements and
keep them as such. No confusion. Revisit once a decade or whatever acceptable frequency
etc. versus continually updating and revising. Otherwise it will be confusion and PITA.
Another bullet should be added to clarify that retired members are exempt from these
requirements.
This can be difficult for those who are self-employed or working for companies that do not
support this effort. Education of employers needs to be a part of this to ensure this is given
some importance in educational budgets.
The majority of geoscientists (possibly excluding management) are involved in continuous
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learning through work experience, courses and conventions. APEGA's oversight is not
required. Continuous learning is usually included in the job description and discussed
during performance reviews.
Need to provide a reminder / warning. I forgot to fill in CFD once. Is the program going to
be provided online? I've found most refreshers not very beneficial
An assessment fee should not be imposed. The Registrar striking the member from the
register for non-compliance is penalty enough. In addition, members should not be required
to keep record of their usual employment as those records are kept by their employers.
To strike a member from the register for non-compliance is a punitive measure and instead
more positive measures like changing the status to non-practicing till the person can
provide adequate proof of compliance.
The CPD program in general is bureaucratic and of little value. The ONUS must be on the
engineer to keep current skills.
The Registrar will be able to strike a Member from the register for non-compliance with the
CPD program... this is too aggressive. APEGA should monitor and advise the member to
keep their training in good standing etc. - Council may impose an administrative
assessment fee if a Member does not comply with the CPD program within specified
timelines... APEGA fees are already high and a lot of individuals are feeling the tough
times. These fees would be a money making thing and I don't agree. If someone needs a
reminder to keep up with their commitments to APEGA than that to me is what our fees are
for. Lastly, I don't think members should have to attend a permit to practice seminar every
five years
Excessive regulation, unnecessary.
Again, accommodation for those out of work
I'm struggling with the concept of practice review
Last bullet; If you make members attend then the session should be done as fast as
possible - no room for chit chat. Present it as short as possible and do it on site if possible.
These sessions should not be leisurely sessions - that is not consistent with how
engineering is practiced.
I don't believe that APEGA will be able to properly judge whether or not the professional
development programs are meeting the requirements without a large overhead load
Significant cut backs in training has and is underway by most Exploration employers over
the past few years. Also, the number of unemployed technical (geo and engineering) has
increased significantly. Not demonstrating leniency in training during these difficult
economic times with members who may be struggling to pay bills and keep their homes by
demanding ongoing training is insensitive and unfair.
Again, this will be only a complaint based approach and I don't believe some sort of random
auditing is proposed. I would advocate random auditing approach.
Found the CPD program to be largely useless. Don't tighten the compliance rules until the
program adds value.
APEGA is an engineering focused organization that has very little interest in supporting its
geoscience members. Having them involved in our professional development is absurd.
I already do this under the voluntary CPD. I strive to take courses to work on committees.
Do you really have to legislate this? What evidence do you have that professionals are not
following through on keeping themselves current?
Agree, but how does APEGA test that development is actually occurring? Most of the CPD
activity categories are actually passive and do not prompt actual member development
over time.
The CPD is an ineffective checkbox; hours and quality are not equivalent. The categories
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have little to do continued development of a practicing engineer.
There appear to be differences in CPD requirements and CPD eligibility between
provinces. Ideally, the eligibility for CPD hours and categories would be the same
I'm not really sure what is really changing as to what is being proposed versus what
professional engineers, etc., do now. We already need to keep up the CPD information in
our records and need to be ready to produce that information if asked for it. It seems to be
what is being proposed is more "procedural" changes. Translation: not sure that what is
being explained has been explained to the fullest extent possible, to make more clear what
is specifically really going to change regarding "CPD."
This should be left up to individual members, not APEGA
There needs to be a way for members to take CPD credit for learning on their own. Most
relevant learning is done on the job, learning from other professionals and learning new
theory and practical applications on their own. This needs to be included for the CPD
program to have relevance.
I work in the area of Geoscience and relevant training is not listed under APEGA CPD.
There needs to be more oversight on the CPD requirements
I think APEGA should include examples of what acceptable records are. Does that mean a
certificate or a signed document from instructor or simply something noted in time log
It is very important to maintain the confidence of the public in order to remain a selfgoverning body.
The CPD and the outrageously high profession dues is making APEGA resemble a
religious cult like Scientology rather than a professional association. Why not get rid of it
entirely and introduce admittance exams like physicians, lawyers, nurses, and American
engineers do.
This is putting too much restrictions on members, and bureaucracy
Increasing the bureaucracy is not going to solve any problem. CPD requirements are based
on a normal economy. What happens when the crisis strikes?
The current CPD program is sufficient as is.
Short term Health related concerns must be included for brief periods of non-compliance.
I have never heard of a Permit to Practice Seminar. Attending such a seminar every 5
years sounds to be more often than necessary.
I work only part time and after almost 50 years have attended every type of course
available for CPD credits. There are no short courses available in my specialized field
anywhere in Canada, so my CPD effort consists primarily of reading, and every couple of
years attending a conference in Las Vegas. Anything more than this costs more than I earn
in a year
It's the current system broken
The BOE needs to set both the standards and the continuing requirements. The basic
engineering requirements will evolve and these 2 need to be connected
You are adding reporting requirements to already busy schedules. The self-reporting
requirements are already adequate enough. If you believe someone is falsifying their
reports then intervene at that point. To me this is more of an ethics issue that should
manifest itself in poor practice and as such a threat to the community. Not sure how
attending a seminar will change what a person writes on a piece of paper versus what they
say to a panel. If they are not ethical about this I expect a review panel still would not catch
this
Leave the CPD program as is and I disagree with the whole "Responsible Member" and
"Permit to Practice" concepts. You are over-regulating your members, especially the
geoscientists, and perhaps forced membership in APEGA may violate a person's rights
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Fees are not required if a member who does not comply with the CPD requirements if the
consequence will be getting struck from the register
This is unnecessary bookkeeping.
The current system works. Why are we adding expensive bureaucracy
The member should have the ability to choose the type of training and provider of the
training. If APEGA takes over that role via "scope creep" it will be perceived as a cash grab
to be sole provider of training
Given the current situation in the oil and gas industry there are many members who are
unemployed looking for work. They can ill afford to spend money they do not have to take
course or attend conferences. There needs to be better protections put in place for these
members, many of whom have paid members’ dues for decades and now run the risk of
being penalized by no fault of their own.
I don't think this is the right time to introduce such legislation given the economic hardships
experienced in Alberta. Many displaced members have been place in a situation out of their
control and need some flexibility.
A requirement to attend a Permit to Practice seminar is too onerous and, in my view, is
totally ineffective in ensuring professional practice.
CPD program is already sufficiently time consuming. Additional regulation will not aid
adoption
APEGA must be careful to assess and incorporate the special circumstances as applying
an algorithm across all members will not properly address the issues facing some members
in a low economy. It is important to provide the means and time to for members come up to
CPD standard for those who have fallen below due to economic or personal hardship
circumstances
Is this really a change
The CPD program needs Improvement to make it
I have never seen the connection to how coaching basketball somehow makes a member a
better engineer or geologist. PDH courses are often big time wasters which don't
contribute. The focus should be on outcomes rather than regulations which look good on
paper.
The Registrar should not be able to strike a Member from the register for non-compliance
with the CPD program.
When the seminar focus's equally on GeoScience, then maybe yes... until then; no
This is supposed to an association, a community, and the Council and PRC committee
should not have so much control. More should be done through surveys and votes such as
this.
You should be able to keep up your CPD without attending mandatory seminars. The
support that APEGA provides to geoscientists for professional development is
Embarrassing. Without the CSPG opportunities it would be difficult to keep compliant with
the APEGA CPD program
Unnecessary!
I think continuous improvement is important, but APEGA must provide low cost options for
those who are out of work,
already too much bureaucracy
Professionals do engage in career learning. Just look at the conferences and seminars
available. Who assesses the calibre of the offerings for continuing education? Having been
a University Professor I am aware of the need for continuing education but what is APEGA
going to do with those Professionals, not registered, who are working day-to-day on
prospect generation with no need to change their operational approach
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Should reword so that "strike a Member" cannot be misinterpreted as violence
This is an area where I'd like more details on the implementation, particularly on the
records of CPD. 2) Given the current strain on engineers and geoscientists who are out of
work due to the downturn in the petroleum industry, concessions need to a) grant
appropriate exceptions to CPD rules for those who cannot meet the full hours and b) set up
programs to help professional engineers and geoscientists find ways to get their CPD hours
in absence of full or part-time professional work.
I am 67 years of age and one of the few remaining explorationists who can work with older
analog data. I do not need to learn about the latest computer methods of doing what I have
done for over 45 years but instead those who do not know how to do anything not
programmed into a computer should be learning from me! The key here is experience and
once a sufficient level of experience is achieved it should no longer be mandatory to take
courses that have no bearing on the way I practice just to satisfy some imposed mandatory
requirement. I think that 20 years’ experience is more than sufficient to gain all the
experience necessary to be excluded from this mandatory CPD requirement
Whether CPD is maintained should be taken into consideration when a complaint has been
raised against a member. If there are no complaints, then CPD records should not be
required. If there is a complaint, and there are no CPD records, the member will not have a
mechanism to request leniency, and the penalty assess in response to the complaint
should be harsher. But not having CPD records should not, in itself, be grounds for a
penalty.
What is CPD? It is not explained here.
I agree so long as tracking and declaring this information is up to the member as they likely
have multiple provinces to inform about these activities but need only track this information
in one spot.
The ability to impose an administrative assessment fee should be removed entirely
Curriculums for CPD programs should include business subjects related to engineering
management and projects. There should be a list of curriculum subjects constituting the
recommended body of knowledge for specific areas of practice.
Indicate the value of the administrative fee. describe in detail the CDP program and
changes describe what type of records are required and how must be presented to APEGA
I don't expect that record keeping by individual members would change
I disagree with provision to "may impose an administrative assessment fee" it is nebulous
and a possible money grab on top of existing provisions that dictate membership
compliance. Other statements are fine.
An avenue for appeal must be clear as part of this legislative change
Similar to my earlier comments....Where are we going with this...? Are we creating a huge
APEGA organization to monitor and police everything including CPD to ensure
compliance? Is the current CPD not working? I.e. No one is doing it properly? Are there
many "bad apples" out there? To me, this will be creating another APEGA "police"
department for compliance. I will propose we start with more detailed reporting from
members including the breakdowns of their CPD report first to see if this is really a big
problem or not
The Permit to Practice Seminars should be held every two years instead of five and it
should be kept separate from the CPD program. Responsible Members need to be updated
and informed to be able to understand and comply with the requirements of APEGA. This is
too important a responsibility to be buried into the CPD program
The existing CPD process must be upgraded to promote and ensure concise and clear
member and administrative measures and roles in accessing, completing and recording
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attendances and performances. Without this, the record may be invalidated and the
member to suffer any consequences.
In my opinion APEGA should avoid a concentration of power to the registrar and always
favour a dispersal of power.
On a somewhat related topic, I've heard several Professional Members complain that
APEGA is not supporting them enough in this economic downturn. Need to consider offer
more free-of-charge training opportunities. Also I think APEGA needs to remind members
that APEGA is not a union, it main role is to protect the public.
Any major changes to the CPD program should be discussed with the membership before
implementation by PRC or Council. The program we have has generally been accepted
across Canada and while it is not perfect we should be careful to be compatible with other
programs in other jurisdictions.
I've voluntarily engaged in lifelong learning in BC for 24yrs. One thing that rankles with
people is the need to 'force' a member. If there is a problem with the members’
performance and a complaint is laid, the investigation and discipline sanctions already exist
elsewhere in the legislation. Why add more????
the CPD program does need to be revamped
Should there be a requirement for employers to either properly support an employee's
education efforts or, at a minimum, not to place obstacles in the way? The employer
obtains the benefits of the educations efforts, but many employers will not permit time off
for education, placing additional burdens on the engineer (particularly those early in their
careers).
The CPD program is a waste of Members' time and money. Many of the CPD activities
(even those offered and promoted by APEGA) are unrelated to engineering and do nothing
to protect the public. The CPD requirements should be reduced, not strengthened.
Members are already obligated to only practice in the areas in which they are competent
It gives the impression that APEGA is moving more and more from professionalism to
credentialism.
Any material changes to CPD requirements should involve consultation with the
membership and not unilaterally be determined by the PRC and ratified by council.
The CPD program tends to require members to attend to a number of different areas, and
penalizes those members that engage in great depth in any given field, such as research
for example. I am concerned how efforts to learn better design techniques will suffer at the
hands of these mandated approaches to engage in "codes" and "legislation" and its
attendant activity with "adversarial decision making" as opposed to the actual practice of
"consensus building" and "science" at the root of the profession
A decision to strike must never be put in the hands of a staff member, but should always be
under the control of a volunteer committee or panel.
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9. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following proposed
recommendation? It is recommended that the legislation be amended to remove
the Provisional Licensee category and all references to Provisional Licensees
from the legislation.
•
•
•

•

Why remove this category?
No Comments.
It is unclear what title will be substituted for these individuals. It sounds like they are eligible
to enroll as MITS but will there be a "shelf life" for that designation (2 years but may apply
for extension for no more than 4 yrs. in total)?
Acceptable if only persons who are Canadian citizens or permanent residents, can qualify
for P.Eng. status
How is this in the public interest? This is a question that should be posed prior to the
construction of each of your new proposals.
More info required
Is there another provision available for new Canadians to enable them to work legally while
getting the necessary experience for a license?
Not sure why someone would have a Provisional License - either a Professional License or
Member-In-Training
Who defines "confusing and unnecessary?" Why is Provisional Licensee problematic? And
why is it in the public interest to remove it?
So what will be the alternative? Full P.Eng registration? Smacks of protectionism
If there is not a majority public outcry against this, nothing is required.
I agree that this should proceed if it is of negligible value to the public interest
Get rid of extraneous requirements that are no longer required
Seems like a trial period for licensees is appropriate, what would be the basis for removal?
The Provisional License category should be removed and re-classified to MIT (Member In
Training)
Term to be replaced? Are there members in this category right now? What are they then
called?
This should never have been created in the first place.
Canada is an Immigration Country, there is Huge Talent Force who Immigrates to Canada
are Engineers. If you remove this option, we are wasting Huge Force of Talent in future.
Foreign practice is a THREAT to the public - the one year requirement is not enough. It
should be increased to four years. The Provisional Licensee should be retained and
extended to a minimum of four years.
I DO NOT SEE WHY this has to be removed: "The designation Provisional Licensee is not
an application you can directly apply for and is only granted by the Board of Examiners to
APEGA applicants who have satisfied all licensure requirements except demonstrating one
year of competence to work in a Canadian context in engineering or geoscience. This
requirement includes sufficient exposure to Canadian codes, standards, climate conditions,
ethics, culture, workplace environment, and business practices." - It provides some
flexibility in reviewing future members that could bring excellent skills to the table.
How many members will this affect? If Provisional Licensees are rare or if they transition
quickly to normal status, then sure remove it, but make sure the affected members have
category to land in.
Why?
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Agreed. The public is confused enough as it is. We need to be clear with the Public what a
Professional Engineer is and is not. I would frankly like to see only Processional Engineers,
Professional Geoscientists and Member in Trainings of each. If you are not in that category,
you should complete your training. There is a program to achieve these designations.
I will need to research this further as I thought this was an important bridge.
don't know what Provisional means
This would make the foreign trained engineers’ certification prior to their immigration and to
practice in the engineering field in Alberta. Provisional license or some other title is
advantageous for the employers to be assured that the person meets the requirements for
APEGA membership once employed. In the absence of a documented process for the
APEGA accreditation foreign trained engineers and immigrants will be disadvantaged and
rather perpetuating a systemic discrimination. Canada being a welcoming nation to the
immigrants’ proactive legislations to integrate the immigrants at the earliest to the Canadian
society will avoid ghetto formation and resentment and the advancement of radical
ideologies based on perceived lack of opportunities or victimization.
Do this as soon as you can. It is embarrassing that we haven't already done this
Will there be an impact to members who currently qualify under the provisional category
Projects require bringing in temporary engineering support, to many engineers
title/designation is VERY important. It will increase barriers if they perceive EIT as demotion
for their CV
Why not just re-name the category, so that it is less confusing? For the very few who are
more experienced & older than someone just coming out of a college, I believe what
APEGA would now be doing is now actively negatively affecting their perception in the
public eye. Yes, OK, they are not really "licensed." Can we not just change the title to make
it a bit clearer as to what they really are? If I were one of those 171 people, I would fight a
bit to have APEGA change their mind on this. Would APEGA prefer being called something
else that would denote APEGA as something lesser than it really is by a much larger entity,
against APEGA's preference?
I strongly recommend that if an applicant is certified by APEGA to have attained the
required engineering qualifications and international work experience. Then the applicant
should be designated as Professional Engineer (P.Eng).
Will this category be renamed? Or removed entirely?
I agree in concept that we should remove confusing and unnecessary categories, but I'm
not sure I know enough for this specific case to comment.
If they have the training and they can prove competent to a panel there should be no
reason to not let them in. The only issue is to make sure they understand our codes and
standards but that should be part of the panel’s evaluation.
I never liked the idea of a 'learner's permit'.
It may be necessary to issue provisional license under certain circumstances
There needs to be a balance between giving professional responsibility that is earned
which means more than one designation and the clarity of communication possible with the
public
But with what will it be replaced - if at all?
If you click on the "Full Briefing note" at the top of the page, you can't easily navigate back
to the survey.
As stated the confusion should be eliminated but what is confusing about Provisional
Licensees?
Where will it be covered? Will PL be abolished?
A clear transition path and support for those designated as PL should be published to the
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500 odd members in this category. It should lay out the benefits of becoming a full
professional member, when this might not be necessary and what conditions must be
maintained to remain in compliance with the Act. Consequences and hypothetical situations
should be provided for context.
Leave P.L Eng in
Corresponding to this change, members and the public should be made aware that a
P.Eng. designation is not required if the individual is working under the direction of a P.Eng.
and this information should be easily available on APEGA's website for when questions are
asked
It was not made clear at the Red Deer consultation on Oct 20 what the new title would be
for members that are now called Provisional Licensees. Would they simply be Members-InTraining? Or something else?

10. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following proposed
recommendation? It is recommended that the Act be amended to update the
definition of the practice of geoscience to read:“practice of geoscience”
means:(i) acquiring, investigating,analyzing, processing, interpreting, evaluating,
consulting, applying, modelling, assessing, managing, or reporting related to any
activity: that relates to the Earth sciences or the environment, that is aimed at the
understanding of Earth materials, geobodies, natural resources, energy fields,
geohazard risks, or processes, and that requires in that acquiring investigating,
analyzing, processing, interpreting, evaluating, consulting, applying, managing,
or reporting the professional application of the principles of geology, geophysics,
physics, chemistry, mathematics, or biology,or (ii) teaching geoscience at a
university.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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Remove the word "environment" from the first bullet. "Environment" studies on the surface
of the earth can also be an engineering practice
Two questions" 1) what is meant by Energy Fields? Does this refer to EM type
investigations, if so this area of geoscience is generally referred to as "potential fields"?
2)Where does biology come into geoscience
Practice of geoscience definition is too broad
Remove mention of biology as it is governed by its own professional society. Also would
remove "geobodies, natural resources, energy fields" as they are covered by "Earth
materials"
Strongly disagree! APEGA MUST add 'through the application of the principles of
geoscience' to (i). I am a chemist who practices chemistry not tied to geoscience and this
amendment is a cash grab and interferes with other practicing sciences with their own
Professional associations outside of geoscience. Practicing a science outside of
geoscience has no place within APEGA.
Does this mean APEGA is proposing to include chemists, biologists etc.?
Some of the best explorationists I have worked with do not have a geoscience degree
Who cares
Chemistry and Biology expertise not applicable. Teaching is not public practice and
shouldn't be regulated
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The strict reading of "professional application" is too broad in scope and encroaches on
many non-G&G disciplines. Impossible and unreasonable to enforce.
Mathematics and Biology are not entirely different branches and should not be included.
This does not read well. The definition is too open ended - too complicated. What are the
"Principles of geology..." and where do these come from? There are too many terms. The
definition should be simple. Why is teaching at a "University" explicitly included - there are
other post-secondary institutions that should qualify as well. How about: "The professional
application or formal instruction of the principles or geology and geophysics. The
definition of these principles can be found in..."
Too broad; earth science can be practiced by retirees for example; students, interested
rock-hounds- APEGA should not handcuff everyone in society that likes to look at or read
about rocks
I strongly disagree because the recommendation is just a MESS. It is a strong
misunderstanding to the geoscience. Who put this definition doesn’t know anything about
the differences of the Geoscience or the Earth Science in Alberta, in which Petroleum
Geologists and Geophysicists form the absolute majority, and the Geoscience in the rest
of Canada and Geoscience Canada, where the Petroleum Geologists and Geophysicist
form the minority. What is strange as well is that physics, chemistry, mathematics, or
biology are considered GEOSCIENCES. While Geochemistry, and Petrophysics are not
Geosciences
For ii, the teacher must practice i. if ii does not do i, then they shouldn't be considered a
member, nor should they do ii. It illustrates the bias of APEGA toward academic practices
chemistry and biology should not be listed
I support that managing has been added. I am concerned we are casting such a wide net
in the definition of geoscience, that we actually water down what we are trying to regulate
by trying to regulate all forms of science through geoscience that aren't caught in
Engineering. For example - Is the study of the impact of electromagnetic fields from
overhead electric lines on humans Geoscience? By the new definition, it would involve
analysis of energy fields, would require the application of biology (at the very least) and
could be construed as being related to the earth or environment because EM fields are
present in the earth and in the air which is part of the environment. By changing part (B)
so dramatically, my sense is we have become broader but much less clear in what we are
aiming to protect the public against. I can see that a move away from strictly resourcebased definition could be workable - I think it needs to be refined
Should also note that this is not an exact science. There can be different opinions of
geological interpretation that can be equally valid
This definition is better than the current one but may have gotten too broad. Those
practicing Environmental science would need to register with APEGA, but wouldn't they
be regulated elsewhere
I would interpret the wording to the "professional application of the principles of....biology
“to the environment to be the practice of geoscience. Some professional biologists might
disagree!
Inclusion of physics, chemistry, mathematic, and biology in the definition is too broad.
I don't agree that someone teaching geoscience at a university needs to be a member of
APEGA as that has no bearing on public interest.
Attempt to create 'closed shop' union
Amending the exemption related to data reduction and plotting seems to be in conflict with
the work routinely done by Geological Technologists who, in my opinion, do not require
licensure in order to practice.
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This is a Pandora's Box of errors and omissions. How infinite do you plan to make the
definition since any omission can be used as a loophole?
We need to restrict the definition of our activity that relates to the environment. There are
enormous aspects that relate to the environment that have nothing to do with
geosciences. For instance ecologic balances, introduction or removal of plant and animal
species, contamination of air by noise or chemicals have no relation to geosciences
That's a good definition of what a geoscientist does.
Professors in universities should not be regulated by APEGA. This definition is so broad it
is laughable. Is this going to be one big joke by the time the survey ends? Seriously!!!
Professional geoscience is only the application of geoscience in an engineering context.
This definition appears to also cover scientific research and analysis and that is not
acceptable
This could go too far into every piece of work a GEO does. Should be finals, used for
execution - not testing points of view, etc.
Better definitions are probably a good thing in this case.
Those who practice chemistry, mathematics, biology and physics are not geoscientists.
The primary function of a geoscientist is relate to the fields or geology or geophysics only.
The proposed recommendation goes too far.
Does 'or the environment' represent a stealth expansion of the remit of APEGA towards
biology? There is a spectrum of science and engineering here - trying to put a hard and
fast line into legislation does not advance the cause of public interest - it risks having less
well qualified or experienced people doing work and excluding people who are well
qualified. It puts an extra and unfair burden on people on the overlap e.g. between
geoscience and engineering (geotechnical engineers / engineering geologists, for
example). I do not think this is something that is broken, or needs fixing.
What is the definition of natural resources? Does this imply a forest or fisheries or tree
farm or fresh water? Geoscientists are not qualified to manage all natural resources.
Similar concern for biology. Geoscientist do not have the education or required
background knowledge to work in the field of biology or chemistry.
Keep P. Geol and P. Geoph. Separate if you value having people practicing within their
scope of expertise.
I do think the inclusion of Physics, Chemistry, mathematics and biology is beyond what
should be included in this definition - this appears to be an expansionist move on the part
of APEGA rather than the proper real regulation of engineering and geoscience which is
what this supposed to be about
Better to have a general definition than this one. It will continually be out of date
Data collection and analysis and reporting is also common in the area of Professional
Engineering. Maybe there should be something like this included in the definition of
professional engineering deliverables as well. This also should apply to "software"
development where analytical software should be approved (authenticated) by a
professional engineer?
Idiotic, why not also include sociology, history and philosophy while you are at it. An idea
steeped in bovine excrement
delete chemistry and biology as required investigation sciences
Not familiar enough with Geoscience.
6) #9; Geology is a generalist and historical branch of science and by its nature
incorporates the aforementioned other branches of science. There is redundancy and
possible confusion here
This is far too general. This states that anyone using mathematics professionally is
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practicing geoscience. Anyone building a house uses mathematics professionally. Should
I report them? Medical doctors use principals of biology professionally. Are they also
practicing geoscience? Chemical engineers use principals of chemistry professionally.
Are they actually also practicing geoscience?
I do not agree with the past decisions to include all geoscience designations under one
definition. A technologist, professional, geologist, geophysicist, etc... Should not be
lumped under one definition while the Engineering definitions remain separate (i.e. P.
Tech Eng. vs. P. Eng.).
Definition is a little broad, perhaps too all-encompassing of disciplines that do not fall
within geology and geophysics.
I prefer the existing definition.
Should not have any negative effects
I don't think that APEGA should be regulating the teaching of geoscience at a university
Not my area, but that looks pretty clear.
did you leave out geo-mechanics (such as fracture mechanics) on purpose
Too broad. Any activity that relates to the Earth sciences or the environment?? Do
ecologists, biologists, and climatologists now have to register with APEGA? Physics,
chemistry, mathematics, or biology?? Managing? Does the manager of a group that has
geoscientists in it have to be a professional geoscientist?
Part (ii) should read teaching or researching geoscience at university
I hate the term geoscience.
I would add the word "accredited" in front of university under (ii).
What business does APEGA have sticking its nose into purely academic environments?
I am not a Geoscientist, and as such do not have a strong opinion either way
Shouldn't "hydrology" be in there as well
Too specific. Stick with activity related to Earth sciences or you will be changing every
year to catch the latest thing.
Academic freedom and common sense should not be under APEGA jurisdiction
To connect the environment to the earth sciences seems tenuous. The environment has
such a broad definition that it seems unreasonable to connect it to geosciences. Does this
mean that there is a whole area that was never even remotely considered to be under the
regulation of the Act that now is added? And much of the environment is more closely
connected with engineering so it seems ungainly to align it with geosciences. Perhaps a
lot more specificity is required in the definition of the environment?
not my field
Why wasn't this better defined originally?
The definition seems to take in more than just the practice of geology and geophysics by
specifically including other sciences such as biology. Will all Professional Biologists now
need to be APEGA members?
Again how can you have errors and omissions on this definition
I think the practice of geoscience should also include mapping.
I don't see how "environment, chemistry, or biology" can be included as stated, since
those disciplines are regulated outside of APEGA, and include training outside of the
scope of APEGA.
APEGA needs to be careful here, too often P.Ag or P.Biol. think they can complete
geoscience work.
Agree that geoscience can be applied to environmental investigations but the reference to
"biology" seems out of place in reference to practice of geoscience. What is meant by
"energy fields"? "Environment" is a broad term. Maybe more specific connection or
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reference to geoscience is needed, such as "geological, hydrological environment."
Teaching geoscience anywhere not just university because it limits access to knowledge
in remote scholastic regions
why only at University, sometimes even in institutes, professional geo conduct very good
practice of their
I'm not a geoscientist
This definition is far too broad and unenforceable
Context of consulting unclear. Missing comma after acquiring.
I am an Engineer. Let the Geo-scientists weigh in on this
Teaching geoscience is not practice
The University Act controls teaching at universities, not the EGP Act. But all university
teachers who consult or teach outside the university should be Professional Members
I'm not a geoscientist (or a lawyer) - but this definition seems overly broad and may
capture unintended activities
Not sure what a geobody is. Why use jargon that an experienced geoscientist does not
recognize let alone understand
Far too broad. This proposed definition includes farming, ranching, logging, etc. Teaching
at a University? NOYB
This appears to cover the field of geotechnical engineering which is covered under P.Eng.
It needs to be clear if there is an overlap or how this applies to geotechnical engineers.
Geoscientists should NOT be part of APEGGA. It is ridiculous empire building and I look
forward to the day I retire to disconnect myself from APEGGA permanently
I have no idea why geology is part of our association and ASET is not. Personal beef. It's
like having someone at the Christmas dinner table that you never talk to and you’re not
even sure your related but they been there as long as you can remember.
We might consider a broadening to include teaching at academic institutions, not just
universities
It is an overly broad definition
APEGA should enforce the above mentioned upon the industry not the geoscientists
Teaching is practising teaching.
you will never fully cover the full range of ways geoscientists practice
Why do you have to redefine "the practice of geoscience"?? How does this new definition
"better protect the public interest"??! Seriously!!! At this point I'm considering withdrawing
my membership in this Association
Second point is poorly worded. The math, Physics, Biology etc... Is only relevant when it’s
part of the Geoscience work. This sounds like all Biologists are going to be regulated
under APEGA. Fix the wording
Add back in: (i) advising, classifying reserves (i)B. too vague. Needs to be specific to
industries. Put back in original definition (i)C. Retain sentence: "through the application of
the principles of geoscience". As it is written above makes it sound like APEGA wants to
regulate biologists, chemists, etc., which is overstepping into other professions. This
sentence needs to be specific to the relation to geosciences.
Is the weatherman going to have to be a registered Member? Way to broad of a definition.
It needs to be specific to resource exploration/development.
By using a general term "geosciences" and applying rules to that designation you lump
those active in the oil and gas industry where the public is not put at risk by their decisions
with environmental or geohazard studies where the public stands a chance of being put at
risk.
This definition is way too broad. I totally disagree. Under this definition, some people
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working in chemistry, biology or mathematics could be forced to join APEGA
So does this imply that I would need to be registered as a professional, to teach
geoscience at university?
Including physics, chemistry, mathematics or biology is getting outside of the professional
bounds of geoscience. Do we ask doctors to include the principles of geoscience in their
professional applications?
You need to be more specific by what you mean by the "environment" or remove it
entirely. The way this is written my mother downloading information on climate change
doing some calculations (mathematics) to understand earth processes in order to make a
political decision on who to vote for would be in breach of this clause. Otherwise it is fine.
ALL THE ABOVE WORDS IN (i) ARE GENERALIZED STATEMENTS WITH NO
DETAILS OF WHAT EACH MEANS TO A GEOLOGIST OR A GEOPHYSICIST. ALL
GEOLOGISTS ARE NOT GEOPHYSICISTS AND ALL GEOPHYSICISTS ARE NOT
GEOLOGIST. THIS DESCRIPTION IMPLIES THAT ALL GEOSCIENTISTS ARE CROSS
TRAINED IN EACH OTHER'S DISCIPLINE. WHILE THIS DOES HAPPEN IN SOME
CASES IT DOES NOT HAPPEN IN ALL CASES.
Believe this oversteps regulatory authority in that it attempts to regulate the practices of
environmental science, physics, chemistry, mathematics, or biology. A geologist may
apply knowledge of these topics in their work, but is not a specialist in these topics, and a
physicist (etc.) is not qualified as an earth scientist.
The current Legislation's definition is far more superior to this new version in terms of
context and inclusiveness, and is similar to many currently in use by provincial other
jurisdictions. You may add acquiring, investigating, analyzing (which are part of
evaluating) to enhance redundancy. "Geobodies, Earth materials, energy fields are
unclear and vague.” Processes" alone is not exclusive to geoscience or engineering
without proper adjective clause. Also application of the principles of geology, physics, etc.
should also have its context "through the application of the principles of geoscience"
brought back into why and how such are used in what context. In short the original
wording is already superior in its clarity and functional meaning of geoscience practice.
The definition needs to keep up with advancements in that field
Teaching at a university should be excluded.
This would result in all geoscience professors, TAs, or even visiting teachers to register
as a member of APEGA. Unacceptable.
WOW! MATH?!! Seriously?!!! APEGA already stole the ability for a geologist to call
themselves a geologist, even when they have been working the field of geology for longer
than APEGA has been around! What a load of manure for you to now take that away from
mathematicians. Shame on you!
The definition is too vague
How do this protect the public’s interest? Unnecessary.
From what I remember, the use of the word "Geoscience and geoscientist was adopted
when this organization dropped the use of geologists and geophysicists in its title and
laws. My concern is that APEGA is removing the use of these terms from public and
professional use by bringing them under the act and making them a professional
designation.
This survey constantly shuts down causing me to lose comments so I have to rewrite.
Why is that the case? Practice of Geoscience does not require modelling. Modelling is a
tool just as is a microscope and can be used to assist a professional's interpretation.
Being a tool it should not be in the legislation. It does not guarantee correctness or truth.
Nor does it guarantee that any of the examples generated have any meaning at all in
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reality. Also the principles listed should be termed geophysics, geochemistry,
geomathematics, geobiology. They are just a few of the geo terms describing geoscience
disciplines. They should not be used at all because they are very broad terms which go
well into the non-geoscientific realm. Teaching geoscience should not be subject to
registration. Are you going to demand that every professor have a permit-to-practice? A
research geochemist is a geoscientist but has nothing to do with the public. A research
paleontologist is a geoscientist with no contact with the public. A space weather
researcher can be a geoscientist with no contact with the public. Where does this trend to
regulate the scientists end. Is climate change geoscientist to be disbarred if he/she
disagrees with the current interpretations of others? Are they going to have to have
insurance? These action err on the side of the ludicrous
First bullet should read "Earth sciences and the environment". The two need to be
connected; environment alone is too broad
In this change is Geomatics and the associated products included. Many nonprofessionals practice what they believe to be "surveying" however as technology has
changed this is not even close to the same thing as when the act was written. Data
collection and geo-spatial information is the custom in today’s world, which is the very
core of Geomatics. This must be a part of the new legislation to ensure only professionals
complete this work, many products completed by non-professionals in and out of
construction related projects end up being used in design and development projects all
over this province which usually leads to large problems and increased costs due to lack
of understanding and professional involvement, furthermore because it is also interpreted
as only "Surveying" many professionals with no understanding of Geomatics complete a
number of products with the same consequence example would be the City Of Edmonton
no longer accepting grade certifications from Engineers due to the large problem that was
being created by members signing off on a product that they did not understand. Is the
intent to include this as a geoscience, Natural Resources Canada does.
What about Hydrogeology
These should also include atmospheric science (e.g. earth quality) and hydrology as parts
of geophysics. I do not understand what is meant by "Earth material" it should be more
specifically named for e.g... Sedimentary, igneous, metamorphic rocks... etc. Also, the
term "geobodies" does it refer to geological structures, tectonics and lithology?
This wording can be read to include non-geoscientists under this definition. For example,
a water or soil scientist may be doing work that a) relates to the environment, b) aimed at
understanding natural resources and c) involves evaluating or applying chemistry or
biology. The definition of geoscience should be limited to geoscience (geology,
geophysics and derivatives thereof).
All the words on the second point need defining, changing or removal. Geobodies is not
geologic term, energy fields is a physics term (i.e. magnetic field). Water needs to be
included whether surface or subsurface. Subsurface storage etc.
Biologists and environmental scientists do not have to be members of APEGA to practice
and we as Geoscientists don't have to be members of a biologist or environmental
scientist regulatory body so the term "or the environment" and "or biology" must be
removed from the definition.. Furthermore the geological sciences cover disciplines such
as paleontology and the study of Dinosaurs so would this require everyone working at the
Terrell Museum to be a member of APEGA in order to serve public interest?
Geophysicists like me like to dabble in theoretical geophysics and speculate on the
internal workings of the Earth. Should my like-minded academic Geophysicist colleagues
who research these things be allowed to be called a Geophysicist without being a
member of APEGA and how would this not protect public interests? APEGGA
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overstepped its authority in 1980 when it legislated exclusive right to the names
Geophysicist and Geologist. Your list of "acquiring, investigating, analyzing, processing,
interpreting, evaluating, consulting, applying, modelling, assessing, managing, or
reporting related to any activity" does not even cover half the things that I do as a
geophysicist, but your list leaves out the only aspect that relates to serving public interest.
: The only aspect of Geosciences that impacts the public is the engineering aspect of both
Geophysics and Geology and this is not stated in the definition making it rather
meaningless.
How does this interact with the professional associations of chemistry and biology
In (i), I recommend that advising remain. In the second bullet I recommend that
"groundwater" is added after Earth materials. As well under principles: - hydrogeology is
added to the list - physics is removed since geophysics is there - chemistry become
geochemistry AND after chemistry....mathematics or biology is removed and replaced
with the below: "as well as other disciplines that apply the geoscience principles such as
mathematics and biology"
Grouping environmental engineering activities under the Engineering and Geosciences
Act seems to me inappropriate
not an area I'm familiar with enough to vote on
While well out of Alberta's current jurisdiction, the increasing focus on space exploration
may lead to lunar or other geological sampling by Alberta geoscientists that is excluded
from this definition
But i believe it is too general trying to encompass everything...
Unclear on: or reporting the professional application of the principles of geology,
geophysics, physics, chemistry, mathematics, or biology,
Yeah, they do this, BUT the definitions and roles must be fully and accurately described.
There is no provision for the practice of Geotechnical Engineering, which crosses the
boundaries between Engineering and Geoscience. Strictly interpreted, the proposed
changes could put Geotechnical Engineering professionals who are registered as
engineers and are qualified by education and experience to perform geotechnical
engineering, including interpretation of subsurface conditions and analyzing earth
materials, into a state of non-compliance. It is critical that this issue be resolved.
Professional application of biology is regulated by the Alberta provincial government
through the Professional and Occupational Associations Registration Act (POARA). Just
be careful of wording to avoid overlap.
I am refraining from providing an opinion since I am an engineer.
I do not like any effort that tries to narrow the scope of practice for either engineers or
geoscientists. The facts of life are that in the real world these practices have a way to
overlap and these kinds of definitions become problematic. I can give you many examples
of where "engineering" can overlap with "geoscience" and vice versa. It’s a mistake to try
to limit the practice of these professions in this fashion. I know of geoscientists for
example who are just as knowledgeable about the design of low noise electronic
amplifiers as any professional engineer, and vice versa I know of engineers that are very
knowledgeable about complex mathematical processing of geomatic and geophysical
data. The golden rule is not to stray beyond one's own competence.
I have concerns with potential overlap with the practice of geotechnical engineering and
the assessment of geohazard risks.
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It is not possible to stamp SEG-Y files, the universal means by which seismic data is
transferred. It is even less possible to stamp seismic data acquired in the field using a
variety of proprietary formats.
The only Prof Documents that require authentication are those sent to regulators and the
public. Prof Documents remaining inside a corporation need no authentication because
such practice would not benefit or protect the public and would severely hinder the
productivity and efficiency of Alberta companies and their professional employees. This
would have a severe and negative impact on the Alberta economy, prosperity and our
ability to compete with less regulated jurisdictions in other provinces and countries.
Only if dated. Most maps etc. are often a result of a combination of professional working
together and reflect this combined knowledge at this date a point in time. Other equally
qualified geoscientist may come up with similar or completely different interpretations each
of which honors the data available at that time.
"Professional documents" should only apply to documents submitted to regulators/public
domain.
I believe the document authentication requirement should only be applicable to documents
that will go into the public domain, not for internal professional documents
The only geoscience documents that should be authenticated are ones that affect the
public's safety or health. Internal documents such as oil pool maps and cross sections
should not have to be authenticated. This would add a significant amount of red-tape and
burden to internal processes.
Again, strongly disagree. Geological documents are not the same as engineering
documents. Geologists provide recommendations based on interpretations, which are
dynamic documents. How does one geoscientist with experience different from others
define a geological interpretation a professional document? Grey area
Geoscience documents should be comparable to Engineering documents.
Professional documents requiring authentication should be limited to documents that are
released into the public domain or submitted to the applicable regulator or government
body
If this means all working maps need to be stamped before a final product is agreed to, I do
not agree at all
stamp only those documents that will go into the public domain or to the regulator
I strongly disagree with this statement as all work done by myself as a geologist in training
would become professional documents. Many of which are internal documents which have
negligible impact to most of the public and do not require going to the public domain or
regulator.
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I would like the document stamping requirement to be applicable only to documents that
will go into the public domain or to the regulator.
This would entail a huge inefficient process for internally used documents - no benefit to the
public.
Not all the listed documents need to be authenticated. APEGA is not protecting the public
any better just creating a burden of bureaucracy
Just don't go overboard with unnecessary requirements for documents that are not
The majority of these geoscience documents will be for internal use only and classifying
these as professional documents does little or nothing to protect the public interest.
Up to the corporation, NOT APEGA
Document stamping requirement to be applicable only to documents that will go into the
public domain or to the regulator.
Having to authenticate every professional document is a huge leap from current practice
and should not be considered.
Document stamping requirement to be applicable only to documents that will go into the
public domain or to the regulator.
This definition is too broad and practically cumbersome and should be narrowed to cover
documents relied upon by external clients, the public and regulators.
I would like the document stamping requirement to be applicable only to documents that
will go into the public domain or to the regulator
Reads to me that all work would require to be stamped, including internal company work.
There is no benefit (safety or otherwise) to the public to require this. All external documents
(regulators, etc.) should be stamped.
This again gets back to whether or not the documents are to be executed upon or are for
information purposes only. The authentication of documents should only be necessary
when they constitute actually being acted upon whether engineering related or geoscience
related.
professional documents should be deemed to be those that are submitted to third parties(
I.e. Government Regulator) external to the Corporate entity
Terms are far too vague E.g. "reports", "specifications" Sets up potential of "Unforeseen
Consequences
Very onerous to authenticate every map, cross-section, etc. internally in a company. Would
be better to exempt internal documentation for companies.
Similar to items 1 and 2. Statement will create work without any benefit to public.
Requirement should to be applied to Final Documents which external parties will rely upon.
document stamping should only be required for documents going into the public domain or
to the regulator
Existing internal quality control protocols are sufficient. The scope is too broad
Professional documents that enter the public domain or are submitted to the regulator,
should be stamped.
In my opinion only "final" versions of the suggested document types should require
authentication - the versions that ultimately get published or used. If this is the intent of the
change, it is not clear.
For documents that end up in the public domain or the regulator.
Internal documents; or those shares with sophisticated investors/managers (ASC
guidelines) should be exempt; Apply to only public-released documents
Never were: •"...maps, geoscientific cross-sections, specifications, reports, or other
geoscientific work products in any form or medium, or reproductions of any of them…”
Internal business processes will be slowed too much if every map or cross-section etc.
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needs a stamp to ever be shared or printed for others to use.
too much red tape and documentation
I recommend document authentication be a requirement only for documents that will go into
the public domain or to the regulator.
I have an issue with the proposed definition of "professional document" (see previous
comments)
needs to read this applies to only documents that go into the public domain or submitted for
reserves or to a Regulator
Too onerous It doesn't apply to internal documents
The documents that need authentication should be only those that go to the public and the
regulator(s).
Exclude internal company documents.
We might be trying to get too prescriptive.
Definition of professional Document is too broad. Need to distinguish working vs final
(some things are never final), and internal vs external.
Professional documents are ones that are submitted to the public domain or to a regulator
This is too broad and not practical
Authentication of documents should be required only to documents that will go into the
public domain or regulator
I still have a concern about the requirements around authentication of all professional
documents.
Geoscience technical work is very interpretive. While the document may be completed for a
specific purpose and be relied on by others, the explanations of the interpretive aspects of
the document are essential. In addition, geoscience mapping is very iterative and evolving
art. Not every iteration/map/x-section should be considered a "professional document". This
change will make work flows EXTREMELY onerous and inefficient. STONGLY DISAGREE!
Geoscience work is interpretive, and subject to change over time. Requiring them to be
authenticated is unreasonable unless they are going into the public domain.
I think professionals should have some discretion in determining which documents should
be considered professional documents, as many maps and cross sections are presented
as supplementary materials to a discussion which is not necessarily captured by the map or
cross section in itself.
Similar to previous question: I would like the document stamping requirement to be
applicable only to documents that will go into the public domain or to the regulator.
Not necessary or relevant.
The document stamping requirement to be applicable only to documents that will go into
the public domain or to the regulator
Authentication should only be required for those documents intended for the public domain
or to satisfy regulatory requirements. Requiring authentication for internal use documents
does not enhance protection of the public interest.
Impractical
Too many work products will require authentication. The unnecessary paperwork burden
will hurt business and economic development. These documents should only become
"professional" when they are made available to the public or submitted to the regulator.
Need to authenticate should be reserved for public documents or regulatory applications.
Maps, cross-sections are built daily and for working purposes and it would not add value or
efficiency to need to authenticate these working documents
In the type of work I do (i.e. wellsite geology) the reports we prepare are generally for client
in-house purposes, and are normally created in lockstep review and input from the client.
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Additionally, probably the majority of wellsite geological consultants are not professional
APEGA geoscientists, and so the rules that would apply to me would not apply to them.
That creates an uneven and un-level playing field because the risks and costs that fall on
my shoulders would not be borne by non-APEGA individuals.
only documents that are moving into the public domain need to be
Geoscientific documents that need authentication should be limited to those presented to
regulating authorities. All other documents generated are for internal use and should not
require authentication as they do not affect the public interest
I feel that professional documents should only be those documents which are being
supplied to a government body or that will be maybe available to the public.
Clarity is needed on when to authenticate documents. Many documents used internally for
decision making are works in progress, and will continue to be so until the project is
complete
It should also read ..."for those documents going into the public domain or to the regulator".
This in no way should apply to internal documents. That would be a complete waste of time
if we had to do this, and in no way protect the public interest.
A document should only be considered professional and only require stamping when being
submitted in the public domain or to the regulator.
It will create an onerous work load for professionals.
authentication of professional documents ONLY for documents submitted to public domain
or a regulator
I would like to see the document stamping/authentication requirement be applicable only to
documents that will go into the public domain or to the regulator.
Professional documents should only be those that are leaving an organization into the
public domain or to the regulator
There must be a declared purpose which has a potential impact on the Public for the work
of a geoscientist to fall under the scope of the Act.
All documents prepared by an engineer need to be sealed - the same should apply to
geoscience documents
Too much legislation - every document I make as a geologist is not a professional
document, many are working documents and very dynamic as new information becomes
available (which can be quite frequently.)
I am uneasy about how this will affect current practice, if it imposes an unfair burden on
people preparing geoscience products. How would this apply to published geological maps
e.g. AGS geology maps - because that's a professional document, does the preparer need
to authenticate each and every printed copy? What does 'or any reproductions' achieve to
protect the public interest? I think you have gone too far.
A more general definition will serve APEGA better
Where will "professional documents" be defined?
How do you propose to impose management of such products in this digital world? High on
idealism but sadly lacking practicality.
Only professional documents going outside of a company need to be authenticated.
Not familiar enough with Geoscience
In constructing a geoscience document such as a map or cross-section, there are often
several versions created in the data analysis and interpretation phases. To designate all
versions of a geoscience document as a professional document can be inaccurate and
outright wrong. Only the final versions should be designated as Professional documents.
Consideration of what constitutes a professional document should follow what is global
standard practice and not require authentication of products that do not require
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authentication in the global market.
Disagree - NO need for defining geoscience documents under the act. The Client or
Operator can define it and make their requests. IT should not be a matter to be dealt with
by APEGA.
Agree, but need more clarity around which of these documents need to be authenticated
internally during drafting of plans. Agree with all final docs signed prior to project delivery,
however, a number of informal documents for communication purposes are regularly
generated, and would become extremely onerous to manage authentication of every
document generated.
This should only include internal, industry-related information. I assume this will not include
academic documents such as dissertations and peer-reviewed articles, and government
documents like reports.
Not all work products should require a stamp.
Too broad and entirely unnecessary for the vast majority of documents that would fall into
the definition of "professional documents".
I do not have an opinion on this proposed legislation.
Make it clear in act that these documents are tied to geological work. Challenge comes
when 'reports' and/or other mediums are done outside of 'work' for voluntary purposes, not
necessarily for direct geoscience work and these should not be included as professional
documents unless otherwise specified
Should only apply when these documents affect the public interest. For example, this would
mean never in my business
not my field
This is only relevant to documents sent externally, especially to Alberta government
departments
The definitions should state "the final interpretive products on which decisions will be
made". Through the geoscience process, there are many iterations of the products. It is
unnecessary to require stamps on these preliminary products which is implied by the
proposed definition.
The documents listed can be interpreted differently between two professionals...how do you
define who was right and who was wrong?
This definition is too broad, especially as applied to geoscience. Little benefit is likely, with
a huge bureaucratic penalty.
It is not practical for the responsible member to stamp or review all of these documents in a
large company. This is unrealistic and will place a responsible member with liability that is
not
Very broad definition of professional documents, many will need authentication by this
definition that currently do not
This needs to be investigated more - should not include concept maps when exploring new
analysis
Such 'documents' are rarely, if ever final products and almost always work abject to
revision with new data. APEGA has no business doing this as they do not understand how
our profession functions.
See previous comment on too broad a definition of professional documents. Point two here
then goes too far in specifics of what a professional document will include.
See my concerns about the scope of "professional documents" above. If possible, define
some bounds.
Authentication for cross-section - have you all gone mad!
I think it would be worthwhile to specifically mention reserve estimates.
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Leave this to the companies to decide what should be the requirements. This is too
restrictive
In the practice of petroleum geoscience this is a fairly unreasonable and onerous request.
Mapping is a fluid process involving frequent changes and tweaks almost on a daily basis
as new data comes available. This will add time and effort to a process that never really
knows a finished product....simply a product as best represented with available data to a
specific date. More importantly not every map will be for public consumption. Many
published technical articles are from authors that do not have APEGA accreditation. I do
not view these documents or their contained maps and cross sections to be invalid
because they are not stamped. Once again they are interpretations that add to technical
knowledge that any individual is welcome to ignore or accept based up their own technical
knowledge. Good ideas have been born out this way in the past and will continue to be
developed whether APEGA is embossed on the map or not.
I do not agree at all that ANY geoscience documents or work products require
authentication or stamping. As I stated earlier geoscientific maps, cross sections, reports,
etc. are 'snapshots' of interpretations of data at a certain time based on available data and
can change with new data. Stamping or authentication is not required! Once again to say
geoscience documents could pose a threat to the public or environmental safety is
ridiculous.
Expecting every cross section, and map to be stamped (Twice) in every company is not
even close to being realistic. This does not happen. ANYWHERE.
This needs to specify FINAL documents, not working documents. FINAL cross-sections,
maps, etc. that are used to make a FINAL decision, rather than working map, etc.
This will effectively require all documents to be authenticated, which is onerous and not
necessary in many instances.
I think there is a big difference between work being done in environment, which affects
public safety, and oil and gas. APEGA is going too far in trying to legislate geoscientists to
the nth degree!
Public safety is not served by requiring authentication of 'professional geoscience
documents'. It is the rare and eventual interpretation/use, by engineers, of geoscience
documents in situations that may affect public safety that is the issue
Authentication of these documents is "overkill". A professional member's signature should
be sufficient. Also, most geoscientists don't have stamps (myself included).
Seems like just editorial cleanup - wordsmithing - to me.
As with all the previous proposed legislation requiring that everything be authenticated,
stamped, etc. this is a horrendous waste of time and resources.
Which means a striplog, created by a wellsite 'geologist' would then need to be authorized
and stamped by a practicing member before being submitted to clients or the government...
which then in turn, means that you are forcing more folks to become members for face the
wrath of the tyrants?! Please...
Engineers should not be regulating geoscientists. The organisation should split for more
effective representation. The 2 groups should not have the same legislative requirements
as they are really very different in the risk to the public as well as the nature and application
of the work.
Only such documents that are going into the final report. Working documents should not be
subject to authentication
The final report is all that needs authentication. The individual maps, etc. are simply ways
to express thoughts. A seismic interpretation is meant to express an idea. It is not
necessarily correct. The final report will identify the ambiguities for subsequent
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consideration by the reader of the report.
Authenticated documents should be documents that go to external clients or that may
impact the general public. Documents used internally for business evaluation should not
require authentication. That is why professionals are employed in the first place.
The only documents that need to be authenticated are final reports to agencies dealing with
stock prices influenced by published reserves and submissions to the Government. Nothing
else needs to be authenticated because nothing else impacts public interest.
Not being a geoscientist I elect not to provide an opinion but I think the concept of clarifying
and tailoring the definition of "professional documents" to the discipline makes a great deal
of practical sense. I'd like to see the same attention applied to other engineering disciplines
like Computer Engineering and Software Engineering.
Make consistent with new wording for engineering side.
Again, a cross-section used in an investor presentation should not be treated as the same
as one in a drilling program... does there need to be additional definition or classification as
to when a cross section for example needs to be authenticated.
Professional documents should include only new work. The member is responsible to
validate reference material, but only the synthesized reports, new design, analysis, etc. by
the member can be authenticated
This will be impossible for many types of electronic files. APEGA should not make
requirements that are impossible to meet
More clarity is good. I strongly disagree with any effort to "partition" professional practice in
this fashion. We have seen this happen with land surveyors for example, with the end result
that the new profession will not look after "vertical" surveys that confirm compliance with a
subdivision design to ensure adequate drainage for example and where "legal subdivision
designs" do not deal with any aspect of the vertical elevation designs for such a
subdivision. There are other examples as well, but in the end, costs are increased, services
are delayed, and simple and effective solutions are barred through these artificial legal
constraints. All older engineers irrespective of the discipline, all went to survey school to
learn the fundamentals. It often turns out to matter later in one’s career even when it was
not expected to be a factor.
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Prospecting is in no way a threat to the public. It is not in the public interest for APEGA to
regulate prospectors
The requirement for "subsequent changes to the field parameters" seems to be impractical
given that it is unlikely a professional geoscientist or licensee will be available at any given
moment to provide such authorization that would likely involve investigation before making
a decision. What is meant by data reduction?
No Comments.
The term 'prospector' needs to be thoroughly defined before even writing this amendment.
By removing the prospector from this legislation, you are affecting a large portion of
scientists that practice under this title. Further details required.
Too much regulation will slow down many processes in the geoscience profession.
Prospecting requires interpretation of frequently imperfect and/or ambiguous data.
Mitigation of risk and uncertainty is never perfect and somewhat sensitive to the amount of
investment in data. The prospecting permit holder cannot avoid being wrong much of the
time. The marketplace will determine which prospectors are worthy of funding. I do not see
this as a matter of public safety
With regard to prospecting, it should be amended to "a person who, as a prospector, is
engaged in any prospecting activities that fall outside the definition of the practice of
geoscience”.
Changes to parameters are often done due to field conditions and do not need the approval
of a professional. It does not affect the public. What the geoscientist does with the
subsequent data is up to the professional and it is up to them to use the data appropriately
with whatever limitations may result. Any degradation of the data is between the client and
the contractor. Data management is an IT responsibility, not a geoscience responsibility--it
does not need the supervision of a professional geoscientist. Leave the exemption for
prospectors.
Many prospectors have no geoscience degree- why is this an issue; prospectors do not
purport to be professional geoscientists- I guess more attempt of APEGA run POLICE
STATE
Not sure why you would remove the exemption provided to prospecting
Prospecting is an area of high risk and sparse data making it an inherently interpretive task,
and not at all a quantitative or precise "science"
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Not necessary or relevant
Unnecessary and impractical
The reason for the exemption is obvious to anyone involved and familiar with the
The prospecting exemption should NOT be removed. Far too many discoveries have been
made by laypersons to agree to that idea. Criminal and civil provisions already exist to
guard against unethical individuals, so the added cost of membership and possible
insurance - not to mention the time and effort required to get those - will effectively kill
prospecting in Alberta. Too many darned regulations.
Changing field parameters in geophysical prospecting hardly impact the public's interest.
It's up to individual companies procedures to establish and communicate proper field
parameters to their respective consultants or contractors.
Data reduction and plotting isn’t really reporting or doing anything new that could harm the
public interest. I can understand changing it for prospectors, but not for techs
Are you trying to say prospectors can no longer prospect?
I do not agree with the removal of the exemption for prospecting. The exemption could be
described in a manner to protect the public.
You don't need to be a professional engineer or geoscientist to be a prospector.
The word "geoscience" needs to be more rigorously defined so that there are clear
boundaries between geoscience and other earth activities like agrology and certain
prospecting activities.
Prospecting by definition should stay in. Prospecting is an art;
Not clear what this is about.
There is no need to regulate prospecting more than it is now. Shouldn't be regulated by
APEGA
There should be similar clarity in the Engineering realm as well.
Classic sledgehammer to crack nut. You employ people to do a job; not the job of the
supervisor to be checking everything and guaranteed to alienate most employees to be
treated so
Not familiar enough with Geoscience.
Do not remove the exemption for prospecting.
The exemption relating to prospecting should remain
LEAVE IN the exemption related to Prospecting - ANYONE has the right to prospect.
APEGA should stay out of it. With regards to “include routine data management " - ARE
YOU FOR REAL. Why is this included in any APEGA rules? SO a junior Geologist with no
Professional docs can NOT ask a tech for help on a project. This NEEDS to be removed
without reference to the original legislation wording, and what is the exemption related to
prospecting (it could be ANYTHING), I cannot agree or disagree
I'm afraid I don't know the geoscience side of the Act well enough to understand why the
changes are necessary
Application of the second point could have unintended cost consequences when filed
conditions necessitate a change and a professional is not available in a timely manner.
Prospecting is a legitimate occupation that can be successfully accomplished with limited
academic training and should not be restricted to professionals.
a professional geoscientist should not have to be an APEGA member
Exemptions are good. There should be more, not fewer, if you expect geoscientists to be
on side.
I struggle with this. If a prospector is looking for gold for his or her own personal activities
and is not providing any information back to the general public why should they have to
comply with the Engineering and Geoscience Professions Act? I believe that our legislation
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is in place for public safety and we are now looking to try and expand our area of influence
Disagree with removing exemption relating to prospecting. People who discover significant
resource deposits should not be forced to bring in a geoscientist at that stage of the project:
gives too much potential value away.
Unless there has been issues affecting the public I can see no reason to make these
amendments
The regulations shall explicitly state what prospecting activities are considered to be
geoscientific activities and the list of such activities shall be reviewed and updated
biannually.
I fail to see the need for removing these exemptions
what about amateur prospectors
I do not understand what you are trying to do here
Rather than remove the prospecting exemption, add a definition of prospecting that is
coherent with the original meaning of the term. The other items are ok
Disagree with removal of the exemption relating to prospecting
Once again, I have had many non APEGA mentor and associates that have provided
excellent mentor-ship to me along my career journey.
Prospectors should remain exempt!!
The details of "Prospecting" needs to be clarified/defined.
Keep the exemption related to prospecting; do not impose the requirement of a P.Geol. to
those preparing surveys or managing data
Prospecting is a very vague term that can be misused
Some 'routine geoscientific surveys' do not need this overly onerous requirement. Such
'routines' do not affect public safety.
Do not believe prospecting needs to be amended.
Data management, reduction, plotting are often outsourced. field parameters can be
changed only under direct supervision of geoscientist of duly noted under changes from
original proposals
Like several of the changes there are more than one change embodied within this question.
I disagree strongly with the removal of an exemption for prospecting. This is an historic and
important role that is filled quite often and quite successfully by people who do not and
could not qualify for APEGA certification. This apparently minor change basically
disqualifies an entire class of prospectors for ever doing any prospecting again Once again,
as in the past, APEGA aims to overstep the bounds of its role and sphere of influence.
Prospecting and data management (or any other type of work) should be exempt as long
as the act doesn't put public or environmental safety at risk.
This proposed legislation would require many or most prospectors to become members of
APEGA, a pointless and onerous task; as well as being costly, especially with the current
economic conditions. It would certainly require any prospectors with a geoscience degree
to register with APEGA, a totally unnecessary, inconvenient, and restrictive burden.
Prospecting has worked just fine over the past decades, and there is no evidence that the
public interest is in any jeopardy from the current regulations.
Make the water more murky then clarifying it... good job... that means you can take anyone
to court who even writes the word rock!
More APEGA power appropriation!
For require a prospector or a person in a similar position doing routine applications to get a
professional member to stamp the work is not necessary.
Prospecting can be a geoscientific activity but prospectors may not be geoscientists. They
can be termed explorationists as well. They bring useful information to the public for future
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consideration of investment and do so behind the scenes. We usually consider the term
prospectors to apply to hard-rock activities. In the oil industry we usually refer to
explorationists. Should we remove the term explorationists as well? The changing of field
parameters is often an on-site activity. Suppose one changes the well logging procedures
because of drilling changes, or the type of mud weight being used. There has to be leeway
on decision making. What is meant by "routine data reduction"? Is that interpretation? This
generally a geotechnician or a junior geologist if the company is large enough to such staff
I disagree with introducing of the exemptions related to both "a person conducting
geoscientific surveys as well as the one working on data processing, plotting and data
management, although under supervision of professional geoscientists. In my opinion, that
is based on my experience, even so called "routine surveys" (collecting data or data
processing) should not be performed by individuals without related knowledge. l do not
believe that people who are just trained to perform field work or data management are able
to perform without a risk of compromising the results of the geoscientific project.
I would like clarity around the wording "supervision and control" with respect to data
management.
the word "routine" needs better defining
It is the responsibility of the Government to issue prospecting permits and people do not
have to be technically qualified to obtain permits, so it is outside the purview of APEGA to
decide who can prospect and who is not eligible!
Recommend that there is a definition for any and data management
not in my
Similar comment as provided for "Professional Documents" under geoscience *11
Prospectors shouldn't need a degree in Geoscience to prospect
Similar to item 10, this also needs to account for the practice of Geotechnical Engineering
and allow for "routine data management" to occur under the supervision of a professional
geotechnical engineer.
Define routine?
Prospectors who want to risk their own investment without endangering the public should
be able to do so without requiring them to be professional geoscientists
I am of the view that the historic "common law" principles be respected in such areas as
prospecting, and in relation of the rights of people to have their home treated as their
castle. I feel strongly that we are all better served with the wider freedom, then with an
effort to incorporate these ancient rights into more formal professional practice definitions.
Furthermore I object to restrictions on geoscientists being restricted in the practice of
engineering (narrowly defined), since a wealth of experience may very well result in
superior equipment designs. Or often there can be very productive collaboration between
these two areas. It’s a fundamental mistake to artificially limit activities in this fashion, and
it’s a fundamental mistake to allow areas of engineering to be peeled off into separate
professions, such as took place with the land surveyors for example
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Provided that habeas corpus still applies.
No Comments.
I agree with the ability and authority to conduct reviews, I am concerned that this review
does not become onerous on the either party. I believe this type of review only be
conducted when concerns have arisen with respect to the company being investigated. I do
not think this review is a good way of spending members’ dues when it is not necessary
and to that end I do not support an increase in dues to finance these reviews.
Provided that APEGA ceases to give P.Eng status and Permits to Practice to offshore
entities. If not, how does APEGA intend to perform practise reviews on such entities?
Some practices are proprietary for competitive advantage.....why should they be disclosed?
Need to define what, if any, triggers must occur to initiate a practise review. Could they be
randomly selected or result from a complaint? The authority grants a very intrusive access
so a prior cause or situation should be required
The discipline approach to a complaint is enough. This sounds like a big stick to conduct
audits and could be used to harass members. And since all my work is electronic and
contained on network computers, it could be quite onerous to comply with the demands.
Access to documents should not be granted unless there are already grounds to think that
there is a problem, in order to better protect proprietary information/IP of clients and
companies
They have that authority now, so not sure why it needs to be explicit
Issues that affect the public interest, which is the mandate of APEGA, do not include this
area. The public interest is covered by health & safety legislation
Not necessary or relevant.
I think there have to be strong boundaries, I don't think they should be able to examine my
work unless my practice is in question by virtue of a complaint against me. I also don't think
they should be able to enter my work unless my employer agrees and they certainly should
not be able to enter my personal dwelling without my permission.
Require more information on what level of authority would be granted to Practice
Reviewers. No detail has been provided, other than to note "similar" to other professions.
What’s the purpose feels like a power trip and an invasion of privacy.
Practice reviews in geophysics are almost exclusively in the employers best interests and
hardly affect the public.
I think this is going too far.
There needs to be clarity on when, how and under what circumstances a review would be
conducted.
This would depend on what type of review was being undertaken - the definition right now
seems very broad. No way could you ask a geophysicist the same questions as a
geologist, nor should they be expected to have the same knowledgebase.
Do what applies to your own membership. Do not create the same rules for accountants as
geologists!!
Without knowing the wordings it is not possible to know whether I would agree.
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legislation needs to tackle third party design reviews and make them mandatory like in
other
There is a power of magnitude of difference between a P.Eng. and someone with an ASET
designation. One is professional the other is unprofessional. This is a no brainer for those
with a mind
How will confidential material taken by the practice reviewers remain confidential if the
matter is taken to appeal?
Seems very invasive. I would agree as long as there is just cause. Not just as a random
inspection.
Is this broken? I get the desire for APEGA to improve compliance - why embed that in the
legislation
This is very invasive. The case has not been made for granting this kind of power to
APEGA investigators. If a particular is very serious regarding public safety or the public
interest, call the police.
I don't think it is appropriate for APEGA to conduct these types of reviews. These types of
issues will arise during any discipline hearings and investigative processes so this really is
quite intrusive and unnecessary in my opinion.
Big brother - stay out of our businesses.
I don't like the nature of this police
APEGA should be the same authority in conducting practice reviews as with the ASET and
Accountants.
Difficult to judge but sounds somewhat akin to the Spanish Inquisition.
This is not appropriate. APEGA is quite removed from the actual practice of engineering, so
any test of competence would be pointless. There are already enough checks and
balances.
Why Not APEGA has its own
APEGA isn't the police. They should have no right for entry. If there's criminal activity then
the police can conduct these searches under their mandate. However police involvement is
discipline type events. Mandated entry is certainly not appropriate for practice reviews
Include the links, 2. More meaningfully: insert the basic tenets of the referenced Acts or
their salient points (as highlighted for being 'different' from APEGA's practices) to help
illustrate the change proposed. This doesn't feel transparent to the membership.
Bureaucratic and expensive.
What equipment will APEGA be checking? We are not technicians or technologists. Unless
we work in a lab (most of us do not) what will APEGA be checking? Our computers? Our
chairs? Our pens? This is a scary recommendation and has the potential to be a prelude to
a "witch hunt"
How are the practice reviewers established and chosen?
Does not address engineering that has nothing to do with public interest
The legislation must be spelled out within the Act rather than reference practices of other
authorities.
How these reviews are triggered and conducted needs to be defined in order to avoid unfair
member treatment and abuse.
I would like a clarification on the "practice review" methods
Practice reviews do not provide proof of a member’s ability to do the work. They only
provide the ability of the member to know and follow the act. In all of the work we do no one
person does it exactly the same therefore I recommend practice reviews be not considered.
I'd suggest requiring other systems including a requirement for all engineering reports to
peer reviewed. Even for one person operation peer review can be implemented through
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partnering with a similar skilled individual. In doing so we will raise the standard of
engineering in the Province by hopefully eliminating redundancies, duplicate language,
typos etc. in engineering reports.
Depends on the justification for the review
Industry does and can manage this on its own
In theory this could be a good idea, but a complaint would have to be issued beforehand.
There is no reason to be going around auditing Engineering and Geoscience Firms. We are
professionals who are highly trained. It is frankly insulting to even speculate that teams of
reviewers would be going around checking up on our practices. It is worthwhile having such
a power enshrined in legislation, but the wording is incomplete.
Sounds like an unnecessary expense.
I need more information as to the criteria that the practice reviewers will use to choose a
candidate to assess. Will this be an audit...random selection?
The ASET terms give too much authority for entry to reviewers. Checks and balances are
necessary. In order to enter a premises there should be a court order. The CPA terms are
generally more acceptable.
Access to the Professional Members is important; however great care must be taken in
legislation that allows removal of records or review of confidential records. It is in the
interest of the public that intellectual property rights (which in present theory spur
innovation) be dealt with, with care and that other records not get "forced underground" by
the threat of review - members should be able to maintain good records for an appropriate
amount of time without corporate interference which could result from some versions of
such legislation.
Professional Practice Reviews should be in the domain of the Responsible Member. Often
the practice will generate very confidential information. Our corporation will push back
against having outsiders coming in to review proprietary information. Is there to be a
professional standards exam every five years as the next step? Once our Members in
Good Standing have met their professional qualification standards and continue to meet
their ongoing CPD requirements, this is unnecessary and will result in higher dues.
Applicable to engineering but not geosciences.
I would need to review the "Review Process" but in concept this would seem acceptable
The practice of engineering being varied such blanket authority to personnel rather than a
committee will be detrimental.
This recommendation needs to be better explained - what do the practice reviews entail
and prior to needing to conduct such reviews, members should be made aware of the
conditions under which practice reviews will be deemed necessary
can you say "association fee increases"
Keep it simple
I have not reviewed the other Acts, but granting that authority through legislation must
come with strict guidelines so as not to 'abuse' that power.
There is a strong requirement to educate professionals on what the "current standards" are.
Is there a mandate/ obligations on the 'practice reviewers' in EGP Act
not sure what kind of authority is contained in the ASET or CPA acts
Practice reviews should be conducted 'in house' by the practicing organization. APEGA
practice reviewers shall only conduct reviews when investigating a written complaint from a
member of the public.
More information needed on what the expanded authority would allow
I support this, but only to the extent that practice review visits are done without incurring
extra resourcing burdens on APEGA members. I do not want to see an increase in fees
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because APEGA suddenly realizes it does not have the resources and need more funding
to hire the practice reviewers
The provision is open to abuse. What is the evidence that this is needed, has merit and is
not intended to put a chill on practices with a sole practitioner?
APEGA needs to provide A LOT more explanation on something as big and important like
this than just a simple comment that, "yah...it will be kind of like what is done for these other
groups." Please, I was not "born yesterday." Please "try again" on this one (absolutely "not
impressed" at ALL!!). ALL of the APEGA membership needs A LOT more detailed reasons
as to why APEGA leadership believe this is a super-fantastic idea prior to it even getting to
this step/stage. For example, what is currently "broken" within the current way things are
being done that would start the necessity of going this route? To me, I see many "pathways
towards abuse" regarding something like this and so I would need a lot more information
before even thinking of agreeing to something like this. Yes, I do understand the main
intent and yes, on the surface, it would seem to be "good." But I am not yet "sold." Again,
more detailed information is needed, even in these brief summaries to membership in these
surveys, on something like this.
Another kangaroo court.
I think APEGA should have this power, but not in its current form. Council members are
only elected for a year and hence APEGA is really run by nameless, faceless bureaucrats
whom I do not trust.
Too much bureaucracy and not enough information provided to members on the implication
of this change to members - AAPEGA members should be given more information on the
implication of this change before the recommendation is presented.
Are we expanding the scope to make work and cause for expense
I was not aware that the system was broken
PPMP is best place to start
Leave the legislation as it is. I disagree with this proposed amendment!
This a vaguely worded question as many of us have no familiarity with these Acts and
Regulations.
Whys is this necessary? It will be expensive and onerous on members.
This is too broad in scope. APEGA should properly define the field marks by which practice
reviews are conducted and the limitations.
There are so many 'specialty' practices in geosciences that a professional practitioner in his
/her specialty may not need to have broad, 'standards'.
Accounting rules, standards and regulations change regularly; not so in Geoscience; very
poor and inappropriate comparison.
Likely appropriate only for Permit Holders and their Professional Members.
This sounds like a practice review police and is counterproductive. Practice Review should
only be conducted if there is a complaint.
Ability to audit the practices of members is an important step in self-regulation
All this regulatory expansion is just going to put Alberta's engineers and geologists at a
competitive disadvantage to the US where we can earn more money and have less
regulation on the oil industry.
Not needed. The industry does a good job of weeding out incompetent members and the
AER takes care of the regulatory side of things. We don't need another body imposing
more checks and regulations.
Why?
No, practice reviews must not have the authority to conduct practice reviews at will
What are practice reviews? This needs a better definition for geoscience
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we are not accountants and APEGA has far too much power already
APEGA has always had this authority - why is this mandate required?
What do you mean by "established standards"? There is no such thing in geoscientific
projects. That is what makes geoscientific exploration and development work. The
professional needs to be thinking outside the box if they intend to be successful. What do
you mean by "practice reviews"? Who is going to do it? Will the reviewer have the
background equivalent to the individual being reviewed? Not all professionals are equal.
Also many contracts would not allow the confidentiality of the report to be breeched by
having a practice reviewer access. There is too much confidentiality to allow such
potentially financially great decisions to be exposed.
Chartered accountants must follow stringent rules; the success of my 46 year career as an
exploration Geophysicist depended on me breaking with standard practice. APEGA does
have a Code of Professional Practice and a Code of Professional Ethics which more than
cover what is required of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists, so it is not necessary
to conduct any practice reviews (witch hunts) unless warranted by a complaint
I think it is wrong to reference other Acts within the Engineering Act. If they were to change
in such a way that is not consistent with our mandate that would be a potential issue. If
there are specific clauses that are applicable we should just replicate them in the APEGA
Act. [This seems a very lazy and deferential clause]. What is to stop them from referring to
the APEGA ACT creating a cycle of recursion where nothing is defined?
Method of implementation and execution is important to agreement.
Agree, the public's safety should be as important as the financial statements that a CA is
responsible for
But why do we have to copy others
If a complaint is made against a member/company then that is the time to do a practice
review. Don't increase costs by adding 'appropriate authority' everywhere!
Uncertain of the wording of the ASET/Accounting document.
If this is implemented, it should contain reasonable restrictions like those in the ASET
regulation, and must not be overly broad like the previous APEGA proposals to allow
investigators to go anywhere at any time without any restriction or requirement for consent
or a warrant. Even the police need a warrant before searching a premises without consent;
it is not reasonable for APEGA to have greater intrusive powers than the police.
I do have a concern with regard to the reviewers gaining access to intellectual property (IP)
that is either protected as a trade secret or in the initial phase of a patent application in the
course of conducting the review. It seems as though the Member under practice review
would not have the option of refusing to provide access to these types of IP. While there's
no doubt that an unscrupulous practice reviewer could be sanctioned under the Act for
stealing IP, it would be "too little, too late" for the harmed party. I'm afraid that this IP issue
was not fully considered.
As a member of the public I would consider the proposed amendment as not having any
meaningful impact on protecting public interest
There is a very significant difference between APEGA whose members have an "unlimited
scope of practice" and ASET whose members have a "limited scope of practice". Efforts to
create codifications" will inevitably lead to significant restraints in new designs, and it will
increase artificial limitations which in turn lead of increased costs, delays, and sharply
increased litigation where previously none existed. I do appreciate the effort to improve the
"quality" of engineering services, but that is likely better achieved through stronger entrance
requirements then with ongoing efforts at "professional development" and these sorts of
monitoring activities. The facts of life are that once you learn Maxwell's Equations, or the
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Laws of Thermodynamics, that it lasts a lifetime, there is nothing to "upgrade". On the other
hand more meaningful technical annual conventions with a certain mandatory aspect (such
as attending at least one out of every five years) in my view has more merit, particularly if
there are numerous technical sessions. It would be a superior answer to the current bean
counting aspects of the "professional development points" system.
Practice Reviewers must either be volunteer members, or work with the oversight and
control of volunteer members.
To what extent will review be conducted for foreign companies doing work, as investigators
are not able to attend their offices easily, and language and legal barriers may exist? How
is public safety ensured? If we tighten our standards and make work here more expensive,
there is a market driver to offshore the work. Enforcement must be evenly applied

14. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following proposed
recommendation? It is recommended that the legislation be amended as follows:
the term consent order will replace the current recommended order terminology
the term consent order more accurately reflects that it is a negotiated agreement
between the investigative panel and the Member or Permit Holder under
investigation that has admitted to unskilled practice or unprofessional conduct
a consent order will be approved by a discipline panel, rather than the Registrar,
as previously recommended negotiated agreements may involve disciplinary
sanctions and should be approved by the appropriate disciplinary arm that has
the authority to impose sanctions the criteria for approving consent orders will be
set by the Discipline Committee, in policy, to ensure consistency.
•
•
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OK, but does APEGA really need to be so aggressive?
No Comments.
Again, geoscientists are not engineers. What is the definition of 'unskilled practice' in terms
of geoscientists? We work through interpretations of a grey science. There is not a right
answer to our interpretations. This is worrisome to me.
The lead in information in this question is extremely unclear, even having just read the
briefing note I'm not sure what it means
Not necessary or relevant.
As long as the Discipline Committee or panel is made up of APEGA members, and does
not include members of the public. Certainly, recognized and authorized members of the
public may review the Discipline Committee's or panel's decisions and make
recommendations, but they should not be empaneled therein
This procedure can unfortunately turn honest people into lairs. To plead bargain out of a
situation where one is actually completely innocent is too easy to do. A true professional
should be able to defend himself properly. Similarly, the investigative judges should be
reprimanded if the discipline judges find the defendant not guilty.
Just be careful that Haste does not bring on unnecessary subsequent issues for both
APEGA and the member(s) subject to this provision - unexpected consequences with
collateral damage that APEGA is potentially liable for.
All extension of registrar powers need to be removed from the proposal. Discipline should
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be organized by professional engineers, not administrators.
the criteria for approving consent orders should be set by Council rather than the Discipline
Committee, in policy, to ensure consistency
Use this power very carefully if you use it at all.
Alternate term seems unnecessary.
I would think that the panel still needs to have the Registrar agree with the recommendation
I agree with this it is important to ensure APEGA' has the ability to quickly and efficiently
impose appropriate sanctions on Members and Permit Holders that have admitted to
unskilled practice or unprofessional conduct. "If you do the crime, you must do the time"
Comment Only: Hopefully what is being proposed does not remove opportunities for
members to seek redress if they feel something has been unfair during the process.
I think there are advantages to having a skilled and experienced Registrar having a role in
the Consent Order process
How is it in any way a negotiation? It's essentially trial by jury instead of by judge which is
an improvement. However, the entire recommendation (current and previously proposed in
2015) should be scrapped.
What are "unskilled" practices? Unskilled according to whom. Most structural geologists
and geophysicists lack the knowledge to address sedimentology which may be the basis of
the play
There are no grey areas. Either someone is operating within APEGA's Code of
Professional Practice and Code of Ethics or not. In accepting anyone as a member of
APEGA there is the requirement that the professional skill level has been met so there
should be no issue of unskilled practice. Unprofessional conduct on the other hand is a
critical issue that must be addressed. The problem is that it is unprofessional conduct to
defame another APEGA member by calling accredited scientists like me a "climate change
denier because this equates me to a Holocaust denier. Should APEGA sanction all
members using this defamatory term??!! In the end none of this does anything to protect
public interest which is supposedly the whole purpose of the exercise!
The registrar is an appropriate approval body for the consent order.
All Consent Orders should be published with names except where protection of a
complainant may be appropriate. See the way APEGBC does it.
Thanks for listening to previous feedback.
I don't agree with changing the terminology.
I disagree with the notion that any such findings should filter into other litigation activity,
particularly when members might be compelled to carry E&O insurance, which then has the
practical result of removing the management of their defence from members themselves
and placing it with lawyers acting for the insurer. If the government wishes more of this
compartment thinking, then it should say so, it should simply remove the current nature of
"unlimited scope of practice" that exists, and simply take over the administration of the
engineering world as they have with the safety codes act and the introduction of building
codes, "safety codes officers", and "STANDATA" "Interpretations". However the current
tension is unreasonable, and basically sets up members as "litigation bait" since we are
deemed to have "unlimited scope of practice", which attracts all manner of potential claims
of liability. This in turn will lead to engineers becoming de-facto legal assistants and code
compliance actors, and NOT as is currently the case, which is designers and applies of
modern science. But the governments cannot have it both ways.
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15. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following proposed
recommendation? It is recommended that the legislation be amended to remove
the establishment of the Enforcement Review Committee from the General
Regulation.
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Is this really necessary?
No Comments.
Works the way it is.
How will it be replaced with a Terms of Reference?
Unclear as to how removing the committee from the General Regulation and placing it
under Council approved Terms improves protection of the public.
What’s the context?
More information required
A little less regulatory oversight is nice.
The reason for this change is?
Anything to streamline the processes at APEGA would be of benefit
Council membership terms are not long enough to maintain consistency in this issue.
Not sure I agree that it is "not necessary that an Enforcement Review Committee be
established by regulation". Terms of Reference does not indicate anything about
enforcement.
Depends on the scope of the violation. Small yes, large, no
I do not see how this will improve APEGA's ability to address title violations.
Who then will enforce the rulings? Will another group take responsibility for this work?
I don't understand what the problem is with the existing system. How will this streamline
and simplify?
A review committee made up of members of APEGA that volunteer would likely create a
level of fairness in the reviews
I would think a committee charged with enforcement review would have an experience
basis better serving enforcement than council,
Does not address engineering that has nothing to do with public interest
And replaced by what?
This is in my opinion the paramount task of APEGA, after ensuring responsible practice of
its members. Unsanctioned practice undermines our Professional Designations, the
Public's Trust and most importantly the Public's Safety. Any relaxation of the APEGA's duty
to halt such practices is wrong minded.
ability to form a committee is required explicitly I believe
You need to have a defined process rather than have it made up each time
This should be a regulation as otherwise the authority is diluted
Things are working the way they are.
The legal structures are outside of my area of expertise by experience or education.
Feels like you are looking to grant yourselves enforcement authority without checks &
balances. Find a way to make your enforcement review committees more streamlined &
effective rather than eliminating their requirement.
Do not agree with replacing enforcement review committee with Council approved terms of
reference. Must be separation between Council and enforcement.
It is not clear that this change has positive impacts such as less time by APEGA spent in
court, and whether it saves money. If you say those are likely to be benefits, I would
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change my opinion
On the surface, I am "OK" with the general intent of what is being proposed. That all said, I
am also not entirely sure how members can entirely agree to this before knowing more
about this "Terms of Reference" being noted. I need to know more about this "Terms of
Reference" reference before I could really agree to everything being proposed. Again,
otherwise, what is being noted would seem to "make sense."
I do not understand this recommendation.
The one company I called out on unauthorized practice still won't talk to me or do business
with anyone with my last name. They also were trying to convince other engineering
companies to sign on as their responsible member so they could advertise that they do
engineering, but not actually employee engineers
Enforcement Review is an important transparency aspect needed for maintaining public
confidence. It should continue to be prominent
APEGA members need more information from APEGA on implications for this change
before this regulation is presented
Subject individuals may be having such conduct or influences as a result of interference by
preferred appointees of employer or companies
I am completely against Geoscientists being forced to join APEGA or any other
"Professional" Associations as these associations are essentially "unions" that collect
unreasonable membership fees and don't provide much in return. Geoscientists do NOT
incur the huge potential liabilities to public and environmental health and safety that
engineers do and, therefore, should not be held to the same regulations, insurance and
document authentication. It seems to me that forcing geoscientists to belong to APEGA is
essentially a cash-grab as we truly do not gain much from belonging to this Association.
Except now APEGA is threatening our jobs by potentially fining companies who hire
geoscientists who are not members. I find this forced membership to be nothing short of
extortion
This adds unneeded confusion to the Act.
Needs to be part of the APEGA charter, passed by legislature, and have quasi-judicial
powers.
It is not clear how having a regulation that requires an Enforcement Review Committee to
be struck in any way impedes APEGA in effectively addressing unauthorized practice.
What is the true intent here
This is a red herring in terms of M&A activities when foreign buyers and experts
(unlicensed by APEGA) should be visiting a data room.
That makes no sense! The Enforcement Review Committee sounds more draconian and
thus scary! And obviously you want us scared....
Absolutely opposed to this organization evolving into a medieval guild
"To better protect the public.” Again I ask "From what?" Can you elaborate on what issues
geoscientists, and which geoscientists, put the public at risk. I sense an attempt by the
government to create legislation for activities they do not understand but perceive to be of
concern. APEGA needs to be educating the government rather than bending to political will
and lack of knowledge.
The establishment of the Committee by regulation seems to give it a higher standing in my
mind.
I suspect this is related to following other Acts...a lazy practice we should not defer.
What are you replacing the Enforcement Review Committee with? Who is to monitor and
confirm compliance to APEGA requirements for companies doing engineering design work
outside of Alberta?
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At what point does a tinkerer or inventor working in their garage, for example, become an
"unauthorized practice"? I feel very strongly that we should not be stifling creativity on the
part of individuals, so long as they are showing that they have good knowledge of the work
that they are undertaking. Thomas Edison didn't have an engineering degree.
Provided that this makes enforcement more frequent and efficient.
It is important that the removal of this item from the General Regulation not also reduce the
resources available for, or priority given to this activity.
So long as Terms of reference are in place and are appropriate.
This is probably the most important actual function carried out by APEGA, since unskilled
practice is more often than not done by non-members. However, in my opinion, this body
needs to be strengthened, not weakened or eliminated or subject to the direction of
Council, their role is more fundamental. Indeed it should be expanded into investigating
unskilled practice within the government itself, as the need arises. Certainly an example of
"unskilled practice" would have be that body responsible for creating unsafe building and
safety codes.
The lack of direct member oversight concerns me. The work should be done by staff, but
the decision to put matters before the court might require active oversight rather than terms
of reference.

16. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following proposed
recommendation? It is recommended that the legislation be amended to
consolidate the sections describing the authority of investigators in conducting
investigations explicitly enable APEGA to apply to the court, on reasonable
grounds, for an order authorizing investigators, accompanied by police as
necessary, to enter and search buildings, dwellings, or places for documents,
media, or other records as part of an investigation require APEGA’s statutory
entities to report suspected criminal activity if found in the course of an
investigation or review. Statutory entities would advise the Registrar, who would
inform the Minister of Justice and Solicitor General or police of the concern.
Statutory entities would not be required to complete their investigation before
reporting an activity, if it were in the public interest to do so.
•
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It is hard to envisage the circumstances that would justify such actions.
No Comments.
Sure would have been better if you would have shown the existing with what the proposed
change is
There needs to be some oversight by an independent body to ensure that these
investigations don't result in a witch hunt or some sort of vindictive behavior. Also, there
might be confidential designs/trade secrets etc. that could become available to a competitor
who happened to be an investigator. How do you select the investigators to prevent them
from using that power to gain some sort of business advantage?
How does APEGA intend to handle these matters for off-shore entities?
These recommendations are completely separate and should not have been lumped
together. Bullet 2: APEGA is not the police and should have no authority enabling entering
and searching. Bullet 3: There is already a requirement for anyone to report suspicious or
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criminal activity.
Reasonable grounds are two important words
APEGA wants a POLICE STATE!; APEGA must go through normal legal channels to get
what it wants- it has the ability to tarnish/destroy professional peoples entire careers- is that
not enough!
Not necessary or relevant. The current act works well as is. The Police and RCMP already
have existing jurisdiction to pursue and investigate crimes anywhere
This type of investigative work should only be handled by the police. No authority in this
regard should be given to APEGA investigators
Require definition of "reasonable grounds" in order to agree.
More info and clarification required
In theory, great. In practice, frankly terrifying. "On reasonable grounds" within the context of
an APEGA member's activities means that the court would likely accede to the purported
context knowledge of the APEGA applicant, and so allow APEGA to enter and confiscate
documents as they see fit. Thus due process is not served for the "complainant, appellant,
applicant, Member" being investigated. Only in the event that the presumed offense is
"detrimental to, and a danger to the public" does this idea have any merit. Civil litigation
between the aggrieved party and the "complainant, appellant, applicant, Member" is a
better use of the court's time and jurisdiction.
Because of the nature of geophysical work, easily misunderstood by the engineering
profession, unskilled practice is easily weeded out by the job market without directly
threatening the public at large.
This seems like a lot of power for the APEGA committee - is that really the function?
Someone with a vendetta could abuse this as a means to see a member’s personal
information.
I am concerned about allowing parties other than the crown the ability to search private
property and take documents or other records.
If further investigation needs to be done it should be handled through the current judicial
process
Wow. What do you think is going on? Do you have evidence of such malfeasance that
would require measures of this magnitude?
I am not sure that the ability to search is required as if the court is involved the appropriate
measures could take place to search as required
This is unprofessional and suitable for criminal activity only.
If required files are not handed over voluntarily I believe it would be better to have such
documents seized by police assisted by an APEGA adviser. This would create a record of
seized files by the judicial system to prevent possible allegations of suppressed evidence.
Food for thought: How much do the "shareholder's interest" figure into the "public interest'
component?
There is over riding confidentiality of a business to their clients. If it's criminal, it's up to the
appropriate authorities to investigate. Entering a premise and executing searches is too far
of a reach for a professional regulatory organization
The wording "explicitly enable APEGA" implies that APEGA can already apply to the court
etc. already, so not sure why making this explicit is necessary. The objective of, "require
APEGA’s statutory entities to report suspected criminal activity" seems redundant as I
would expect that any member of an APEGA statutory entity would report suspected
criminal behavior in spite of this amendment.
I am strongly in favor of requiring reporting of suspected criminal activity but DO NOT
AGREE with having APEGA act as policemen
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One concern I have is how far these pseudo investigators will think they can go or are
allowed to go into the exercise of these so called "duties" they have been assigned by
APEGA under these provisions
Yikes!!
Criminal activities should be reported even with existing legislation
Members do not want extra-judicial powers for APEGA administrators. Please listen.
Will APEGA turn into a Police force or PI (Private Investigator)? Isn't this a legal action that
the lawyers do? In times when we have many cases like this, then APEGA should find the
root cause and addressed it.
This paints a picture of a rather Orwellian world.
This is really scary. Do not implement this. I will be writing to my MLA recommending that
they do not accept any of your recommendations.
Mandated entry is a police function and should never be granted to APEGA
STRONGLY Disagree with any heavy handed methods that involves police searching
businesses for professional practices. That is why we belong to a professional group. - If it
is posted publically that a business or profession is being investigated by APEGA with an
expectation of cooperation, Most will comply IF they want to keep in business. IF they
refuse - post it publically. Their business will fail. DO not go down the path of using Police
for anything - they have enough to deal with rather than being called to investigate whether
or not someone has stamped a document!!!!
Vehemently disagree
Remove "as necessary" from point 2 Change "and Solicitor General or police" to "and
Solicitor General AND police"
I already witness at least two other government bodies regulating engineering. Why
another?
Sounds Orwellian.
disagree with bullet 2
Use of police is going too far!
all this costs APEGA members more: for the rare occasions that this will happen, let the
police and courts handle
This works.
Not sure all this is necessary
Depends on how bad of a situation. Don't want to blow things out of proportion and
disagree with APEGA functioning as the pseudo-police
I see no reason for APEGA to have this much power over someone's professional career,
let alone private home and dwelling or even office.
It is important to properly manage both confidentiality and presumption of innocence.
Failure to do so will call into question both the Association, the investigator and the process
and will significantly compromise its credibility. Appropriately sanctioned investigations
(thought warrant etc.) are just that and disclosure made necessary through safety concern
is also just that. Anything beyond is grey zone and thus compromised all involved.
Leave the court orders, and warrants, to the police.
APEGA is not a police force. We are a professional organization charged with public safety.
If there has been criminal wrongdoing there is already public process available to
investigate. Also concerned with the comment that "Statutory entities would not be required
to complete their investigation"
Any search should require a court sanctioned search warrant.
does not seem to indicate that they need a court review prior to search and seizure
A criminal activity should be handled by the court not APEGA. I believe APEGA should get
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involved and review the data if asked by the court, but I do not believe APEGA should be
involved with the court in attaining the records/documents etc. I think this is overstepping
boundaries. Personal opinion.
Another mixed question that asks for one response. Court orders for searches are extreme
measures. Any court orders must be enforced by police, not investigators.
This sounds like a good idea, but I believe it grants unwarranted power to investigators.
Any individual claiming that illegal activities had been found must be trained in law at
determining whether those activities are illegal, or they may risk libel allegations.
Your proposed change appear to muddy the lines between criminal investigation and
professional practice investigation. It seems like you want significantly more you access to
individual's dwellings (homes). I cannot support explicit authority to investigate someone's
home except in extreme (criminal) cases, which the legal system already affords.
May I know what is considered as public interest?
We do not need untrained APEGA officials assuming roles normally performed by law
enforcement officers.
APEGA investigations shall be instigated by the investigation panel, based on receipt of a
written complaint from a member of the public and not at the behest of a complaint initiated
by the Registrar.
If it is believed that activity is criminal, law exists to allow for law enforcement to search
premises under warrant. Under no circumstances should APEGA investigators be involved
in the entering and searching of buildings, dwellings or places. This should be solely
reserved for law enforcement under court granted warrants. Very concerned with the far
reaching powers APEGA is looking to obtain in these changes to legislation and the
general tone and tenor of APEGA of late.
In the previous item you want to streamline by removing the need to work through the
judicial process. Here you are increasing the involvement of the courts. I hope you do not
find APEGA is under resourced should this particular item move forward. Have you
addressed the potential of increasing the burden on the courts (the public purse is
affected).
APEGA should alert the police to criminal matters, but police should lead the investigation
and call in APEGA investigators to help them search for relevant records (not vice versa)
You need to break up reporting criminal activity from entering a premise. Two different
concepts here and I do not support the wording.
I would only agree to what is being proposed as long as it is limited to where APEGA has
already been notified of a complaint and so then needs to take appropriate action by law,
which then I agree to everything noted. That all noted, I WOULD NOT want the same noted
scope for where you have APEGA personnel just checking in on you to see if you are just
following typical APEGA procedures, etc., as again, that type of things is yet again another
potential pathway towards "abuse of regulatory power" and I would not be able to agree to
that.
Holy draconian!
Still pretty heavy stuff!
How is this applied to members living and practicing outside of Canada
There already exists a system for the courts to order search warrants.
Again, I do not trust APEGA in its current form.
Professional engineers should never engage in criminal activities. The investigation should
be responsibility of police and not APEGA.
Disagree with idea of bringing in Police, not competent in Engineering Profession what
exactly to look for and may have bias for routine of general policing
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If a member is found to have engaged in criminal activity during their work that could result
in harm to the public or environment then they should be fully investigated.
APEGA does not need to be the go between if a crime has been committed. We have laws
in place to deal with criminal activity.
APEGA should not have the power enter and search buildings, dwellings, or places for
documents, media, or other records as part of an investigation. APEGA should be
mandated to report suspected criminal activity and let justice department handle the
The last bullet point sounds a little like "guilty until proven innocent".
For criminal activity, maybe; otherwise a very fascist move.
Seems reasonable - especially reporting criminal activity
Use the wordings in the Professional Engineers Act, Ontario. Again only when complaint
has been received and APEGA has conducted initial investigation.
Need to be able to have the authority to do thorough investigations
How would the sections describing the authority of instigators in conducting investigations
be consolidated? Is there any change, or are the proposals essentially the same?
Absolutely gives too much authority to APEGA. If there was a criminal matter, police and
only police should be involved. Any non-criminal matter should absolutely not involve
APEGA searching a person’s dwellings, business, documents, media, or other records. As
this would likely violate aspects of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Even if it wasn't in
violation of the Charter, it's still too vague in terms of what records would be searchable
during an investigation. Would personal medical records be searchable for instance?
Personal finances or life insurance? Obviously if there was suspected criminal activity this
should be reported to the police. However, APEGA should not take part in any portion of
any criminal investigation. This entire proposed legislation is a violation of personal rights
and freedoms under the Canadian Charter.
BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING!!!! WOW!!! THOUGHT POLICE at work!!!
APEGA should leave this to the Crown to pursue if they can provide the evidence to the
crown that it is warranted.
Just more APEGA power appropriation
Absolutely opposed to this organization evolving into a Medieval guild
The establishment of a dictatorial state. It is evident from this survey that the committee has
no idea what geoscience really means. Pay attention to the Geoscience Canada study of
subject matter expertise.
This suggestion is far outside the mandate of APEGA. Any criminal acts or investigations
should be handled by police not APEGA.
APEGA is a regulatory body not part of the judicial system. If there are "reasonable
grounds" to search a building then the grounds would be more than adequate to have the
APEGA Member's license to practice revoked. If the issue is more serious than it is a
matter for the justice system to get whatever search warrants are required for the justice
system to investigate.
Appropriate documentation, such as permission from a court, to enter business, or
personal, premises, or to compel witnesses should be required.
On point 3, I would prefer that this be narrowed to only include any suspected criminal
activity that is directly related to the issues under investigation.
You may damage the reputation of a professional by reporting to the public without the
proper investigation
A complex issue that requires thought and legal counsel. I'm not sure if legal advice is
available to investigators...but it should be.
This should also apply to all companies doing engineering work outside of Alberta
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We already have laws and mechanisms to search for evidence. APEGA and its members
are not the police or any other enforcement agency. Enough with the police state of mind;
that is not protecting the public better, it's just deterring people to become engineers
with bullet 3, last sentence
Any investigators acting in such a manner on behalf of APEGA must have documented and
accredited training and clear guidelines to follow to ensure protection of innocent, security
of evidence, personal safety, etc.
Thanks for listening to previous feedback.
I trust that a Member is presumed to be innocent until proven guilty during an investigation.
Given the desire to express other formerly implied provisions of the Act explicitly, I would
also recommend that the presumption of innocence at the beginning of an investigation is
expressed explicitly as well.
Somewhat, because I do not believe APEGA would ever dare to use it against a big
company; only small guy will be persecuted
I agree with this, subject to APEGA having "reasonable grounds" that parallel the
requirements to the police in having "probable cause" before engaging in such activity.
Furthermore, this activity by APEGA should supersede anything that currently empowers
"safety codes officers" to do, and that section of the safety codes act should be amended
by removing the obligation of our members to report unsafe situations to that body. In my
opinion, "safety codes officers" in general lack the training and experience to conduct these
sorts of activities, they expose complying APEGA members to civil litigation for simply
complying with the law, and it adds very little to the actual protection of the public. APEGA
should take a very strong hand in cleaning out all the lobbyists from these "safety codes"
committees, and more firmly assert some common sense and science into these
processes, and that includes the requirement for local municipalities to hire qualified
professional engineers to actually lead these areas of municipal government services.
How are we going to protect Albertans from criminal or unskilled practice for work done
outside Canada?

17. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following proposed
recommendation? It is recommended that the Engineering and Geoscience
Professions Act be amended to authorize the Registrar to proceed to an
investigation, even if the complaint is settled or is withdrawn, if it is deemed
necessary to do so in the public interest.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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This contradicts "self-regulation". Other professional practices do not have this mechanism.
If the complaint is settled or withdrawn in what way would this be in the public interest?
No Comments.
Once a complaint has been settled or withdrawn, I would suggest APEGA can offer
assistance byway of review, to the company in question, to improve the company's
operations or practice. This may be at the expense of the company.
If the complainant has withdrawn their complaint, I fail to see why additional resources
need to be expended on additional investigative pursuits. Who decides what is in the public
interest in these situations and on what basis
At what point does APEGA decide what constitutes public interest if the parties have
resolution
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Particularly APEGA needs to ensure that non-technical complainants understand fully the
situation and the appropriate reasonable settlement. Many non-technical people do not
have the background or the context to assess whether a settlement is reasonable.
Somewhat agree but I think it necessary that members should be made aware be made
aware of the reasons why the Registrar plans to proceed in certain cases that the complaint
is settled or withdrawn.
APEGA wants to create a problem or issue where there is none! Sounds like an open
ended make work project so to justify raising professional taxes and fees
If the matter is settled, no need for investigation.
Seems vague, under what circumstances
Not necessary or relevant. The current act works well as is.
We would need to know under what circumstances the public interest would continue in the
case of a settled or withdrawn complaint
Require detailed definition of what circumstances would trigger this requirement, vs.
supporting a position of "deemed necessary" even if a complaint is withdrawn.
Registrar should not be the body conducting this investigation
It would be important to know why the complaint is settled or withdrawn, was it because the
complainant didn't have all the facts, or was a report re-issued to correct the complaints?
Registrar or disciplinary committee?? Registrar at times could be a non-engineering
personnel.
I disagree with an investigation proceeding if the complainant withdraws the complaint.
However, if the government has strongly requested this legislative amendment occur, then I
support the concept of keeping the government happy, and will accept the
recommendation.
You need to provide examples of the organizations ability to be considered guardians of the
"public interest" above and beyond settled or withdrawn complaints. The opportunity for
abuse and pursuit of agendas here is overwhelming.
The public interest is too broadly- and ill-defined.
Again, the public interest is not affected by geophysics the way it may be by engineering
malpractice
If the complaint is settled or withdrawn I don't see it being necessary, but it depends on the
situation. This seems like a waste of resources otherwise
You cannot give one individual that power if the organisation has agreed to a settlement. If
it is in the public interest to investigate no settlement that restricts further investigation
should be made. A committee is better suited to this type of decision than an individual.
"Public Interest." This has been thrown around a lot to try and justify the heavy-handed
measures outlined here. A clear definition what risks to the public actually exist should be
outlined before using it as a bludgeon.
It is important to clarify it would be required if it was a matter of public safety not interest
The Registrar should not have this authority. Only the Discipline Committee should be able
to recommend investigations
Complaints can be leveled by emotionally unstable or incompetent members and people.
The investigation and discipline members may also not be experienced in the type of work
being investigated. Hence, to avoid bankrupting the APEGA, this should be rejected.
There is something wrong with having the Registrar on one hand having the express
authority to make an approval ruling a "mediated settlement", but then in an underhanded
fashion, be the same person to push forward with a full investigation or hearing after the
fact. Clean this up.
You can't perform a proper investigation without the cooperation and evidence of the
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appellant. If they withdraw, there is nothing to investigate.
The briefing notes states that this amendment is important because "there may be cases
when it is still appropriate to proceed with an investigation in the public interest, even if the
complainant and person complained against settle the complaint or the complaint is
withdrawn". No evidence is presented to support this statement or even any indication
whether this is a real problem or not.
As long as there are no further repercussions than what was originally imposed via the
resolution process for the disciplined member since that would effectively constitute a
double jeopardy situation. The result of a possible double jeopardy would effectively make
the use of a pre settlement process useless and likely would never be utilized again
cluttering up the act and Regulations with crap that would need to be removed later on
down the road
The Registrar would need to proceed with extreme caution, especially if the complaint was
settled. If the Registrar chooses to launch an investigation, this would indicate a problem
with how the complaint was resolved. The Registrar must be transparent with the
membership
If there was no longer a complaint, why would you want to pursue one? It makes no sense.
Who decides what is in the public interest if the matter has been withdrawn?
No additional powers for administrators.
In case it is due to public interest, the investigation must be completed and the root cause
identified
7) #17; The danger here is that though the dispute has been resolved even by APEGA’s
Alternative Settlement and Dispute Resolution Mechanisms, there still is recourse to extralegal activities and punitive actions
Who decides what is in the public interest? Not the public, but the registrar. I can't agree
with this.
If the complaint is settled or withdrawn then it’s self-evident there's nothing for APEGA to
investigate.
Not without some criteria around reasonableness that the public interest is not being
served. This cannot be left to the potentially subjective whim of APEGA staff.
Irrational
So this is why APEGA needs double income from consultants to fund this recommendation!
Again, will APEGA be pressured by political forces to investigate "popular" events? This
seems incredibly dangerous. Are we aiming to become closer to government to avoid being
regulated by government?
If nothing else, I think the settlement or reason for withdrawal needs to be approved. If an
investigation is needed, then so be it.
The Act should clarify the basis under which the Registrar would make the
decision/authority to proceed to investigation
It should not be left to the discretion of one person, the Registrar, to determine the course
of action. At least a three person committee should be formed.
As usual this must be tempered. However, due to possible cohesion of the offending party
the authorization is reasonable
Seems unnecessary.
If the complaint has been settled or withdrawn then it should not be necessary to waste
time with a further investigation. To do so borders on harassment.
Applying this rule may make it more difficult to settle issues but it may be necessary to do
this to ensure public confidence
If there was thought to be an issue but none arrived and the complaint was withdrawn then
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APEGA should not get involved. If there was a settlement then APEGA should only be
concerned dependant of the type of original complaint... In some cases (very limited) I think
APEGA should step in.
This gives too much power to the Registrar, which could be abused for personal interest(s).
Proceeding with an investigation without justification could damage a member's reputation.
It is important to adhere to the 'innocent until proven guilty' principle that exists in criminal
law.
If the complainant is satisfied with a settlement, then resources should be directly to more
urgent cases.
I'm skeptical of the definition 'public interest'
This is misguided as it would give persons complained against a disincentive to reach a
settlement with the complainant.
There is no reason for APEGA to duplicate the work involved in an investigation and/or a
hearing of a settlement reached between the parties unless APEGA has the authority to
overturn such a settlement. APEGA shall release the entire documentation prepared by
both parties and the agreed settlement if requested by a member of the public. There shall
be no bans on publication of the documentation and the agreed settlement. There shall be
no requirement for APEGA to release any documentation if the complaint is withdrawn. The
complainant can release his reasons for withdrawing the complaint as he sees fit
Looks like a no brainer: "This authority to the Registrar has been specifically asked for by
the Government of Alberta."
What are the check & balances on this authorization to ensure against abuse?
While I agree with this recommendation, there has to be steps taken to avoid a possibility
or perception of abuse
I agree with the intent, however, again, per my earlier comments, APEGA needs to more
explicitly show how what is now being proposed could not be abused. For example, what
"checks-and-balances" would APEGA have in place to ensure that someone on APEGA's
staff is not "continuing to proceed" just to go after a potential future (market-place)
competitor (if that person later leaves APEGA to go work at that other competing
company)?
I think that is good. Sometimes people end up settling because of other reasons than
finding the truth. This provides a mechanism to prevent the same misfortune happening to
another individual.
I don't trust APEGA, this will result in witch hunts and the power will be used to settle
personal vendettas.
It must be clarified who makes the decision as to whether an investigation is warranted
based on the public interest.
If the complaint is settled or withdrawn, there is no need to proceed to an investigation.
Investigation will require ADR parties support for information which may not be forthcoming
to draw ideal conclusive investigation
If a complaint is settled or withdrawn I see no need to continue with an investigation that
may further hurt or damage a person's professional reputation.
If a settlement is reached, the investigation should cease
If it settled or withdrawn then it should be concluded.
If it falls under authority of appropriate legislation
This cedes too much power to the Registrar. In so doing he/they can decide to investigate
whoever they please whether the discipline committee is happy with a particular outcome
or not. If a decision has been made on settling an investigation that should be it. If the
Registrar wants to investigate they should do so before any settlement is reached.
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If the complaint has been settled, I don't see the need to proceed with the investigation,
unless there is evidence that the complainant was under pressure to settle.
The last words in the sentence should read "in the interest of public safety"....."public
interest" is too broad and open to abuse.
This is creating work and cost, especially since APEGA uses the term "public interest" very
broadly. You need to be more specific.
This creates more work for APEGA. The nature of the complaint should be the driving force
for further investigation ONLY if ethics is violated.
I'm not convinced the register should have this power
If the complaint is settled or is withdrawn, the issue is closed and should remain so. There
is no need for further bureaucratic and government oversight.
If the complaint is deemed settled or is withdrawn, just like every other aspect of legal
practices. The related issue should not be further investigated.
If you settle something it should be done unless new evidence comes forth after the
settlement that affects the settlement.
Waste time and resources to justify existence.
Absolutely opposed to this organization evolving into a Medieval guild
The system is not now broken. Stop trying to convince us that it is
If the complaint is withdrawn APEGA no longer has any mandate to proceed. This has
nothing to do with serving public interest!
If a complaint is withdrawn it would appear the matter is closed. No investigation beyond
what has been found during initial complaints review should be made
This authority already resides with the Investigative Committee under the current
legislation.
The question posed is biased and misleading. While neutral in stance "if it is deemed
necessary to do so in the public interest" it is highly subjective in nature. It is the Registrar
person who deems the necessity, is it not? I strongly disagree
A mediated agreement is an agreement of trust and respect between parties. The
information used and referenced in a mediation is CONFIDENTIAL and cannot be used to
pursue alternate and other purposed investigations.
In my opinion APEGA should avoid a concentration of power to the registrar and always
favour a dispersal of power
Settlement and/or withdrawn is an end in itself.
Agree, but it will depends on what the terms are for APEGA to continue with the
investigation. There should still be some controls that govern over APEGA's (Registrar's)
investigation to avoid any biased treatment or investigation.
I believe this is needed but the PRC may be the best venue to determine if there is a need
to proceed even if the complaint is withdrawn.
I hate the vagueness ('deemed necessary') of the leaving the judgement to one person.
If a complaint is closed, the registrar should submit either a statement accepting this and
marking closure of the investigation, or a statement indicating why it is necessary to
proceed with the investigation. This statement should be available on request.
This will reduce the incentive of those complained against to settle, possibly also hurting
the complainant by reducing the likelihood of them receiving a settlement.
I do not agree with this proposition, because I cannot think of an example with APEGA or
the Council should EVER be empowered to define the "public interest". That rests solely
with the elected members of the Legislature and the Parliament of Canada. APEGA and
other bodies like it, act to self-regulate the profession. In so doing, they have appointed
members of the public who might shed some light upon the "public interest" but that is NOT
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something for APEGA or its Council to define. Rather it seems to me that if complaints are
initiated, that these should be investigated to a conclusion, and either dismissed or findings
reached. Processes should always be concluded with written findings. However, APEGA
should not be initiating investigations. There are always interested members of the public,
the government, or the private sector to set off investigations. It’s the interest of the
profession, not the "public interest" that is the compelling reason to conclude investigations
of complaints.
This authority exists under the current Act, but resides with the Investigative Committee.
This authority should not be in the hands of APEGA staff

18. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following proposed
recommendation? It is recommended that the legislation be amended to remove
the restricted practitioner category from the legislation.
•
•
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More explanation of why this would be a good thing is required.
No Comments.
Not explained and unclear what APEGA intends here or what this is intended to do
My understanding is that certain Ph.D. level people with specialized skills were able to use
this to safely practice their special skill legally which is necessary if that particular skill set is
not available locally
Special case availability of restricted practitioner should remain in the responsibility of the
Registrar, with requirement for timely re-evaluation
This question does not describe how any remaining Restricted Member will be dealt with. I
am not concerned about scrapping the language, but we need to have some fair
mechanism to handle these special cases.
I am all for improved regulatory effectiveness and efficiency
Why?
I don't have enough information to feel comfortable in agreeing with this recommendation
Absolutely opposed to this organization evolving into a Medieval guild
In Newfoundland we had a restricted category for professionals working on Hibernia for
restricted lengths of time. I do not see the need to remove such a category in Alberta as it
could apply to the American and Asian professionals who otherwise would not be
registered. There needs to be flexibility of membership.
A category of restricted practice should be established to protect the public in instances
when a disciplinary order has resulted in a restriction of practice. Though this is a different
definition of a restricted practitioner, it is an appropriate one. Currently, the public is unable
to determine whether a member is entitled to practice without restriction, or has had
restrictions imposed
What happens with the restriction?
A restricted practitioner is rather similar to an ASET member which is probably where he
belongs
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19. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following proposed
recommendation? It is recommended that the legislation be amended to specify certain
time frames including:
Notice of Preliminary Investigation – within 30 days of receiving complaint
Response to Notice of Preliminary Hearing – 30 days
Review a Complaint – 90 days
Reach a Consent Order – 90 days
Schedule a Discipline Hearing – 90 days
Respond to Notice of a Discipline Hearing – 30 days
Render a Decision Following a Disciple Hearing – 120 days
Schedule an Appeal Hearing – 90 days
Respond to Notice of an Appeal hearing – 30 days
Render a decision Following an Appeal Hearing – 120 days
Extensions – Report every 30 days
Registrar to Serve Decisions – Within a reasonable time of receiving a written decision
from an investigative, disciplne or appeal panel
•
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I agree that reasonable time frames should be established. I can't comment on the
reasonableness of those listed.
Disagree: 30 days for investigated person would appear to be too short. They may be
travelling or have short-term obligations. If APEGA gets 90 days, then investigated person
should get 90 days. Also, fix survey so entering comments does not remove the choices for
this question
This still seems like an extremely slow process?
some of the timelines seem pretty short
The time frame to respond should be 90 days so it is in alignment with the review of the
complaint. it appears as though the party in question is always grated less time to respond
Total up all the dates and arrive at 2 years. Can the investigated party practice engineering
or geoscience during this time? 2 years is a long time not to work.
The term days must be clearly specified if it refers to a standard working day or a calendar
day. The term "immediate" in relation to serving a decision could be an issue if several
decisions are occurring on the same day. Given the other lengthy time frames a 5 working
day period for serving a decision could be appropriate.
Somewhat Agree - Are the proposed timeframes reasonable and achievable by APEGA
currently? Are investigated parties able to achieve these timeframes?
I agree that matters should be handled in a timely fashion. But there should not allow
people to avoid discipline if a deadline has passed.
Amendment should also explicitly state what constitutes notification. Notification by
unregistered paper mail is unreliable.
Under the current arrangements processes within APEGA can and often do take way too
long to get to a proper resolution or the proper decision point - this is unacceptable
Strongly Disagree, the legislation should say that APEGA needs to publish these
timeframes on their website and review and approve annually. This shouldn't be codified in
legislation
The entire legislative review process needs to be overhauled. This has been about what
the administrators want, not members from the beginning. Time for the members to take
back their association
I agree with the intent, but question whether these should all be in the legislation.
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In ideal circumstances great, life is not always ideal.
None of these timeframes should exceed 30 days without the consent of all parties.
I prefer a maximum of 90 days for written decisions.
again, too many items to disagree or agree to the whole section
We should follow the same provisions doctors, lawyers or accountants. If this is the case
then I agree otherwise I'd recommend adjusting the timelines to reflect the change
Some time frames seem to be a bit longer than required.
With explicit time frames there needs to be an explicit definition of what constitutes "sent
notice" or "response received". What modes of communication are acceptable and what
point in the exchange of the communication does the notice become effective? What
happens if notice cannot be given by a certain mode of communication?
I think the time frames should also include a time frame for review of applications for
membership. The current guideline of 12-24 months is career limiting and restricting the
wages of applicants while they wait for a decision from APEGA.
Time frame too short for the investigated person of 30 days to be changed to 90 days
Timeframe for responses seems a little short
Time frames to render a decision should not be longer than the time allotted to schedule a
hearing.
Time Frame to Send Notice of Preliminary Investigation the Registrar must, within 30 days
of 'initiating or' receiving a complaint, the words 'or initiating' shall be added as indicated if
the Registrar can initiate complaints.
This is the first question that does not allow us to click a radio button to agree or disagree
and provide comment as well. SO I am going to tell you that I somewhat agree. But the
complexity causes me to ask APEGA to review it and check again for any unintended
consequences.
Time allowances for follow up action should be shortened. Things just take too long
I agree with the time frames, but putting them in the Act could come back to bite APEGA if
they can't be met due to extenuating circumstances
Too long. Most of cases should be treated faster. However, it would be great to create a
possibility for time extension; this would serve the "big cases" that require more time for
investigation, taking decision... In this proposed schedule, too much time is let to
administration, it shall not.
these timelines are too slow
I agree with "the intent." That said, there does need to be flexibility more explicitly stated in
the proposed wording. I believe what APEGA is really trying to do with all of this is to
ensure that things move along in a timely manner/fashion, which is good. That said, what
should not happen is for decision-making to be unduly affected by these more explicitly
noted periods of time. So for example, in the case of where an APEGA entity/group needs
to make a decision within a certain time frame, but just cannot do it within that timeframe,
that as a minimum, that they instead be mandated to provide a status update at that same
time period noted, with a detailed written explanation to all as to why a final decision is still
not possible by the noted time period. In this way, I believe fairness can be maintained in
the process. If in the end, that group still cannot come to a final decision, then other
mechanisms should be looked at for resolving those types of more rare situations.
Time Frame to Review Complaint, Time Frame to Reach Consent Order, Time Frame to
Schedule a Discipline Hearing - should be 60 days.
I agree with the above but require clarification. Is the time frame (30 days or 90 days)
counted in calendar days or business days? This definition should be included in the
legislation such as by stating 30 calendar days or 30 business days
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Individually the time frames make some sense but when you stack them all up it runs the
risk of someone who has been accused of breach of responsibility to not receive due
process in a timely manner. From my read from the time someone is accused to the point
at which a decision is made a full year has elapsed. This has consequences for an
individuals practice and especially so if he turns out to be innocent of charges. Streaming to
get to an answer quickly is required.
The time frame to review the complaint is too long (90 days), should be reduced to 45 day
Should have a provision that "these time frames may be extended upon mutual consent of
both sides".
Ensure proper grace periods are available to those who require more time and request
There needs to be defined time frames in order to be a fair open process for everyone
involved. I still think the timelines presented are not quick enough
These time frames seem reasonable, but does APEGA have the staff & other resources to
meet these timelines without bloating the administration (empire building)
Why restrict your ability to pursue the "bad guys" with time limits
Given the range of scope of possible investigation I don't think you can apply one-size-fitsall timelines
Define what constitutes the "conclusion of a preliminary investigation"
Instead of putting this is the legislation, could the legislation just state that council can
establish milestones and timelines
I would add that the statistical information regarding the success rate of each panel in
achieving the 120-day deadline to render a decision, and publish these stats in the PEGG.
Members need to be able to hold these panels accountable
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20. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following proposed
recommendation? It is recommended that the legislation be amended to explicitly
state that Members and Permit Holders must comply with the Engineering and
Geoscience Professions Act, General Regulation, Bylaws, Code of Ethics,
practice standards, practice bulletins, and policies established by Council and
cooperate with requests to provide all documents or other information made by
APEGA as part of exercising its regulatory mandate under the legislation.
There are consequences for failing to comply or cooperate, which could include
suspending, cancelling, imposing restrictions, or not issuing or renewing a
licence or Permit to Practice. Members and Permit Holders will have the right to
appeal such decisions to the Appeal Board. APEGA will have the ability to apply
for a court order enjoining a person from violating any part of the Act, General
Regulation, or Bylaws, or directing a person to take some action to comply or to
rectify any contravention.
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No Comments.
Does this not exist already
Agree with do it right, but onus is on the Engineer to act responsibility, not APEGA to look
for holes.
This is poorly written and redundant, especially the last bullet point.
Need to understand that the AER and BC O&G Commission review and change operation
requests from Prof. Members submitted documents.
There needs to be an interim step where Members and Permit Holders can appeal the
request before they are suspended etc.
Not necessary or relevant. The current act works well as is.
This is a very broad provision which would benefit from further clarification within the Act. A
legal subpoena should be required in some cases
The proposal includes "policies" which may be very broad. I would like more information
about the possible scope of "policies" before supporting this change.
APEGA must provide assurance to members that any submittals containing confidential,
sensitive or proprietary information be protected. Investigators must follow a stringent
conflict of interest process and be frequently audited for compliance, with findings released
as public record.
Too much power is placed in the hands of the APEGA administration and this could result
in abuse as has happened in Manitoba.
I am not sure why the court needs to be involved in this. I would think if a member is not
complying then APEGA has other remedies and methods to get things moving to a
resolution.
Wouldn't this run the risk of prejudicing a legal trial by forcing compliance of document
requests on a member? Seems like this would be more fairly handled via the established
legal proceedings.
This is good. We should have a standard & guideline to follow in conducting our practice.
I disagree with all of this. You don't need to use the courts. Legislation should not require
compliance with policies. That's pretty scary. APEGA policies usually have very little to do
with reality. The act should not contain language about compelling members to produce
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documents.
I would somewhat agree if I knew what the Act is going to contain
Why would APEGA require a court order?
What is/are the criteria(s) for each of the consequences for failing to comply?
APEGA must provide a clear list of required documents or forms each member should be
completing annually. This would help the members prepare their paperwork and help
APEGA collect it. Once collected, it would be possible to audit/see that a "Civil" engineer is
stamping for mechanical or electrical systems, which are outside his scope of practise. This
occurs quite often
Proper management of confidential documents must be included when document demands
are made
Doesn’t the law say that a person doesn't need to incriminate themselves?
Compliance with practice bulletins should require that the member has received adequate
notice of a practice bulletin or update.
Compliance with legal and ethical matters is already required by the Act, there is no need
for an explicit statement. Also, policies are by their nature not something that is strictly
required to be followed in the same manner as a bylaw, regulation, or code of ethics; strict
policy adherence allows for abuse of authority given to APEGA leadership under the Act.
I agree that members should comply with requests. My response largely depends on the
contents of the Act...i.e. insurance requirements, permit to practice, fees imposed, etc.
I think there should be an explicit statement regarding the privacy and protection of
information turned over under these amendments, unless in the public interest not to do so.
For example, a proprietary process or technology, if subject to a complaint, should be
investigated; however, unless there is a cause for public concern, that proprietary
information should be held in confidence during the review process and afterwards.
Education on the specific requirements to meet compliance needs to be available ahead of
imposition of this regulation. Reviews into profession practice must be done by professional
members and no one else.
Why to use the word 'cooperate'?? Comply seems to be more direct.
Clarity is good.
Again, I agree with the intent, however, some points of note: 1. Is APEGA saying that if
these items (that APEGA members already need to comply with) are not explicitly listed in
the noted legislation documents, that then APEGA cannot do this other thing of be able to
move more quickly as APEGA wants to do? This aspect is not really fully clear to me from
the material provided thus far. 2. I am assuming that even with listing these phrases into
legislation, that in doing this, it does not really change anything with respect to what the
government & public can do in terms of legal remedies/actions towards APEGA members.
If there is something new on these aspects, APEGA has then not really explained this very
well on this item. 3. Following from item 2 in the above, if nothing has really changed other
than the phrases being in the legislation and that APEGA has some additional quicker
levers to do what APEGA wants to do, then why does APEGA really need to list this
additional information more explicitly in the legislation? If APEGA just wants the public to be
aware of what is already required, perhaps APEGA can do some additional advertising or
something instead
Re: "to better protect the public..." most of the work a consulting geologist does, does not
involve the public interest.
It's important that APEGA rules and regulations are in harmony with, in particular, other
Provinces professional engineering and geoscientist’s rules and regulations.
There should be mechanisms for Members to protect the IP owned by themselves, their
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firms and their clients
APEGA should take note that bullying and harassment is being practiced by professional
members at work places. A note of ethics and proper work place management should be
reminded to members.
Again this makes a body that has little public scrutiny a kind of Malleus Malefic arum.
I disagree with taking cases to a court order without being more specific - it gives APEGA
too much power. Court orders should only take place when there is clear evidence that the
public safety is at stake.
The problem is if a member has worked as a consultant to a third party (or an employee of
a third party), then it is probable that the member no longer is in possession of documents
or information (i.e. the third party has all of it). This legislation potentially opens the door for
unjustly suspending, cancelling, imposing restrictions, or not issuing or renewing a licence
or Permit to Practice for things that are beyond the member's control
Provision must be specifically made to allow for submission of documents or other
information in electronic form
Use "individual or entity" instead of "person" to be consistent.
regulate the regulator
I disagree with the last statement where "APEGA will have the ability to apply for a court
order enjoining a person from violating any part of the Act, General Regulation, or Bylaws
or directing a person to take some action to comply or to rectify any contravention." This is
extremely heavy handed to threaten a court order or legal action considering there are a
number of geoscientists I have worked with who are not APEGA members. This
amendment essentially says APEGA could threaten them with legal action if they don't join
the association. This is bullying.
The current regulation is sufficient
How will confidential documents be handled
It is a bit "stick" sounding rather than "carrot" sounding in engagement of current and future
members
Why do you insist on involving the Courts in the administration of a Professional
Association? This reeks of overreach and power mongering
The last bullet is not clear. Separate into 2 bullet points starting a new one at "directing a
person..."
Isn’t this already the case?
There would have to be good reasons for APEGA to make requests for documents or other
information. Not just curiosity or excessive oversight.
The errors and omissions insurance is too onerous and expensive to force all geologists to
have it is not economically feasible!!!!!
Unnecessary.
If you impose too many regulations, people will decide not to be me3mbers at all
Absolutely opposed to this organization evolving into a Medieval guild
This creating of a rather onerous set of regulations when it has not been demonstrated that
there is a problem is not logical. Identify the problem areas! Is it the intention to put
professionals out of business or to not go into a new business? Again the
recommendations encourage professionals to drop their membership and leave the
business.
There are so many rather stupid aspects to what does or does not constitute a violation that
I cannot agree to something that is not clear enough to agree to
Recommend to add signed in front of documents in the second bullet under Members and
Permit
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Permit Holder must be P. Eng. Otherwise, you will have non P. Eng. managing P. Eng.
which may result in conflicts of interests. I.e. Business decision Vs, Professional
Responsibilities.
This should be reinforced to all companies doing engineering work outside Alberta.
Where an investigation reveals confidential information, such as intellectual property, that
information must be protected and held in confidence by the investigators, except if it is
required for prosecution. Even so, the whole proceeding should then be confidential unless
it is in the public interest for the information to be revealed. Trade secrets and inventions
should be held in confidence.
Agree, but need to ensure we avoid the scenario where a Member or Permit Holder is
treated as "guilty until proven innocent". For example, a Member failing to reply to APEGA
does not result in a suspension, where it could be that the Member just didn't get the
enforcement letter from APEGA (i.e. treating member as guilty when really the Member
didn't even know there was an issue
Duh! I thought that 'professionals' were taught this in school? If you need to do this, then
the Registrar let in too many people with little to no ethics!
Practice standards, bulletins, and policies are often changed without the notification of
Members and Permit Holders. Members and Permit holders should be notified of any
changes and be given time to comply. APEGA requirements should not be overly restrictive
and should allow professionals to exercise their professional judgment. Members and
Permit Holders should be legally obligated to comply with the Act and Regulations, but not
to an overabundance of ever-changing rules and policies that are sometimes unreasonable
and impractical.
Explicitly stating this seems Pythonesque to me. *** Title: The Law Preamble: "The
following is the Law." *** Unless there are "Freemen on the Land" planning to argue that
without this explicit statement, it's OK to pretend they are engineers and geoscientists, I
think it's kind of silly to be this explicit
It appears that APEGA staff with be granted the authority to suspend, cancel, etc. This
authority should be in the hands of volunteer professional members

21. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following proposed
recommendation? It is recommended that the legislation be amended to remove
the university student category from the legislation.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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No Comments.
Does this apply to SAIT/NAIT students under ASET
Students can't then study geology; APEGA registration is so onerous, many students will
forego geology whatsoever - APEGA makes it too difficult to work in Alberta (forced to
leave Alberta)
Not necessary or relevant.
Fail to see the benefit to public interest.
Would amending the "Member-In-Training" category be better than removing it altogether?
One benefit of being a member while in University is you understand what’s necessary to
become a Professional
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Don’t you want to encourage the university grads and young students to enter APEGA and
become involved in the geoscience profession early on?
This makes sense.
Students should not be regulated by APEGA.
The day a person enters engineering school they are a member of the profession and
should be registered with the Regulator.
Students should have a voice and a vote in APEGA since students are stakeholders.
I do not understand the bylaws versus general regulation
Why?
leave them out unless there is a guarantee APEGA never charges them a fee
As a former University Member, I saw no reason to be or value in being a Member. APEGA
should still be reaching out to Students for their education in the Professional aspects of
Engineering and Geoscience, but not through a membership status.
I feel that getting them involved early and having their input on the profession they are
moving into be recognized in some form. They are the future of the profession we need to
have them involved early.
Don't even see the value of having University Students as any type of Member.
This should include all other provisional categories as well.
I believe that students still need a voice in the APEGA system.
does this mean a student must register as an EIT
We need to expose students to our newly created cost-prohibitive association so they can
decide if this is the profession they wish to pursue in Alberta. Educate them before it's too
late for them.
Further Only graduate and post graduate students should be included in "university
student"
Removing this from the Act will lower the expectation that engineering students become
professional members.
Outside of my area of understanding based on education or experience.
If this moves forward, please inform all engineering and geoscience colleges or universities
via a communications brief.
No degree, no License
If the bylaws are updated simultaneously
Can a university student be classified as an observer? So that it gives them permission to
be able to witness the breadth of our association. The more a student can know about our
association easier it will be for them to understand compliancy. Whether that actually
happens or not is another discussion.
University students need not be members with APEGA. A graduate on commencement of
engineering work can seek to be a member with APEGA.
I've had technical papers published while still an undergraduate student
You are either a Professional Engineer or you are not. No sub categories what so ever
The conduct of university students should not be a matter of this act.
The more anyone can be removed from excessive and unnecessary government and
bureaucratic oversight the better
Why are you trying to regulate students
Absolutely opposed to this organization evolving into a Medieval guild
University students need not be registered. In fact many of the geoscience students do not
go into geoscience. Many go into environmental careers which are often not regulated. This
is a quick way to drive students away from a geoscience career.
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Student membership should not be eliminated, but rather have a specific category and title.
It is important for the future of the association and the students
I think it is advantageous to society have student members and continue to encourage their
involvement and engagement with APEGA.
Co-op students and regular stream students in s summer work term after their 5th semester
are permitted to apply their work experience to their professional applications. Having a
student membership category would require such students to adhere to the Code of Ethics.
Though rare, Code of Ethics violations are possible by this group.
From legislation, yes. I recommend a category of membership be held still
Engineering students are part of supervised work in engineering.
University Students should not even be in the by law
So long as this does not permit a practising member from using the student category to
reduce their liability or responsibilities to APEGA.
In my view, university students in engineering entering their third year should be eligible for
membership in APEGA as full members complete with voting rights. Future Council's
should not be able to tamper with this.
MITs are members (though are not REQUIRED to be members), and are thus bound by the
Code of Ethics. Students are permitted to use some of their work experience (everything
after the 5th academic semester) towards their work experience requirements. Should such
students not be bound by our Code of Ethics?

Email Comments
The following comments on various fall 2016 consultation topics were received by
APEGA directly by email from respondents.

Primary Professional Liability Insurance
•

•

•
•
•
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In regards to the Initiating of professional liability insurance shown in APEGAs overview
summary for the Round 4 Fall 2016 Consultations, I have previously been licensed in the
province of Ontario with the PEO and had a certificate of authorization to provide
Engineering Services to the public.
In the case of an individual practitioner who has an Engineering Services Company,
Ontario provides the option of the certificate of authorization holder to inform any of their
customers or clients whether they have professional liability insurance and if necessary, to
sign a written statement that the professional engineer does not have any insurance to offer
with the service given. At least there is an option in that province. OSPE, the advocacy
organisation for the PEO, provides for their members recommended professional liability
insurance providers, for an individual can afford it. The scientific engineering principles
applied in Ontario must be equally applied in Alberta.
Here in Alberta in the briefing note to improve the practice that requires mandatory
professional liability insurance, the recommended change is that insurance must be in
place for the professional member operating under the permit holders permit to practice.
Has APEGA gone to any extent to advocate the provision of reasonable rates for errors
and omissions insurance based on high standards of licensing engineers?
The premium could be a substantial portion of a new business or new permit holders
income because the earned documented professional experience that insurance providers
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look at may be different than the license registration criteria. There is also variable service
rates that are available in the Alberta Engineering Services sector whereas the insurance
premium does not vary with the economy.
Can APEGA advocate to the public high enough contract rates to start covering this type of
additional cost?
As insurance providers have informed the public that everyone pays higher premiums for a
few offenders, your suggested scheme may not filter out poor workmanship before errors
occur and prevent eventual escalating insurance rates. Could a few experienced engineers
in a proposed new licensing designation of "deliverable checkers" ensure Alberta continues
to provide proper documents and minimize errors and omissions?
Could APEGA provide a recommended insurance provider list to PP2P license holders in
each discipline, evolving as feedback from claims show which providers work well in the
engineering profession?
Note that an experienced engineer who is forced to take contracts because consulting firms
lay off higher earners or older individuals in a regular full time position must now take on
the cost of insurance in a PP2P, just to replace rft income, where before there was no
insurance required in the rft position and all engineering principles are applied the same as
in rft positions or PP2P contracts.
Thank you for an opportunity to contribute to this item in the legislative review in our self
regulating profession
I attended the webinar last Wednesday and gave my comments on professional liability
insurance during the webinar. I had one other comment.
At the APEGA webinar it was stated APEGA has no plans to require a minimum coverage
per claim or aggregate amount. And I hope that does not change.
I am in the process of obtaining professional liability insurance since my clients are
demanding it. But I am the owner and only employee of my company. As a "one man"
company I am finding it very difficult to get insurance for more than $250,000 per claim for
the first year of coverage.
Most insurance companies consider my yearly revenue will be low the first year. And are
reluctant to offer more insurance until they have reviewed my PPMP and I have proven I
can operate my company without litigation.
I would suspect all very small consulting firms would have the same problems with liability
insurance in their first year.
I realize you are still receiving input on legislation changes. And I hope you are not
receiving any recommendations from your members for minimum coverage.
In the background paper for liability insurance I did not see the background necessary to
justify APEGA ability to implement liability insurance
In the late 1990’s there minimal sources of liability insurance
ENCON who was the sole provider walked away from insuring building envelop – This
significantly affected the BC architects you could ask AIBC about this
At that time a number of firms looked at self-insuring because of liability climate
What is proposed now would have created a melt down in the industry. During that time
period.
How are you handling deductibles in policies?
Other issues is that in my experience owners groups ask for E & O insurance requirements
that is not covered by insurance companies, example City of Calgary requires a special
exception insurance companies do not cover behavior as encourage by the APEGA guide
on Contracts, seen as high risk and highly biased to owners groups. Is APEGA willing to
change its recommendations about risk allocation on contracts?
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APEGA should Not be forcing members to buy " compulsory errors & Omission insurance"
I had been an APEGA member for over 30 years with No benefit what so ever.
I agree with you that APEGA should not have any more control over us Geologist, as they
have never been on our side of any issue.
I just this year gone to a "Life Membership in APEGA" but it still cost $85 a year to not be
able to work & call myself a Professional anymore.
What good is that! I am now 66 years old so I don't need APEGA anymore & never really
did.
I think I will drop that Fee & Quit the APEGA all together next year and be a Retired
Geologist without APEGA interference.
I hope this above statement helps your cause fighting to control APEGA
For existing P.L.’s, changing the name to L.L.’s or P.L.L’s will exacerbate confusion among
the public, the government and industry. I recommend keeping the current P.L. designation
in place. See below examples to support this argument.
Changing the name of limited scope designations 3 x times in less than 10 years creates
confusion. Example: R.P.T. (Eng.) to P.L. (Eng.) to P.L.L. (Eng.)
APEGA has lots of other assurances of quality. Changing the name does not provide any
additional assurances. A practitioner’s scope is easily found on APEGA’s website and the
individual’s licence certificate.
Existing regulations are in place to ensure members are not misrepresenting their training
and practising within their scope.
Adding to the confusion, APEGA’s own internal documents fail to reference correct and
current designations. Example: Guideline for Equipment Certification (V1.2). Despite
R.P.T.’s being transitioned to P.L.’s in 2009, the document (released: April 2013)
references R.P.T.’s. See Page 2 - “Engineer(s)/ Professional Engineer” – definition.
By increasing entry requirements, people demonstrating their capacities, who might be
perfectly competent and highly skilled in the practice of Engineering (within a defined scope
of practice), will be denied entry into APEGA. A path exists through ASET with regards to
P.Tech’s. However, APEGA is a more recognized regulator in the field of Engineering. An
arbitrary obstacle should not determine the regulator an applicant is licenced by.
No relationship exists between the quality of practice and where an individual is licenced.
Spring, 2015 – polling indicates members are in favour of what has been proposed.
However, a majority rules assessment is not fair. P.L.’s are underrepresented in
comparison to Professional Member’s.
From an economic perspective, APEGA is acting like a union (as opposed to a regulator)
Limiting entry may be a way to protect its members from competition. APEGA may be
rationalizing in the name of improving quality, a desire to improve the economic status of its
members.
How will APEGA make sure non APEGA consultants in the geological and geophysical
industry carry professional liability insurance?
These people fall into two main categories:
Individual Consultants:
In my work as a consultant geologist I run across many individuals that are consulting and
they are not members of APEGA. These may be from other Canadian provinces, but they
may also be from the USA, Australia or Europe. How will APEGA make sure they carry
professional liability insurance?
Consulting companies:
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Again I run across consulting companies based outside of Alberta, some in Canada but
many in the US or Europe. None of them appear to have a Permit to Practise and I would
assume would not voluntarily carry professional liability insurance.
If APEGA members have to carry this insurances and there is no method of enforcing
companies or individuals from outside of Alberta that will put an additional financial burden
on APEGA consultants that is not carried by the non APEGA consultants.

Authentication
•

The legislation covers the responsibility of members in authenticating documents. It does
not cover or protect the public from unauthorized use of authenticated documents once
they are issued. I have had this happen to me.
I submitted sealed information to the City of Calgary as required by the building regulations
department to deal with maintenance of a 1910 house. This information was accessed by
an unknown person for an unknown use under the freedom of information act. The fact
that the documents were sealed carried no special value in the eyes of the information
officer and the information was going to be released for uncontrolled use despite my
concerns.
There needs to be a recognition of the seal representing authority and copyright so that the
document cannot be used without the permission professional sealing them. I believe the
need restrict the use of authenticated documents needs to be in the act. At the moment this
gap in control of documents apply to any information supplied to government agencies
such as “authorities having jurisdiction”. I also have had documents used by government
officials for unauthorized projects without notifying me

Member-in-Training – Term Limits
•

151

I would like to provide input for the current legislative review regarding Member-In-Training
term limits.
I support the recommendation: "Allow for the length of time an individual can remain as an
M.I.T. to be extended to provide flexibility to other unique circumstances." But I also think
that the recommendation should be taken further - that Member-In-Training term limits
should be removed. Here is why:
The term limits are arbitrary - because the term limits are counted from the time a MIT
registers as an MIT, and not from the completion of a MIT's educational
requirements. Therefore, the term limits do not directly relate to how long someone has
been accruing experience.
Term limits have disproportionately detrimental effects on young women - young
women are more likely to take (possibly multiple) maternity/parental leaves and are more
likely to work part-time or work reduced schedules when raising a young family. Therefore,
they may take longer to accrue the required experience for professional registration.
Member-In-Training Status is Important - It connects young engineers with their
profession. It also is important for anyone involved in a job search, because it shows
vetted educational credentials and a commitment to accruing relevant
experience. Someone who has taken time off (due to parental leave, sick leave, advanced
education, or whatever) and whose MIT status has expired may be searching for jobs
without the benefit of a professional membership. I believe this can be a barrier to women
who are "on-boarding" after a break in their professional lives.
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Fines & Sanctions
•

Where do the revenues from the fines go?

Eliminating the Existing P.L. Designation
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

For existing P.L.’s, changing the name to L.L.’s or P.L.L’s will exacerbate confusion among
the public, the government and industry. I recommend keeping the current P.L. designation
in place. See below examples to support this argument.
Changing the name of limited scope designations 3 x times in less than 10 years creates
confusion. Example: R.P.T. (Eng.) to P.L. (Eng.) to P.L.L. (Eng.)
APEGA has lots of other assurances of quality. Changing the name does not provide any
additional assurances. A practitioner’s scope is easily found on APEGA’s website and the
individual’s licence certificate.
Existing regulations are in place to ensure members are not misrepresenting their training
and practising within their scope.
Adding to the confusion, APEGA’s own internal documents fail to reference correct and
current designations. Example: Guideline for Equipment Certification (V1.2). Despite
R.P.T.’s being transitioned to P.L.’s in 2009, the document (released: April 2013)
references R.P.T.’s. See Page 2 - “Engineer(s)/ Professional Engineer” – definition.
By increasing entry requirements, people demonstrating their capacities, who might be
perfectly competent and highly skilled in the practice of Engineering (within a defined scope
of practice), will be denied entry into APEGA. A path exists through ASET with regards to
P.Tech’s. However, APEGA is a more recognized regulator in the field of Engineering. An
arbitrary obstacle should not determine the regulator an applicant is licenced by.
No relationship exists between the quality of practice and where an individual is licenced.
Spring, 2015 – polling indicates members are in favour of what has been proposed.
However, a majority rules assessment is not fair. P.L.’s are underrepresented in
comparison to Professional Member’s.
From an economic perspective, APEGA is acting like a union (as opposed to a regulator)
Limiting entry may be a way to protect its members from competition. APEGA may be
rationalizing in the name of improving quality, a desire to improve the economic status of its
members.

Difference between a Member and a Permit Holder
•

I have recently been involved in a situation with APEGA that I believe should be addressed
in the legislative review. This situation involves the difference between a Member and a
Permit Holder.
I am an individual consulting geologist and I am registered as a Member. For tax reasons I
set up a wholly-owned consulting company that is a Permit Holder. All my work in
performed through my company. I require both registrations for legal purposes, which I
accept. I recently attempted to pay a reduced Membership renewal fee and was told that
o “APEGA does not offer a reduction of both permit and membership dues; permit holders
can apply for one or the other. As you were granted the reduced permit dues this year,
to maintain your membership you will have to pay the full $340.20. (We are revising the
invoice shortly so this is made clear on future applications). I believe that APEGA has
contradictory rules and policies. APEGA states that all legal entities must be licenced
separately, which means that an individual must be licenced and a company wholly-
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owned by that individual must also be licenced. However, APEGA does not allow a
reduction in fees by both these two entities. APEGA also does not allow non-practicing
members to be responsible for Permits, even if the Permit is for a personal whollyowned company.

I also believe that APEGA does not recognize the current economic decline in the
oil and gas industry in Alberta. The current economic climate is the worst in the
history of Alberta’s oil and gas industry; it has been going on for at least 2 years
and all indications are that it is likely to go on for at least several more years. A fee
reduction only once every three years and not for a Member who is also a
Responsible Member for a wholly-owned Permit Holder does not recognize the
hardships faced by many Members.
These policies and rules should be changed.

Technologists Placed on the Same Level as Professional Engineers
(P.Tech.)
•

I would like to voice my concern over the recent activity that has essentially placed
technologists on the same level as engineers. For example, P.Tech (eng) members now
appear to have the same level of authority regarding the practice of engineering that a
P.Eng. does. Although they must specify their “limited scope of practice,” since there is no
enforcement of this limited scope, it places them on par with a P.Eng. in regards to the
practice of engineering. Furthermore, P.Eng. Members are required to only practice in their
scope of expertise, so how is the P.Tech (eng) “limited scope” any different than a P.Eng.
self-imposed field of practice?
I feel that these recent changes has damaged the reputation of engineering and will
ultimately make them redundant if no steps are taken. Why would somebody take an
engineering degree when they can do a technologist diploma in half the time and start
earning an income sooner and building their reputation in a company that much faster and
in the end, be able to have the same authority as an engineer does regarding the practice
of engineering? Does the additional education of fundamentals at a University level not
count for anything other than a few years off when you can attain the professional
designation?
I would like to see Part 8 revised to address engineering members concerns over the
above. I know for certain that I am not the only engineer that has the above views.

Shifting Responsibility from Operating Companies to Consultants
•

I’ve recently sat through Round 4 for of the Legislative Review, and would like to know how
APEGA’s Legislative Changes will address the following scenario where an Operating
Company can end up not being liable for an O&G Downstream Facilty Project (e.g. Gas
Plant).
The scenario is where all the consultant engineering firms individually stamp for their
specific work, but there is no overseeing entity authenticating the entire project, or that the
entire project design is authenticated by sole proprietary Permit Holder (which is arguably
unqualified to do so). The result is the Operating Company shifts all engineering risk and
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responsibility onto smaller engineering consultants and no “qualified” Professional
Member(s) has reviewed the entire completed project.

I believe due to our challenging economic environment in Western Canada, the “Stamp for
Hire” scenario may be on the rise as Permit Holders are willing to operate in what may be
considered a gray area (the “Stamp for Hire” believes he’s ok because all the consultants
have stamped their work). How will this Legislative Review change this “gray area”, into a
better defined “black and white” scenario?

Reaction to All Changes
•
•

I strongly disagree with all of the points mentioned
I reviewed the summary and support the changes.

Definition of Geoscience
•

•

I attended one of the geoscience sessions and would like to provide comment: Definition
1(r)(i)(A) “that relates to the earth sciences or the environment,” It is my observation that “o
the environment” should be purged from the definition of the practice of geoscience. Tom
Sneddon was asked this as a question and provided assurances that APEGA meant
‘environment in the sense of an application of geoscience to the environment’. I agree with
Tom however his comments lead to the conclusion that “and the environment” is unnecessa
Since the concept of “environment” is so broad I suggest that putting it in the definition
provides no added clarity but rather just fosters misunderstanding. I think that (B)& (C)
(proposed) cover the practice of geoscience in the context of environment and leave no roo
for argument about a broad definition of “environment” sweeping APEGA into discussions
regarding environmental practices that are not geoscience related and for which APEGA ha
no legislative mandate.
I have been participating in the Legislative Review Process with APEGA and I have been
looking at a way to discuss the change to “Geoscience” as it is defined in the Engineering
and Geoscience Professions Act and the relation to Geomatics Engineering. Natural
Resources Canada classifies Geomatics as an Earth Science and states; “Geomatics is
defined as the modern discipline which integrates the tasks of gathering, storing, processing
modeling, analyzing, and delivering spatially referenced or location information. It
encompasses the disciplines of surveying, hydrography, mapping, remote sensing (often cal
earth observation) and geographic information processing, often called geographic informatio
systems (or GIS).” [1] This definition clearly states that surveying is a major component of
Geomatics, and really Geomatics is an evolution of surveying. For the same reasons that
Geoscience definition requires updating, surveying has transformed in Geomatics due to the
use of technology. Virtually every design or construction project relies on Geo-spatial data a
technical information to further construction, make engineering decisions and validate
requirements. Currently “Surveying is listed in Part 1, Section 2(3) of the act, which allows a
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professional engineer or firm with a permit to engage in the practice of surveying other than
land surveying as defined in the Land Surveyors Act.
The problem is that there is no exclusivity in the practice of surveying to ensure that only a
professional engineer or land surveyor completes the data collection, processing and
representation except when the use of tools such as Global Navigation Satellite Systems or
remote sensing with drones and laser scanners are used to collect the “Geo-Spatial “data.
This is then Geomatics, an engineering discipline for which APEGA recognizes. As our
profession, has moved forward during my career, I have seen the advent of technology that
has completely changed surveying almost entirely into Geomatics Engineering. The problem is
that I have seen an enormous amount of non-professional practice of the science hidden in
the statements, “I am just construction surveying”. This is virtually non-existent in today’s
world because everyone wants “Turnover” data or back-up to ensure that the project is
being completed as designed. This data is collected and processed coordinate information
is then related back to engineers to make decisions and sign off on completions. The data
is geo-spatial information in almost all situations and therefore must be done by a
professional, or the engineer in charge of the project should be aware of what they are
taking responsibility for as it relates to all aspects of the project.
I have been witness to several very large financial investments into infrastructure that have
had the very important first step of the process of gathering the topographical data or the
initial construct completed by non-professionals and the up cost that was placed on these
projects was very large due to what a professional would be liable for unskilled practice. To be
credible as a profession I think it is important that we ensure professional skilled work on all
aspects of the disciplines required to complete any project. I have had discussions with
compliance on this issue and in my opinion there appears to be some confusion on the
definition, the process or how technology has changed both. I think this consideration of
updating the legislation is a perfect time to clear it up for the betterment of the profession
and the public.
•

I would like to suggest that “contaminant” risks be added to the proposed definition below:
(B) that is aimed at the understanding of Earth materials, geobodies, natural resources,
energy fields, geohazard risks, or processes

•

I was reading the documentation on the APEGA Legislative Review on the APEGA
website, and am registering a concern about the proposed changes to the definition of the
practice of Geoscience.
The proposed definition includes:
i) acquiring, investigating, analyzing, processing, interpreting, evaluating, consulting, applying,
modelling, assessing, managing, or reporting related to any activity:
(A) that relates to the Earth sciences or the environment,
(B) that is aimed at the understanding of Earth materials, geobodies, natural resources,
energy fields, geohazard risks, or processes, and

(C) that requires in that acquiring investigating, analyzing, processing, interpreting, evaluating,
consulting, applying, managing, or reporting the professional application of the principles of
geology, geophysics, physics, chemistry, mathematics, or biology,
The components that I have underlined are central to the practice of Geotechnical Engineering,
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which crosses the boundaries between Engineering and Geoscience. Strictly interpreted, the
proposed changes could put Geotechnical Engineering professionals who are registered as
engineers and are qualified by education and experience to perform geotechnical engineering,
including interpretation of subsurface conditions and analyzing earth materials, into a state of
non-compliance.
Geotechnical engineers routinely obtain borehole samples of soil and rock, and subsurface
data from in-situ and laboratory tests to characterize the foundations for buildings, bridges,
tunnels, dams and other structures. They apply analytical models to predict the behaviour of
earth materials under a range of stress, strain and seepage conditions related to structure
foundations, excavations, and use of earth materials as compacted fills.
It is critical that any updated definition of Geoscience practice allow for the practice of
geotechnical engineering by engineers who are appropriately qualified by education and
experience. This education is typically within the disciplines of Civil Engineering or Geological
Engineering at an undergraduate level, frequently (and preferably) with a Master’s or Ph.D.
degree in Geotechnical Engineering.
My concerns also relate to the other two proposed changes outline on the Legislative
Review website: to the description of geoscience work products, and geoscience
exemptions, both of which should also allow for the practice of geotechnical engineering.
•

There is a grave error in the Proposed Future Legislation with the inclusion of two term “or
the Environment” in section 1 A, and “or biology” in section 1 C as shown here (and
attached) Earth sciences is already the study of our physical environment so adding “or the
environment” is dangerously misleading because it implies environmental policy not related
to the physical sciences under the jurisdiction of APEGA.
As well biology is not a physical science and therefore not under the jurisdiction of
APEGA.
As well there is no professional application of the “principles of biology” that can be
adjudicated by APEGA, so by adding “or biology” to the definition of Geoscience practice
you are exposing APEGA to the danger of our professions being influenced by people with
ideological agendas that have no foundation in the Physical Sciences which APEGA was
set up to adjudicate to protect the public from False claims. A clear example of this is our
“carbon tax” which is based on a falsely derived geophysical metric termed “global warming
potential”.
According to the IPCC https://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/wg1/en/ch2s2-102.html the global warming potential of CO2 is 0.01413W/m2/ppm based on increases of
each ppmv of CO2 in the atmosphere above 378ppmv.
The basis for this 0.01413 value is 5.35ln (379/378) which equals 0.01413.
This is the same as the fabricated CO2 forcing parameter 5.35ln(C/Co) used in the IPCC
climate models to have them project a level of warming from increased CO2 that is
physically impossible as demonstrated by my GeoCanada2010 Paper “The Effect of a
Doubling of the Concentration of CO2 in the Atmosphere as Depicted by Quantum Physics”
http://cseg.ca/assets/files/resources/abstracts/2010/0058_GC2010_Effect_of_Doubling_Co
ncentration_of_CO2_in_the_Atmosphere.pdfNote that this paper was presented at a
Geoscience Convention under my Professional Designation P. Geoph which means that
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everything stated must be in accordance with APEGA Code of Professional Practice.
The Conclusion presented in my abstract is Physical measurement and quantum physics
theory dictate the maximum possible increase in global temperature resulting from a
doubling in atmospheric CO2 concentration above the current level of 386ppmv is only in
the order of a few tenths of a degree C, and definitely less than 0.4C.
The Models using the CO2 forcing parameter 5.35ln (2) derive a value of 2.78°C for this
same doubling of CO2 and our carbon tax is based on this same forcing parameter resulting
in the CO2 global warming potential on which our carbon tax is based allowing a carbon tax
to be levied that is 6.95 times higher (2.78/0.4) than what is physically possible! This should
have been caught by APEGA because it is a fraudulently contrived geophysical metric and
geophysical measurements come under the jurisdiction of APEGA.
The reason that this was not done is that climate change dogma has been blindly accepted
by APEGA members as valid and not questioned. We are an engineering and Geoscience
regulatory body and must stick to what we are trained to do, so we must remove “the
environment” and “biology” from the Geoscience definition and remain true regulators of
just Engineering and the Geosciences of Geology and Geophysics.
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